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Introduction
During the last fifteen years, Georgia has gone through many changes, including attempts of transformation and a reevaluation of the
concept of gender equality. We focus on gender as a social construct
which defines and differentiates the roles, rights, responsibilities and
obligations of women and men (Scott, 1986; Butler 1990). This approach will help us to better understand the ways in which gender is
embedded and recreated. Gender is a fluid concept and often changes over time, as well as from one culture to another. The meaning
of gender contains not only the qualities that characterize men and
women, but also the models of behavior, thinking, and action that
society and culture establish for men and women.
According to Wharton (2004), gender is a kind of central organizing
principle of social life in every culture. Gender relations determine
how equally men and women use, have access to, and control resources (Magnus 2003). It is argued that equal rights and opportunities for and between women and men are crucial to economic and
human growth (World Bank, 2002).
A great effort by civil society and the involvement of the international community have lead to a number of initiatives in Georgia to address the issue of gender equality which were later transformed into
legislative framework. For example, in 2006, the state adopted the
Law against Domestic Violence, (Sabedashvili 2006), while in 2010 it
passed the Gender Equality Law which envisages ensuring women’s
safety, equality on the job market, and supporting women’s involvement in politics. (Duban 2010). In addition, the work of local and international community’s has been also pronounced with regard to
raising awareness of gender issues through educational activities
(Rusetsky, H. et al 2007; Zhghenti, N., et al. 2012). However, despite
these changes and efforts, gender equality still continues to be a far
reaching goal for Georgia, and this fact is well demonstrated in the
international indexes. According to the Global Gender Gap Index of
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2011, Georgia occupies the 86th place among 135 countries (Bendeliani, N. 2012).
In the era of globalization and internalization, youth usually become
a progressive force for social change and transformation of cultural
meanings in society. In recent years, Georgian youth have been exposed to democratic and modern concepts that were not at hand to
the older generation during their adulthood. These circumstances
lead to the hypothesis that, despite the overall low performance of
gender equality, the country’s youth are expected to hold more liberal attitudes and beliefs towards gender equality on at least some gender issues. There are numerous studies explicating young people’s
attitudes and perceptions towards gender roles and gender equality
across the world. These studies acknowledge the importance of different factors like gender, age, education, type of settlement, religion
etc. that have significant impact on constructing gender sensitive or
insensitive attitudes (La Font 2010). It is obvious that gender relations
are embedded in all the social processes of everyday life and, therefore, our research aimed to unfold these relations through looking
at young Georgian people’s (aged 16-25) attitudes, perceptions and
beliefs towards gender equality.
The aim of this study was to explore the nature of gender attitudes
and beliefs among Georgian youth. Specifically, this study focuses
on three intersecting themes: (1) attitudes towards gender roles at
home (2) attitudes towards women’s careers (3) attitudes towards
sexuality. These themes form gender beliefs, which in turn are a significant component of the gender system.
We hypothesized that in Georgia both young men and women might
see their positions through the same patriarchal lens without questioning the cultural models that sustain their gender beliefs. To explore this hypothesis, we examined the nature of prevailing gender
beliefs that allowed our study participants to make inferences about
how they communicate their gender attitudes and perceptions.
Further, based on our theoretical framework, in particular, on Na_8_

rayan’s (1997) and Chatterjee’s (1989) concepts of Modern vs Traditional, we hypothesized the encounter between modern culture and
traditional gender beliefs that claim to be authentic and local.
In the following chapters we present on the one hand a quantitative
analysis of attitudes and perceptions of Georgian youth obtained from
quantitative data sets (Caucasus Barometer 2010, 2011; World Value
Survey 1996, 2008). So far, descriptive statistics have demonstrated
that young people have traditional views on a range of issues related to gender roles in family and society. This correlates with actual
practice in the country, the youngsters’ backgrounds, socio-economic
status, and situation. Further inferential analysis presented in this paper provides comparisons on marital status, education, employment,
gender attitudes and views among youngsters within gender and urban and rural population. On the other hand, we demonstrate data
obtained from qualitative analyses – 15 focus group discussions with
young Georgian men and women in three cities of Georgia (Tbilisi,
Zugdidi and Telavi) – revealing that young Georgian study participants see their roles and obligations through the patriarchal lens.
Very few of them question the cultural models that sustain their gender beliefs. Overall, the findings obtained from the study show that
mostly young people support the traditional division of household
labor, where men are decision-makers and breadwinners and women
are expected to take care of all the family members and household
chores. They confine women within the private domain and assume
childcare to be women’s paramount responsibility, making it arduous
for women to be in politics. The idea of women’s sexual autonomy is
also ignored in conditions of prevailing sexual constraints.
We believe that this publication is a valuable contribution to the existing scholarship and could serve as a significant point of reference for
the future elaboration of a gender equality policy in Georgia.
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Chapter I
Literature Review

Introduction
This research on young people’s attitudes and beliefs towards gender in Georgia focuses on three intersecting themes: (1) attitudes towards gender roles at home; (2) attitudes towards women’s careers;
(3) attitudes towards sexuality. For this reason, this chapter explicates
the relevant theoretical concepts of gender, gender equality, gender
beliefs, sexuality and family. Furthermore, this chapter examines the
debate pertaining to modern/global vs. traditional/local dichotomy,
which in turn aims to explain gender beliefs that sustain young Georgian people’s gender attitudes. Finally, we review the empirical literature based on international and local contexts. Firstly, we explore the
literature on young people’s gender attitudes and perceptions in both
developed and developing countries and discuss factors that empirical research has identified. The international literature suggests that
the changing socio-political context has given rise to the shifts in gender roles and expectations in society (Burnhill & McPherson, 1983;
Tinklin et al., 2005). Secondly, we examine literature pertaining to the
state of gender equality in Georgia. Our research aims to reveal the
gender beliefs of young people considering the ‘democratization’ process and legal reforms that appear to endow gender-equity.

Gender as an Analytic Category
In order to understand gender beliefs that sustain gender attitudes
and perceptions in the local context, it is indispensable to explicate
the meaning of gender as an analytic category. Gender first appeared
among American feminists who used gender to insist on the social
character of distinctions based on sex and who rejected biological
determinism. Joan Scott (1986) in her article Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis looks at two main approaches used by
_ 10 _

feminist historians. The first one falls into the category of ‘descriptive’
approach and invokes the existence of phenomena without interpreting, whereas the second is causal and seeks an understanding of the
nature of phenomena and reasons for its emergence in its form. Joan
Scott (1986) sites different usages of gender, including its simplest
usage when ‘gender’ is a synonym for ‘women’ and hence, sounds
more neutral and poses no ‘critical threat.’ The second usage of gender suggests that information about women is necessarily looked at
along with information about men and, hence, seems problematic
because it indicates that women are part of the men’s world. The
third usage of gender rejects biological determinism and proposes
gender as a cultural construction designating appropriate roles for
men and women. Thus, “gender is a social category imposed on a
sexed body (Stott, 1986).”
Joan Scott (1986) looks at the concept of ‘gender’ and tries to understand different theoretical explanations of gender. First and foremost,
she starts with theories of patriarchy, which views the subordination
of women as the male “need” to dominate the female, and finds several explanations of patriarchy. Firstly, she defines male domination
“as the effect of men’s desire to transcend their alienation from the
means of the reproduction of the species.” The solution could come
with the transformations in reproductive technology, which has the
potential to eliminate the “need for women’s bodies as the agents of
species reproduction.” Hence, if for some of them reproduction is the
key to patriarchy, for others it is sexuality. It views sexual objectification as the primary process of the subjection of women. In this case,
the solution lies in consciousness-raising, which should lead women
to recognizing their common identity which they can turn into political action. There are some limitations to this perspective, such as the
fact that this theory rests on the physical differences while ignoring
the social or cultural construction of gender. (Joan Scott, 1986).
The second theoretical explanations are made by Marxist feminists
who view family, households, and sexuality as products of changing modes of production. The solution lies in the eradication of the
_ 11 _

sexual division of labor, which should end male domination. Though
Marx and Engels deemed property relation as the basis of marriage,
“its chief grievance for women was the hypocritical sex relationship (Brown, 1987).” Joan Scott (1986) sites a number of criticisms
of Marxist feminism. Firstly, she finds it problematic to agree that
economic systems fully determine gender relationships because “the
subordination of women pre-dates capitalism and continues under
socialism.” Moreover, according to Scott (1986), within Marxism, the
concept of “gender has long been treated as the by-product of changing economic structures and gender has had no independent analytic
status of its own.”
Thirdly, Joan Scott looks at the psychoanalytic theory of gender,
which includes both Anglo-American school and French school based
on structuralist and post-structuralist readings of Freud and Lacan.
These approaches focus on the early stages of child development in
order to find clues to the formation of a subject’s gender identity.
Scott (1986) argues that this perspective limits the concept of gender to family and household experience by relying on relatively small
structures of interaction to produce gender identity and, hence, misses out the consideration of other social systems of economy, politics
and power (Scott, 1986).
Finally, Scott (1986) offers her perspective and focuses on gender as
an analytic category, which is a useful unit for understanding gender
attitudes and gender roles. She highlights four elements of gender
as a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived
differences between the sexes. First, culturally available symbols that
evoke multiple representations; second, normative concepts that set
forth interpretations of the meanings of the symbols; third, the notion of politics as well as references to social institutions and organizations; and the fourth aspect of gender is subjective identity. To
sum up, ‘man’ and ‘woman’ are assumed as empty and overflowing
categories that can be filled and affected by social relations.
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Gender Beliefs
In this work, inter-subjectively shared cultural beliefs about gender
are referred to as Gender beliefs. They allow people to surmise the
historical conditions and patriarchal political interests that promote
and sustain the unequal gender system (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004;
Munck et al., 2002). Gender beliefs comprise rules and norms for enacting the social structure of difference and gender inequality. Gender beliefs allow people to make inferences about how they use these
beliefs to reason and communicate their gender attitudes and perceptions. Social relational contexts, where these gender beliefs are
played out, shape the way the individuals enact their gender roles.
Moreover, these contexts influence how the individuals view each
other’s performance in the given situation. According to Ridgeway
and Correll (2004), social relational contexts are a salient arena in
which “the basic rules of the gender system are at play.”
The literature suggests that widely held gender beliefs exist in contemporary Georgia (Kachkachishvili, 2014; Sumbadze, 2012). Contemporary gender beliefs consider women to be chiefly responsible
for household chores. Similarly, child care is viewed as “women’s
work;” men are seen as the main decision makers, whereas women
are expected to be obedient and docile (Kachkachishvili, 2014). These
hegemonic gender beliefs, which are projected and disseminated
through the media and normative images of the family, shape understandings of men and women who are likely to expect others to hold
these same beliefs (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004). Since people’s sense
of what others expect of them affects their behavior and gender attitudes, gender beliefs become a key component of the gender system
(Ridgeway & Correll, 2004).
Our hypothesis is that in Georgia both young men and women
might see their positions through the same patriarchal lens without
questioning the cultural models that sustain their gendered beliefs.

_ 13 _

Gender Equality in the Context of Modern/Global vs
Traditional/Local Debate
The fundamental definition of gender equality can be developed with
reference to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979). The concept of gender equality
may imply the full equality of men and women to enjoy ‘equal opportunities’ and ‘rights’ in various fields, including education, employment, politics, etc. According to the definition provided by the
International Labor Organization (2000), gender equality is equality
between men and women which “entails the concept that all human
beings, both men and women, are free to develop their personal
abilities and make choices without the limitations set by stereotypes,
rigid gender roles and prejudices. Gender equality means that the
different behavior, aspirations and needs of women and men are considered, valued and favored equally. It does not mean that women
and men have to become the same, but that their rights, responsibilities and opportunities will not depend on whether they are born
male or female.” (ILO, 2000)
The importance of gender equality is highlighted by its inclusion as
one of the eight Millennium Development goals. In addition, the
Fourth World Conference on Women (Beijing, 1995) proposed gender mainstreaming as a key strategy to reducing gender inequality
(Gender Equality and Equity, 2000). In order to monitor the progress
in achieving gender equality, Kabeer (2010) highlights three indicators: (a) closing the gender gap in education at all levels; (b) increasing women’s share of wage employment in the non-agricultural sector; (c) increasing the proportion of seats held by women in national
parliaments. Based on the indicators suggested by Kabeer (2010),
we underline three essential indicators of gender equality: education, employment and political participation. Kabeer (2010) argues
that access to education can bring about changes in women’s lives.
These indicators affect a change in power relationships within and
outside the household. For instance, educated women participate in
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a wider range of decisions than uneducated ones. Moreover, Kabeer
(2010) argues that educated women are better able to deal with violent husbands and, hence, are less likely to suffer from domestic violence. When it comes to employment, a solid body of knowledge suggests that paid work can increase women’s agency, however, there
are counter-arguments also. The author illustrates cases from the
Dominican Republic, Colombia, Mexico and Kenya, where women’s
participation in wage employment has led to greater independence
in household decision-making. Finally, the third indicator moves the
focus of empowerment into the arena of politics, and suggests that
women as a half of the population are entitled to at least half of the
seats in the parliament.
In their study, Inglehart, Norris and Welzel (2004) demonstrate the
close link between gender equality and the process of cultural change
and democratization. Since women comprise half the population of
most societies, “if the majority doesn’t have full political rights, that
society is not democratic (Inglehart, Norris, Welzel, 2004).” On the
basis of the analysis of data from 65 societies worldwide, Inglehart,
Norris and Welzel (2004) argue that the growing emphasis on gender
equality is a significant factor of democratization, however, gender
equality is not a mere “consequence of democratization,” rather it is
a part of a broader cultural change that transforms many aspects of
industrialized societies, which in turn facilitates the spread of democracy. Further, they hypothesize cultural explanations, saying that in
traditional societies, women are reluctant to run for office and do not
attract sufficient support to win. Inglehart, Norris and Welzel (2004)
develop a theory suggesting that the process of modernization fosters democratization and a rise in women’s participation in public life.
Inglehart and Norris (2003) argue that firstly, richer, post-industrial
societies have more egalitarian attitudes than poorer, agrarian and
industrial ones; secondly, intergenerational differences are more pronounced in postindustrial societies and less pronounced in agrarian
societies. Despite the relative link between gender equality and democracy, neither variable seems to be a direct cause of the other.
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Instead, both seem to reflect an underlying cultural shift linked with
economic development (Inglehart, Norris, Welzel, 2004).
Many third world countries are under pressure to alter their local
gender system in order to participate in global politics and economy
(Connell et al., 2005). This process of transformation, pertaining to
women’s education, employment and political participation, triggers
the resistance of local men. Men’s reluctance towards women’s emancipation is explained in two ways: first, in a traditional society, where
men are expected to be the main breadwinners, socio-economic hardships make it arduous for men to live up to societal expectations, which
results in a challenging of their masculinities. The second reason concerning both men and women reveals that the government attempts
to appear modern and politically correct in terms of gender equality
and the concurrent upsurge of nationalist sentiments after independence fosters the reverence for tradition, which involves the rejection
of foreign ideas about gender and sexuality (LaFont, 2010). A similar
dichotomy of traditional-local and modern-global is pointed out in
Partha Chatterjee’s (1989) article, in which he argues that, on the one
hand, the conservative position rests on the deployment of “tradition”
which masks patriarchy within and places women under the sign of a
privatized tradition that must be defended against the corruption of
“decadent western culture.” However, modern groups may reject conservative traditional culture, but still collaborate with patriarchy by reinventing tradition to produce new forms of gender oppression.
The modern construction of gender and sexuality are viewed as an indirect promotion of western permissive values which are contrary to
both the local culture and Orthodox Christian ethical principles (Narayan, 1997). These essentialist constructions of culture, norms and
practices apropos of women are often represented as of paramount
importance to the task of “resisting westernization” and “preserving
national culture (Narayan, 1997).” Based on Chatterjee (1989) and
Narayan’s (1997) arguments we hypothesize the existence of a direct
encounter between modern culture and traditional gender beliefs
that claim to be authentic and local.
_ 16 _

Given the wide-ranging changes in society, some scholars explored
what young people themselves think about the roles of men and
women in society and how it shapes their own future expectations
of work and family roles (Tinklin et al., 2005). Tinklin et al. (2005) in
their article depict that, in general, young people hold modern, rather
than traditional views on the roles of men and women in work and in
the family. However, another study on Namibian young people’s gender attitudes argues that, despite the vast number of reforms, young
people are far from gender equality due to the importance of morality and tradition in their lives (LaFont, 2010) although attitudes and
beliefs towards gender equality and sexuality vary depending on sex,
ethnicity, education and residence (LaFont, 2010).

Sexuality
One of the intersecting themes that our research focuses on is young
people’s attitude towards sexuality. This study aims to unravel how
respondents’ gender beliefs are related to their attitudes towards
sexuality. The intersections of gender and sexuality, in particular
how women’s sexualities are disciplined and controlled in patriarchal
and hetero-normative ways, has been a focus of a number of recent
studies (Boyd, 2010; Crowley & Kitchin, 2008; Gaetano, 2008). Relatively high gender equality is associated with more casual sex, more
sex partners per capita and greater approval of premarital sex (Baumeister, R. F. & Mendoza, J.P., 2011). Moreover, Inglehart and Welzel
(2005) argue that the change of people’s basic values and beliefs affects their sexual behavior, too.
In order to view young people’s attitudes towards sexuality in the
context of modern vs traditional dichotomy and identify its nature,
we look at Zygmunt Bauman’s (1998) description of modern and
postmodern uses of sex. He discusses sex, eroticism and love and
draws contesting boundaries between them. Eroticism fills a sexual
act with surplus value. It begins with reproduction, but in order to
freely manipulate surplus capacity for sexuality, eroticism needs to
_ 17 _

transcend reproduction. Hence, the reproductive function of sex creates constant incurable tension between the two. Bauman (1998) argues that throughout the modern era two strategies were dominant.
The first strategy reinforced limits imposed by the reproductive functions of sex upon erotic imagination. This strategy was promoted and
supported by the state and the Church. The second strategy delinks
eroticism from sex and links it with love. Both strategies assumed that
surplus sexual energy needed a functional justification. According to
Bauman (1998), these strategies stemmed from the assumption that
human eroticism can easily become havoc and therefore it needs outside, authoritative powers to control its limits in order to avert its
“destructive potential.” Contrary to these strategies, the late modern
and postmodern eroticism refutes both sexual reproduction and love
and reclaims desire that desires desire (Bauman, 1998).

Family as an Analytic Category
Another useful analytic category for understanding how gender attitudes and gender roles are informed is the Family. It is interesting
to note that in the 19th century social scientists looked at the origins
of family and different accounts of ‘how it all began,’ including evolutionary accounts of Spencer and then Engels’ interpretation of The
Family as a move from ‘primitive promiscuity and incest toward monogamy.’ Hence, for evolutionary thinkers the family was a moral precondition for the success of capitalist society, though it had not been
universal and omnipresent. Thus, the modern family is an achievement of some kind of order by men who fought relatively confused
female-oriented ‘natural’ social bonds, established their own ‘order’
and have become agents of social bonds. There is the Victorian interpretation of The Family as ‘a moral and ideological unit that appears
in particular social orders’. At the same time Victorian thinkers emphasized the link between the family and the modern state. However,
Malinowski refuted these approaches and considered family as a universal human institution. Malinowski distinguishes three features of
_ 18 _

the family: (a) a bounded set of people nurturing children (b) a place
where the rearing of children could be performed and (c) a particular
set of emotions- affection, love (Collier, Rosaldo, Yanagisako, 1995).
Collier et al. (1995) challenged the notion of The Family as a concrete
institution fulfilling universal needs, and revealed it as an ideological
construct associated with the modern state. For instance, love and affection, which is assumed as one of the main functions of The Family
are not always motivated by selfless altruism, but rather by self-interest, which in turn suggests that there are larger systems of constructs
of which the Family is a part (Collier, Rosaldo, Yanagisako, 1995).

Gender Division of Household Labor
The performance of household labor is highly shaped by what people think about the appropriate gender roles. Bianchi et al. (2000)
distinguish three theoretical approaches to discuss gender division
of domestic labor: (1) the time availability approach; (2) the relative
resources approach; (3) gender role attitudes approach. The time
availability approach attempts to find a link between women’s employment time and their housework time and/or compare it to men’s
housework time (Ross, 1987; Shelton, 1990; Lee, 2004). The relative
resources approach focuses on an exchange-based view and suggests
that the spouse with the greater economic income will try to negotiate
less involvement in housework. Moreover, this perspective assumes
that the relative absence of differences in income of spouses allows
more equal division of household labor (Ross, 1987; Brayfield, 1992).
Third, some scholars explain the gender division of household labor
by the gender role attitudes approach. This perspective suggests that
people with more egalitarian gender attitudes should demonstrate a
more equal division of household labor than those with conservative
gender attitudes (Presser, 1994). Feminist scholars criticized relative
resources and time availability approaches and argued that gender
division of labor is not merely a result of rational arrangement, but
something irrational rooted in patriarchal socialization.
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Existing Research on Young People’s
Attitudes towards Gender Equality
In this section we explore the literature on young people’s gender attitudes in both developed and developing countries. The factors that
empirical research has identified helped us to analyze and support our
findings. There is a wide range of studies explicating young people’s
attitudes and perceptions towards gender roles and gender equality
across the world. The studies can be divided into two main categories: (1) research that focuses on attitudes towards gender equality
in education, employment, politics and family and (2) studies that
depict attitudes towards gender roles and sexuality. Existing studies
make use of both qualitative and quantitative methodology:(a) Gender indicators entail quantitative indicators based on statistical and/
or quantifiable data that provide percentages of women and men in
parliament, wage rates, school/university enrolment, which in turn
captures gender equality in politics, education and employment,
(b) Gender indicators can refer to ‘qualitative methods’ and look at
young people’s experiences, perceptions and attitudes or impact of
a particular policy.
An ethnographic study conducted in Puerto Rica (Asencio, 1999) focused on gender-based social constructs such as ‘machos’ and ‘sluts’
which perpetuate gender-role conformity. The results revealed that
definitions of masculinity, which encompass concepts such as dominance, toughness, or male honor, are highly correlated with violence against women (Asencio, 1999). Moreover, men reacted more
strongly than women to gender-role deviations and were more likely
to punish those considered ‘deviants’. There is an interesting masculine dualism of predator and protector expatiated in the study, which
entails classification of females as either ‘good’- Madonna and deserving of protection or ‘bad’-‘whore’ and deserving of exploitation.
Hence, a male must control and protect ‘his’ females (wife, daughter, girlfriend) from other predatory males, while simultaneously he
attempts to seduce other females. It should be noted that the Ma_ 20 _

donna/Whore dichotomy is based on traditional conceptions of both
female sexuality and gender-role behavior.
Actually, a large number of studies based on young people have depicted significant gender differences in the sex-role attitudes of young
people. Quarm’s (1983) work suggests that men are likely to be more
traditional than women. A study by Lewis and Clift (2001) explored
young people’s attitudes towards gender issues and sexual relationships in Estonia. The results revealed that participants associated men
with lower levels of emotionality, expressiveness and caring, as well
as with having a stronger interest in sex, more irresponsible behaviors, and feeling the need to earn. Women were viewed as weaker,
emotional, communicative, caring, more interested in relationships/
romance, more delicate, vulnerable and dependent. (Lewis et al.,
2001)
Pulerwitz and Barker (2008) in their article described development and
psychometric evaluation of the GEM (Gender-equitable men) scale to
measure attitudes towards gender norms among young men. The scale
is based on a social constructivist perspective of gender identity that
assumes that specific cultural settings encourage certain models of
manhood and masculinity. Pulerwitz and Barker (2008) identified several domains for the scale: a) domestic work and caring for children; b)
sexuality and sexual relationships c) reproductive health and disease
prevention, d) intimate partner violence, e) homosexuality and close
relationships with other men. Alternative means of studying gender
attitudes includes Aronson’s (2003) work which incorporates several
stages a) examination of perceptions of women’s attitudes toward
gender opportunities, obstacles and discrimination and b) analysis by
considering young women’s attitudes toward feminism and the impact of race, class and life experience on their attitudes. On the other
hand, a study (Lafond, 2010) on gender attitudes, sexuality and tradition among Namibian youth focuses on four intersecting themes: 1)
attitudes towards traditional practices related to gender, such as men
as the dominative person in household and polygamy; (2) sexual rights,
including those relating to controversial issues such as homosexuality
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and reproductive rights; (3) sexual transgressions, such as rape and
sexual abuse; and (4) attitudes towards and knowledge of sexual behaviors such as masturbation and oral sex.
A study of Egyptian adolescents aged 16-19, which explores genderrole attitudes with respect to family, includes the attitudes towards
decision-making in the household, responsibilities for performing domestic tasks and desirable qualities in a spouse (Mensch, Ibrahim,
Lee, 2003). The research aimed to explore whether young people in
contemporary Egypt adhere to the traditional gender-role distribution. Firstly, respondents were asked to list the most important qualities that they would search for when choosing a spouse. The findings
reveal that the most statistically significant gender-based differences
are related to “achieved” characteristics. Girls prefer a husband who
has a strong character, who is good-natured, who will treat them
well, and who is wealthy or has a good job. Boys, in contrast, are
more likely to seek a wife who is “virtuous,” religious, well mannered,
and who comes from a good family.’ These differences are paralleled
by the different expectations adolescents express with regard to
decision-making roles and responsibilities within marriage, namely,
that men are providers; women are nurturers. The results showed
that neither boys nor girls depicted egalitarian gender-role attitudes,
however, girls were more likely to express less traditional attitudes.
(Mensch, Ibrahim, Lee, 2003)

Factors Influencing Young People’s
Gender Sensitive Attitudes
A number of international studies have examined young people’s attitudes and perceptions regarding gender roles and gender equality.
These studies acknowledge the importance of factors such as gender, age, education, the type of settlement, and religion, which significantly impact the construction of gender sensitive or insensitive
attitudes.
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Age and Settlement Type
The influence of socio-demographic factors, such as age and settlement type, on gender attitudes was observed in a study conducted in
Namibia (LaFont 2010) with 15- to 20-year-olds. The results revealed
that the youngest respondents (16-year-olds) were more likely than
the older respondents (20-year-olds) to choose answers supporting gender equality and sexual rights (LaFont 2010). Results from
this study also suggested that urban/rural settlement was a relevant
variable in the analysis of gender attitudes. For example, living in a
privileged urban environment (e.g., having better access to technology and being exposed to various cosmopolitan ideas, attitudes, and
opinions) is one of the most significant factors influencing ideas about
gender equality and sexual rights in Namibia (LaFont2010).

Gender Roles within the Family and Parental Influences
on Young Adults’ Attitudes Towards Gender Equality
Gender attitudes may also be constructed in the family context during childhood and adolescence. Liao and Yang (1995) proposed two
major theoretical perspectives to explain the development of genderspecific attitudes. According to social-learning theory, people acquire
gender-specific attitudes by copying and modeling similar people,
particularly their same-sex parent. For example, daughters whose
mothers were employed were more likely to be independent and also
work outside the home when they became older than those daughters whose mothers were not employed. According to situational
theory, women’s gender-role orientations are the result of personal
experiences. Moen et al. (1997) consider both social-learning and
situational theory to be relevant.
Moen et al. (1997) investigated inter-generational transmission of
two types of gender attitudes - gender role ideology and work role
identity over the 30-year period of social change. Considering the
gender revolution and extensive societal shifts in gender norms in
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the second half of the 20th century, they seek to explore whether
and how the adult daughters have been influenced by their mothers’ earlier attitudes and behaviors or whether their own gender role
revolution is different or similar to that of their mothers’. One of the
questions they seek to find out is if daughters have developed their
own ideas about women’s roles and set up their own work role identity while growing up. The findings of the study revealed that mothers
play a significant role in their daughters’ lives, they impact considerably the next generation, though for the next generation their own
experiences matter even more while shaping their own attitudes and
expectations with regard to gender role and work role identity.
There are an ample number of works on family and its changing structure. Namely, Hare-Mustin (1988) expatiates on the family structure,
its change, and gender role distribution in the family. The author argues that in traditional societies where family structure has been hierarchical and male-oriented, family organization was based on the
segmentation of work by age and gender (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1987)
and the segmentation of tasks supports the belief that different family members are inherently suited for work of different kinds. This
means that adults hate doing “children’s jobs” and men hate doing
“women’s jobs.” The status differences between female and male,
young and old, are revealed by the fact that the dislike of certain jobs
is not reciprocal. The differences between husbands and wives in
traditional societies are supported by both sex and age (Caldwell &
Caldwell, 1987; Hare-Mustin, 1987).
The idea of separate spheres for men and women, which was widely
accepted by the latter part of the 19th century, is built on the segmentation of work in traditional societies. Hare-Mustin (1988) looks
at the explanatory cause of the current gender role division, namely,
in the USA and China. Separate spheres have been a major social
strain in American life (Bellah et al. 1985). However, in modern life,
women take on both work and family roles and the idea of separate
spheres for men’s and women’s activities and interests is no longer viable. As research in China and the United States has revealed, women
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continue in their pre-industrial family role doing work which has no
exchange value in the marketplace even when they enter the paid
labor force.
Under the category of the social-learning theory falls Cunningham’s
(2001) study, which assesses parental influences on young adults’
attitudes towards gendered family roles and housework allocation.
The analysis provided evidence that parental modeling and maternal attitudes play an important role in the formation of young adults’
attitudes towards gender roles and that early childhood factors are
important for learning about gender. The results of this study also
showed that young adults’ attitudes are by no means determined
by parental factors. One very significant finding in this analysis was
the strong influence of the mothers’ gender role attitudes during the
children’s early years on the children’s ideal division of household
labor, measured when the children were 18 years old. The findings
presented by this study demonstrated that the parental division of
labor during the children’s adolescence had a significant effect on the
children’s interpretation of the way stereotypically female household
tasks should be divided between women and men. A higher level of
participation in housework by fathers was associated with greater
support among the children for men’s participation in stereotypically
female housework. The adolescents expressed attitudes which supported a similar behavioral pattern, controlling for numerous other
potential causal factors. It appeared that the fathers’ participation in
household tasks during the years when children are likely to be responsible for a greater proportion of the domestic labor is important.
(Cunningham, 2001)
Another noteworthy work, which looks at the impact of parents’
gender on their children’s attitudes to gender equality was done
by Evertsson (2006). The paper focuses on Swedish boys’ and girls’
gender attitudes and explores the reproduction of gender in Swedish households. The case of Sweden is particularly important when
it comes to the question of egalitarianism, since Sweden in 1995 was
recognized as the most gender equal country in the world by the
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United Nations. The results showed that, commonly, girls do most of
the family-care work while boys are engaged in outdoor work, which
testifies that housework is still gendered among Swedish children.
Throughout the analysis, considerable attention is paid to the mothers’ education level. It has been emphasized under different sections
of the analysis that highly educated mothers have an overall positive
impact on the attitude towards gender equality in the family for children. It has been revealed that the numbers of tasks girls are engaged
in decreases if the mother is well educated. The results also showed
that daughters on the whole help out more as compared to sons,
though parents who act gender atypically have children who more
often perform gender atypical tasks in the household. For example,
sons are more motivated to do housework when they observe their
fathers spending more time helping out in the home. (Evertsson,
2006)

Gender Dimensions of the Public Sphere:
Education and Employment
Education may be a significant factor influencing young people’s gender attitudes; therefore, this issue should be carefully examined. Tallichet and Willits (1986) investigated liberal shifts in the gender-role
attitudes of 294 young women. Interestingly, women’s attitudes as
adolescents were associated with their parents’ level of education.
Initially surveyed in 1970 as high school students and then interviewed again ten years later, the attitudes of these young women became progressively more modern, which is a trend that the authors’
associated with higher education, given that women who attained
higher levels of education were more likely to express less traditional
gender-role attitudes than those who did not. This shift in gender-role
attitudes was positively related to the women’s level of education,
employment and income (Tallichet and Willits 1986). Regarding gender differences in gender-role attitudes, Hyde (2005) proposed the
Gender Similarities Hypothesis, which argues that males and females
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are similar on most, but not all, psychological variables, including
their moral reasoning, relationship attitudes, and job attribute preferences. Hyde argued that men and women, as well as boys and girls,
hold more similar than different values.
The final report of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) on Gender Equality in Education, Employment
and Entrepreneurship: Final Report to the MCM 2012 discusses in detail gender equality in spheres of education, employment and entrepreneurship. Firstly, the report looks at Education and its gender dimensions. Although in most countries primary education is universal,
girls are less likely to start education in Western, Eastern and Middle
Africa and Southern Asia. Generally, in developing countries, when
family cannot afford education for children, if it is the only choice,
they often choose to educate their sons, not daughters, also resulting in their early marriages. Moreover, the selection of subjects and
professions is highly gendered and from early age children become
familiar with stereotypic roles, such as female teachers or nurses and
male engineers.
Secondly, the report focuses on employment and its gender dimension. Women are more likely to come across difficulties in finding the
first job; they earn less and are more likely to work part-time. Also,
they are under-represented in senior positions, such as managers and
company board members. In all countries, women are burdened with
unpaid work of household tasks and childcare. To reconcile the conflict between family and work life, women often choose part time
jobs at the expense of a long-term successful career.
Finally, the report illustrates the intersections of entrepreneurship
and gender worldwide. In all countries women are seriously underrepresented in entrepreneurship. Mostly, they name better life-work
balance and economic necessity for starting their own business.
Women’s businesses are often smaller and associated with less sales,
profit and labor productivity as they often start with limited management experience and sacrifice less time to their business. Apart
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from this, women are less likely to get loans for financing their own
business; they are charged higher interest rates and asked for more
guarantees either because of shorter credit histories or lender’s prejudices.

Religion and Gender Attitudes
Another set of studies looks at the religious factor, as it is considered
to be one of the most important shapers of gender attitudes (Brinkerhoff, 1984). The matter is that the connection between religion and
gender is a pertinent issue and a number of studies confirm that
there is a correlation between religiosity and one’s gender attitudes
and sexual behavior (Odimegwu, 2005; Thornton &Camburn, 1989;
Brinkerhoff and MacKie, 1984). It should be mentioned that there are
different ways defining religiosity, namely, religious affiliation, attendance at religious services, value of religion and religious practices
(Odimegwu, 2005). There are multiple and opposing points of view
about the religious dimensions most influencing gender. The matter
is that, on the one hand, some authors found religious affiliation to
be the most important predictor of gender conservatism, while others reported religious practice to be more highly correlated with it
and some found frequent attendance at religious services to be associated with more conservative attitudes (Odimegwu, 2005). Thus,
to be more precise, the degree of commitment to religious organizations may be more important as a determinant of young people’s
gender attitudes and behavior than religious affiliation. Thus, youngsters who attend religious services frequently, and who are committed to the church, are probably more likely than others to develop
attitudes and behavior towards gender emancipation and sexuality
that are consistent with their religious doctrines. In such a way, those
young people who are more exposed to religious influence through
greater involvement should have more traditional gender attitudes
(Thornton & Camburn,1989; Brinkerhoff &MacKie).
Religious values are the source of moral proscriptions for many indi_ 28 _

viduals and, hence, the teachings of the churches are likely to play
a role in the formation of individual attitudes, values and behavior.
For instance, Kangara (2004) explores the ways in which the Church
seeks social control over its parishioners, which leads to restrictive
measures governing adolescent sexuality. The non-conformist parishioners were banned from direct access to church services and therefore excluded. However, the extent to which religion influences individuals’ attitudes towards gender emancipation and sexual behavior
depends on the specific doctrines of the church/parishes and on the
degree of engagement and commitment of individuals to the religious institutions. In such a way, according to some studies, there is
a correlation between gender attitudes/sexual behavior and religious
commitment, but it does not confirm that religion is the only factor
that affects youngsters’ gender attitudes (Odimegwu, 2005).
The influence of various socio-demographic factors on gender attitudes is observed in one of the studies conducted in Southeast Asia
(Yoshida, 2011). It was assumed that various socio-demographic variables would have an effect on attitudes, for instance women would
be less supportive towards gender inequality than men; education
could enlighten people and encourage support towards equality, but
on the other hand, it is possible for education to increase inequality
by emphasizing individual talent or effort in social accomplishment
(Kane1995). Due to meeting many different people, urbanized respondents would be more supportive towards gender equality than
rural; elderly people would be more conservative than young. Marital
status and religion could also have an effect, with Muslims considered as generally patriarchal. Results show that Muslims from different backgrounds differ in attitudes towards gender equality, the same
way in which non-Muslims do. The factors that influence gender perception vary from one country to another, even from one region of a
country to another. Whether the impact of religion is more negative
or more positive greatly depends on the different socio-demographic
backgrounds (Yoshida, 2011).
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Gender Equality in Georgia
This section aims to unravel the state of gender equality in Georgia.
Since young Georgian people’s experiences are largely shaped by the
factors derived from the local specificity, we provide the context for
our research on young people’s gender attitudes in Georgia. After
achieving independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, Georgia has
experienced rapid economic, political and social change and, over
the last two decades, has been taking steps towards democratization
through political and economic development. However, the country
still belongs to traditional/closed societies, with a traditional culture,
where patriarchal norms are dominant and it is accepted to think that
women, due to their gender role, should be engaged in household
chores and child raising and that they are not required to be active in
social and political life (Japaridze, 2012).
Even during the period of the Soviet Union, the declared “liberation” of
and support for women through giving them equal rights (like the right
to work) was in reality a double workload on top of women’s traditional
obligations within their households. Consequently, after the collapse of
the soviet system, this formal equality vanished and the vulnerability
of women became greatly prominent. As a result of events such as civil
wars, the collapse of the economy, inflation, unemployment, corruption, armed conflict and the de facto loss of one fifth of the country
families, Georgia also lost the notion of the man as a breadwinner, and
many women became the only earners. Self-employed women mostly
engaged in informal economic activity and did not benefit from their
education and qualifications (Chitashvili et al., 2010).
Discussions around gender inequality and women’s empowerment in
Georgia started in 1994, when Georgia ratified the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)
(Gaprindashvili et al., ). Afterwards, at the Beijing Conference in 1995,
Georgia joined the countries which were working on the elaboration
of action plans for improving the conditions of women, and in 2002
Georgia joined the additional decree of CEDAW (Japaridze et al.,
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2006). Moreover, Georgia ratified the “Millennium Development in
Georgia” (2007) document, according to which the Georgian government was obliged to take responsibility for eliminating the gender
gap in employment and ensuring equal access for women’s enrollment in politics, both of which are to be fulfilled by the year 2015.
In 2006, the state adopted the Law Against Domestic Violence (Sabedashvili, 2007), while in 2010 it passed the Gender Equality Law
(Duban, 2010) which envisages ensuring women’s safety, equality on
the job market, and supporting women’s involvement in politics. The
adoption process of the above-mentioned laws has undergone long
and thorough preparatory processes and considered the participation
of local non-governmental and international donor organizations. It is
worth mentioning that, despite the official adoption of Laws on Domestic Violence and on Gender equality, many parliament members
and representatives of governmental bodies made incomprehensive
jokes about the meanings of these laws because they failed to understand their great importance (Chitashvili et al., 2010).
In order to criminalize domestic violence, certain amendments were
made to the Criminal Code of Georgia in 2012 regarding the responsibilities on domestic violence considering the punishment by a term
of one hundred to two hundred hours of useful public service by restriction of freedom for a term of one year or by imprisonment for up
to one year.
In addition to a number of legislative changes over the last decade,
the main focus of the non-governmental women’s institutions in
Georgia (approximately 12% of all the NGOs in Georgia) was to increase gender awareness in Georgian women through educational
activities (Rusetsky 2007). According to the ‘Assessment of Work
and Working Structure of Non-Governmental Women’s Institutions
in Georgia’ (Zghenty 2013), the most widely covered topics during
last five years are domestic violence, women’s legal and social rights,
women’s participation in social, political and civic life, women’s employment and professional development, and gender stereotypes.
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However, Georgia still ranks low in terms of gender equality (Bendeliani 2012). The nationwide survey on Domestic Violence against
Women in Georgia (Chitashvili et al. 2010) explores the causes and
consequences of domestic violence, as well as the perceptions and
attitudes of Georgian women about domestic violence. Responses to
this survey revealed that one out of every eleven married women has
been a victim of physical abuse, and 34.7% have been injured multiple times (most were in the 45- to 49-year-old age group). Responses
also revealed that 50.7% of women believed that a good wife should
obey her husband even when she does not agree with his decisions
and that 45% believed that a man must clearly show his wife/partner
that he is the head of the family.
The Gender and Generation Wave 2 Report of 2009 (Badurashvili et al.
2009) provided a clear picture of how gender roles were distributed
within families in Georgia. This study showed that 25% of men in families were solely responsible for the allocation of financial resources and
that women typically received an allowance from their male partners.
Compared with the Gender and Generation Survey conducted in 2006,
the data from 2009 showed that male domination with regard to budgeting household finances had decreased by 4.1 points, but was still not
below 20%. However, 59% of families responded that household budgeting was a responsibility that was equally shared by both partners.
In addition to traditional attitudes, the authors of the report discussed
equality regarding the scarce financial resources that are available for
most Georgian families. The limited household budget is mainly used
for basic necessities, without considering the individual needs of either
the female or male partner. According to the Gender Asymmetry Index
results, the highest level of inequality in Georgian families was evident
when each partner engaged in paid work. Additionally, more women
considered their male partners’ opinions regarding the time they spent
engaged in paid work. The Gender Asymmetry Index revealed that the
main factors affecting women’s autonomy regarding the time spent at
work were settlement type, number of children, and level of education.
In rural areas, the probability that men participated in the decision_ 32 _

making regarding their female partners’ employment was higher than
in urban areas. Having a large number of children also increases the
probability that a man will interfere with his female partner’s employment. In contrast, the more educated a woman is, the less likely it is
that her male partner will be able to interfere with her employment.
Another important issue emphasised in this study was the gender gap
with regard to housework. Results showed that women had the largest
share of housework, with men’s overall share not exceeding 24% (including traditional male chores, such as household repairs). In contrast,
men were primarily responsible for paying bills (54.7%) and were more
active with regard to shopping for food (30.9%) and organizing joint
social activities (22.4), yet their share of cooking, cleaning and washing
barely reached 1.5%. No significant differences were found between
generations with regard to gender attitudes. According to the “Generations and Values’’ study (Sumbadze 2011), 62% of young people in
the18- to 24-year-old age group agreed with the statement that decisions in the family should be made according to men’s wishes, 66.7%
agree with this statement in the second age group (40-to 50-year-olds),
and 77.5% agree with this statement from the third age group (60- to
70-year-olds).
Women in Georgia are politically passive, which is manifested in the
fact that the Georgian executive and legislative bodies are primarily
composed of men (Bagratia 2012). This low representation of women
in decision-making positions is directly connected with the severity of
gender inequality that is evident in the country. After the 1st October
Parliamentary elections, women obtained 18 mandates, which is 12%
of the total number of parliamentary mandates. This outcome was a
precedent in Georgian parliamentary history (Bagratia 2012). Despite
the fact that the government and women’s organizations spare no expense when supporting the development of gender equality in Georgia, the country’s undesirable position in international indices and its
poor representation of gender equality in national surveys compels
us to examine the attitudes and perceptions regarding equality issues
that are held by young Georgian people.
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Chapter II
Challenges for Achieving Gender Equality
in Georgia

Introduction
While working on the literature, the problem of limited and scarce
studies in Georgia on gender equality, gender policy and youth gender consciousness raised the necessity of gathering more background
information about the local context. In order to fulfill the following assignment, it was decided to obtain the necessary information about
the Georgian context from in-depth interviews with individuals who
are experts in the gender equality field – professors in gender studies, activists and independent scholars working on gender and gender
equality issues in Georgia.
In order to gather information regarding gender equality issues in
Georgia, eight prominent women’s rights activists were selected according to their visibility and work with regards to gender. The expert
interviews were exploratory, aiming to gain insight into the experts’
perceptions and understandings of gender related issues in Georgia. Each interview followed a pre-prepared open-ended discussion
guide and was recorded on an audio recorder. The open-ended questions encouraged the respondents to provide more information, express their feelings, attitudes and to present their understanding of
the subject, giving an opportunity to better access the experts’ true
understandings and opinions on gender and the gender equality issue. Each interview lasted approximately 60 minutes. All the eight
interviews were transcribed and analyzed. The analysis of the expert
interviews stimulated the development of additional points for the
following study.
Therefore, this section aims to explore the current situation regarding gender equality and the forms in which gender equality is manifested in Georgia. At first, this section shows how gender experts
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working on the issues of gender equality and LGTB rights understand and evaluate the current situation in Georgia in terms of gender equality. Secondly, it demonstrates how they explore the possible ways in which different domains intersect with each other and
inform gender issues. Finally, this section examines expert opinions
apropos of the problems and challenges to the social transformation and implementation of gender policies. These opinions varied
depending on the issue and were sometimes heterogeneous. These
variances were taken into account during the analysis and some
possible explanations were provided. The relevant literature and
theoretical explanations have been incorporated into the findings
gained from the expert interviews.
The experts stated that gender equality is about “rights, rather
than about the sameness of men and women.” They pointed out
the “mis-understanding” of gender equality in society where it is
perceived that gender equality necessarily means that “women
become like men.”The misconception of gender equality has taken
a variety of forms. According to the narratives of experts, gender
equality is perceived in society as “men’s oppression by women,”
“hatred of men,” “matriarchy,” “deconstruction of all gender roles,
which is against nature,” “something not national, local or traditional and imposed by the West.”These misconceptions stemmed from
the lack of information or from misinformation. According to the
experts, media, politicians and NGO workers, who are incompetent
in the matters of gender, contribute to the social reproduction of
gender stereotypes.
They further argue that the understanding of feminism in society is
even worse and more negative than that of gender equality. Feminism is something unknown, hardly talked about, or discussed constructively in public. The fact that media, educational institutions,
activists and politicians do not talk about nor explain adequately the
unfamiliar and new concept of feminism to the public leaves society no other choice but to create its own images and stereotypes of
feminism which are often based on total misconceptions. The most
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widespread stereotypes about feminists are the following:
‘Feminists are deemed as women who hate men and who fight
against them. A second stereotype is that they are lesbians and
radicals.’ (Expert T.)
‘Gender equality is more politically correct than feminism. Those
who have heard about gender equality know that it’s about equality, yet they don’t have any idea what feminism is about and have
an aggressive and negative attitude towards it.’ (Expert I.)
According to the interviewed experts, the awareness of gender equality and understanding of it is highly unsatisfactory, and feminism is
even more ‘unacceptable’ and ‘strange’ to society than gender equality. One of the experts referred to the dynamics of women’s organizations in Georgia in order to explain social awareness of ‘gender
equality’ as compared to feminism: ‘Feminism is more obscure to
society because this is a term which appeared only recently, while
gender equality and women’s issues have been known about since
the 1990s with the emergence of NGOs working on these issues.’
(Expert I.)
One of the widespread misconceptions deems feminism as something imposed from the West and a threat to local traditions and
Georgian-ness by the taking away of national and traditional identities. Georgian feminists had to challenge the widely assumed opinion
that claims that issues of gender equality are western impositions.
Hence, they attempted to create a counter-narrative to prove the
very Georgian-ness of feminism by referring to the past in two ways.
Firstly, they depict 19th century Georgian female writers as feminists
fighting for women’s rights, attainment of education and the right to
vote. This reference aims to show that feminism is not something imposed from the West, alien to the Georgian culture, but that its roots
can be traced down throughout Georgian history. In this way, contemporary Georgian feminists have attempted to uncover the subaltern history (or ‘herstories’) of forgotten heroines.
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Secondly, Georgian feminists explain the current insensitive attitudes towards gender equality by referring to soviet history when the
myth of a supposedly progressive, gender equal society was created
to compete with the West. The soviet gender discourse showed the
soviet government successfully overcoming gender inequality, while
the problem still existed in the West (Sumbadze, 2008).In the words
of one expert:
‘Since soviet times, the image of western-bourgeois feminists was
negative. Moreover, it’s something not ‘Georgian.’ Yet I recently discovered that Barbare Jorjadze had written a two page long feminist manifesto in the 19th century and that she was one of many
such women sharing their values and ideas... It’s important to show
that this is not something imposed by the West, as we can draw
examples from our own history. Till now I thought that the right to
vote was granted to women in Georgia without women fighting for
it, but I just discovered in an old newspaper that Georgian women
demanded their right to vote, too.’ (Expert T.)
Experts point out the dichotomy ‘Western vs local’ which is used by
mainstream patriarchal forces as a tool to criticize feminism. However, these forces fight not simply against Western imposition, but
against the ‘herstory’ of Georgia. The struggle of Georgian women for their rights is invisible. It is ‘his-story’ that dominates the
minds of people, who are unable to see 19th century feminist writers, educators, or activists because their story is not ‘His-story.’ For
instance, a content analysis of school textbooks in Georgia revealed
that in the 8th grade history textbook it makes out that no women
participated in the historical process (Khomeriki, et al., 2012).This is
a history of men, filled with war, where men are depicted as kings,
soldiers, decision-makers or rebels who make history, while the
‘passive,’ even insignificant, roles are assigned to women. In such
a way, reclaiming ‘Her-story’ is an alternative way for feminists to
fight the dominant patriarchal ‘Histories,’ which erase women’s actions from their pages.
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The current situation in terms of gender equality in
Georgia
The experts perceive that gender inequality is prevalent in contemporary Georgia. Some of them argue that gender discrimination is
visible on the surface, however, others state further that it is visible
only to those who are sensitive enough to notice, and otherwise this
problem remains implicit. As one of the experts noted: ‘the laws are
gender sensitive and formal education is also not a problem for
women in Georgia.’ (Expert I). This creates a false impression with regard to gender equality- presenting the situation as satisfactory, while
it is not. The neglect and invisibility of women’s concerns and gender
issues is due to a number of factors. Firstly, the reason may lie in the
language or misuse of terms describing social and political injustices.
Very often, instead of the term ‘oppression,’ we use the term ‘discrimination’ in order to express injustice. Cudd and Anderson (2004)
distinguish these two terms, which may elucidate the ‘invisibility of
gender discrimination’ in society. By ‘discrimination’ they are referring to conscious actions and policies excluding some groups and
confining them to inferior positions. Discrimination is a part of oppression, which in turn “often exists in the absence of overt discrimination” (Cudd & Anderson, 2004). Cudd and Anderson (2004) argue
that oppression implies a vast and deep injustice which is often unconscious and invisible and encountered by people in ordinary interactions, such as media and cultural interaction, whereas discrimination itself is an individualist concept insofar as it entails an identifiable
victim of the discrimination and the agent who consciously perpetuates injustice. This theory can explain the invisibility of discrimination
among Georgians: we are frequently dealing with oppression which
is covert discrimination. Further explanations of the invisibility of the
problem can be found in Okin’s writings. According to Okin (1994),
the dichotomy between the public (political and economic) and private (domestic and personal) is considered valid and only public issues are deemed as an appropriate sphere for theories of justice or
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politics. Hence, “family is regarded as an inappropriate context for
justice since love, altruism, or shared interests are assumed to hold
sway within it…It is sometimes taken for granted that it is a realm
of hierarchy and injustice” (Okin, 1994). This could explain the negligence of gender issues as something irrelevant and serious (read
‘public’) by Georgian society. The public/private dichotomy has serious implications for women as it takes for granted the inequalities of
resources and power within the household. Moreover, it ignores the
work performed by women, since only the work done for pay in the
public sphere is considered as work (Okin, 1994). The limitation of
this theory is that the gender oppression of women is not restricted
only to the private domain (household), but rather continues to manifest itself in the public realm.
Multiple meanings of gender equality have been revealed during
interviews with experts, at many levels, and we can discern various
forms and spaces where gender inequality is evident. The concept of
gender in/equality perhaps generates misconceptions among Georgians because it comes across as being abstract. However, one may
be confronted by various forms of gender oppression on a daily basis
which are implicit manifestations of gender inequality. The experts
also identify several social and political actors and institutions responsible for gender injustice and for hindering the overcoming of
discrimination.
In recent years the Georgian government has made progressive steps
towards achieving gender equality. Georgia signed the CEDAW in
1994;in 2004 the government formed the Gender Equality Advisory
Council under the Speaker of the Parliament of Georgia; in 2006 the
Georgian parliament adopted the Law on Fighting against Human
Trafficking and the Law on Elimination of Domestic Violence, Protection and Assistance of Domestic Violence Victims; further, in 2010,
the Law on Gender Equality entered into force. Thus, since the 1990s
the government has attempted to create an adequate gender equality legislature. However, all these efforts are to no avail if they are not
put into practice.
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‘The laws and gender committee has no practical implication and
exist only on paper…For instance, a gender analysis of school books
was indicated in all action plans, but the Ministry of Education has
not done anything in this regard as yet. Whatever was done was
done by NGOs and on their own initiative.’(Expert I.)
‘I don’t see any difference between the situation before the gender
equality law was adopted in 2010 and after.’ (Expert I.)
‘Although the adoption of laws on gender equality has not brought
any substantial change, experts recognize the importance of adequate legislature and insist on further amendments to‘gender neutral’ laws. They acknowledge the perplexity of the issue and state:
‘It looks like a chicken and egg dilemma, should we first work on society’s awareness-raising or first create gender sensitive legislature
and then everything else?’ (Expert T.)
The government is held accountable by the experts for taking sensible and prompt action against inequality. While they recognized
that the government has attempted to bring change through the
adoption of laws such as gender equality and domestic violence,
they criticized the implementation of these policies and the lack
of mechanisms to bring them into practice. This hindrance and
failure to bring real change in terms of gender equality makes
feminists doubt the government’s real intentions. They consider
the government’s actions to be hypocritical, which merely aims
at showing to the West their efforts and progressiveness, while
actually not being interested in the issue or not taking it seriously
enough. The reality does not illustrate any substantial change in
this regard. In the words of experts affiliated with the Independent Feminist Group:
‘The government took responsibility in front of the West and western institutions and that’s why there remains simply no other way
left. However, in reality the government is not interested in or ready
to solve the problem.’ (Expert T.)
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‘The government should indicate to the public directly the problem
and its importance.’ (Expert T.)
The experts noted that the law is not enough because its implementation is not guaranteed and practical mechanisms to eliminate gender equality are lacking. For instance, the introduction of the law on
domestic violence was definitely a positive step, but its implementation is still a question. In the case of domestic violence, women are
compelled to go through formal procedures and deal with the local
police who are part of the same patriarchal society and often lack
gender sensitivity. Therefore, there is a risk for women coming under
a double threat such as facing domestic violence and of then becoming a victim of verbal abuse by policemen after filing a complaint.
‘It takes a woman a lot to decide to file a complaint in case of domestic violence, and when she finally calls the police, instead of support she gets insensitive policemen.’ (Expert I.)
‘On 8th of March, the Independent Feminists Group organized a protest demonstration demanding women’s rights. One of the slogans
was ‘We want rights, not flowers.’ A police car was passing by and
when the occupants saw us, they stopped and said: ‘change your
sex and your rights will be protected.’ (Expert T.)
‘My neighbor was a victim of domestic violence and she called the
police. Her father-in law is a policeman, too, so when the police came,
they convinced her to stay at home and keep quiet.’ (Expert M.)
These quotations illustrate how women are discouraged from lodging
complaints of domestic violence or abuse in the name of their protection. The literature offers some explanations for the inadequate
response of the police to gender-based violence and particularly to
domestic violence. As noted before, our police come from the same
patriarchal society and their behavior follows traditional discriminative
values such asexpecting women to obey the men in their families and
to tolerate domestic violence or sacrifice their self-interest for the sake
and the welfare of their family. However, they never ask why the same
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thought for the family’s welfare did not cross the mind of the culprit.
Moreover, the attributes of “good” and “bad” women are deeply rooted in their minds. A “good” woman is one who bears suffering and does
not complain, while a “bad” woman is one who argues, and who values
her own desires and individuality (Bhattacharya, 2013).
The hindrance to an effective response to domestic violence is not restricted only to the patriarchal mindset of insensitive policemen and
concerned authorities, but instead has a complex nature rooted in
socio-economic problems. The silence of domestic violence victims
can be determined by both the malfunctioning of the legislature,
namely, law on domestic violence and labor code, and the victims’
socio-economically disadvantaged position. Actually, the expert interviews suggest that these two problems intersect each other and
make it more non-viable for victims to escape the violence
‘[When experiencing domestic violence] a girl cannot file a case because on the one hand she is afraid that the family will not accept
her if she has to return home and on the other hand, she cannot go
independently, because if she has a child, there is no one to leave
the child with. They may also, in such a case, have difficulty finding
a job.’ (Expert M.)
Thus, among the many reasons of the silence of domestic violence
victims, experts distinguished the fact of women’s economic dependency on the husband and a lack of social support systems. According
to Okin (1994), this implies that women have less “bargaining power”
within marriage and, in case of divorce her economic status deteriorates even further, whereas the average divorcing man’s economic
status improves. Further, an internalization of oppression can be sited
as another explanation which implies that victimhood becomes an
identity and makes it difficult for the victim to imagine her life beyond
this adopted violence (Young, 2004).
Gender inequality manifests itself in the form of violence against
women, which may include rape, sexual harassment, domestic violence, or something else. However, the experts emphasized only do_ 42 _

mestic violence from the above-mentioned forms of violence. They
consider domestic violence as the most pertinent issue, which consists of physical, sexual and psychological violence. This suggests that
experts/feminists need to extend the problem of gender violence beyond domestic violence and include in their rhetoric all established
structures of gender-based violence. Gender violence is an inevitable
outcome of gender inequality and discriminative values and relationships. It is necessary to show how widespread a problem is, which
many women may think is their individual problem. It is indispensable to convey what the links between gender based violence and
gender inequality are.
Another manifestation of gender inequality is noticeable through
prescribed gender roles, which is visible in both the public and private
realms. In the private realm, at home, the gender roles are strictly divided among men and women. In the words of an interviewed expert:
“some girls still think that if a husband washes the dishes, he is not
a man.” The gender division of roles in the public sphere is demonstrated by the lack of female political leaders. Women are poorly represented in the power structure. Their participation in the decisionmaking bodies and their visibility is also a paramount problem. The
experts also complain that the recommendations at the policy level
are ineffective. For example, the Venice Commission recommended
that the list of political parties should include two female members
for every 10 members. However, all political parties, with the exception of two showed no interest in applying these recommendations,
and those women who ran could not get enough support from voters.
Experts think that this is a dangerous tendency, because in the future
some political parties may say that these kinds of recommendation
are ineffective at catching the attention of voters.
‘In politics, women are the main force during the pre-election period
to mobilize the electorate and they perform all the ‘dirty work’, but
when it comes to the division of power, a large number of people
and even politicians think that women cannot be decision-makers,
nobody will vote for a woman, etc.’ (Expert N.)
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The experts argue that the solution to this problem lies in the introduction of quotas: ‘The experience of other countries shows that
quotas work. Why should we start from zero when there are the experiences and examples of European countries showing that quotas
improve the situation?’ (Expert E.)
The experts also blame society itself, which is patriarchal and reproduces gender segregation by its unwritten laws and norms.’The
values which are cherished and the fact that according to surveys,
the Church, police and army have the greatest trust within society,
emphasize that gender equality is an enemy of this, a society which
trusts the most patriarchal institutions…that propagate power and
masculinity.’ (Expert, K.)
Further, the experts often name the “backwardness” of Georgian society as one of the reasons for gender inequality: ‘I think when it
comes to gender equality, we are still at the level the USA was at
40-50 years ago.’ (Expert E.)
The experts concluded that the solution lies in awareness-raising. One
noted: ‘The whole of society needs a lot of training in this matter.’
(Expert M.) The role of education was emphasized as a vital player in
the process of fighting gender inequality. According to the experts,
there are very few professors who can really talk about sensitive issues such as gender with their students. Instead, education at schools
and universities reproduces the stereotypes and misconceptions regarding gender issues. The pertinent problems of gender discrimination cannot be conveyed if even schoolteachers are unaware of the
problem: ‘Schoolteachers do not know the difference between gender and sex. We had a trial test and only a few teachers knew the
right answer.’ (Expert I.)
The experts hold NGOs accountable for the invisibility of gender discrimination, pointing to the NGOs’ lack of effective communicative
skills and insufficient work at the grassroots level. As one of the experts stated,’There is no visibility of the problem. It creates a lot of
trouble because when feminists and NGOs organize protest demos
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regarding gender discrimination, people cannot see the problem!’
(Expert II.). The lack of information and communication necessitates
the creation of a new language, an effective medium to convey the
problem to the public in an understandable way. This entails work
at the grassroots level to raise awareness and, in the case of protest
demonstrations, inform people of the issues the protest is about.
Another hindrance to social change is the approach NGO’s employ
in their work. The experts suggest that NGOs need to enhance their
working style at the base level. NGO activists working on women’s issues do not consider themselves feminists. It is largely defined by their
conformity, which in turn is an obstacle to any transformation with
regard to challenging patriarchal gender norms and roles:’Activists
from NGOs working since the 90s on women’s issues do not identify themselves as feminists and say that ‘I’m working on women’s
issues, but I’m not a feminist’… These activists actually worked a
lot when it came to the adoption of the legislation about ‘domestic violence,’, but they have done nothing towards deconstructing
stereotypes because they do not identify themselves as feminists.’
(Expert T.)
The government adopted some significant laws regarding gender
equality and NGOs are working on it, yet as one of the experts noted,
‘It has been almost ten years since we started working on gender
issues, but we can’t feel any changes in society.’ (Expert I.) The question arises as to why that should be. What are the hindrances preventing progressive change from sweeping away the old order?
Interviews with the experts suggested that it is difficult to juxtapose
the attitudes of youth with those of the elderly towards gender equality. The experts do not consider the young as a homogenous group,
and distinguish two dominant discourses with regards to gender depending on the youth’s worldviews, such as conservative and liberal:
‘Those with liberal worldviews are more gender sensitive, but those
under the influence of traditional religious-nationalist discourses are
even more conservative than their parents’ generation.’ (Expert T.)
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In the words of one expert: ‘This reflects the existing two tendencies in Georgian society overall.’ (Expert T.) Thus, according to the
experts, young people’s worldviews are polarized, as is the discourse
in society.
On the one hand, those experts who did not discern different groups
of youth and viewed them as a homogenous group refuted the fact
of the youth’s progressiveness compare to the elder generation with
regard to gender equality: ‘There is not a big difference between
young people’s and the elderly’s attitudes towards gender equality.’
(Expert I.)On the other hand, those experts who distinguished several groups of youth depending on their worldviews acknowledged
that young people influenced by certain ideologies and goals such
as “liberal, career oriented, not brainwashed by the Church,” are far
more open to social transformation including gender equality: ‘Those
young people who are more focused on their careers are considered
to be more open and liberal.’ (Expert K.)
The expert interviews indicated the polarization of youth: modern
and conservative. Some of the experts further split the category of
conservative youth: traditional and religious. Therefore, in the words
of one expert, we have three types of youth: traditional, religious
(which are conservative) and liberal/modern: ‘The first category
derives its understanding of gender roles from the traditions; the
second, from religion; and the third group of youth are the leading
force, they live an active life in the city and are involved in everyday
activities.’ (Expert K.)
Liberal and modern youth in turn can be divided into ‘real’ and ‘superficial’ liberals. The experts claim that, among the liberal youth, being in favor of gender equality has acquired a meaning of progressiveness and they cannot fully practice it in their everyday life. ’Among
youth nowadays, it’s not cool to be a sexist, but it stays only at the
level of image.’(Expert M.)
‘This [modern/liberal] group shows that they are sensitive, but actually it’s just for show.’ (Expert K.)
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The expert interviews suggest that the liberal youth’s theory of progressiveness and gender equality does not line up with their daily
practice.

Conclusion
The interviews with experts revealed some pertinent gender issues.
The awareness of gender equality and its understanding is highly unsatisfactory, but feminism is even more unacceptable and strange to
society than gender equality. The reasons for such misconception
and misuse of feminism and gender equality has several explanations. One of the widest-spread misconceptions deems feminism as
something imposed from the West and threatening to local traditions
and Georgian-ness by the taking away of national and traditional
identities. The experts, in order to challenge this widely perceived
opinion, have created their own counter-narratives in order to prove
the ‘Georgian-ness’ of feminism. They suggest that it is difficult to
juxtapose the attitudes of young and elderly people towards gender
equality. The experts don’t consider youth as a homogenous group
and distinguish two dominant discourses with regard to gender, depending on the youth’s worldviews, such as conservative and liberal.
Further, the experts discern various forms and spaces where gender
inequality takes place. Firstly, most of the experts view the government as responsible for taking sensible and prompt actions against
inequality. Despite the government’s progressive steps towards
achieving gender equality, its efforts are of no avail if they are not put
into practice. Secondly, gender inequality manifests itself in the form
of violence against women, namely, domestic violence. The experts
emphasized the problems and obstacles in preventing and responding to domestic violence. The hindrances entail the local policemen’s
insensitivity and patriarchal mindset, socio-economic problems and
lack of practical mechanisms in legislature. Another manifestation
of gender inequality, according to the experts, is visible through the
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prescription of gender roles leading to the lack of female political
leaders. Finally, the experts noted the malfunctioning of those NGOs
working on women’s issues. According to the experts, the solution to
the problem lies in raising the awareness of the public which can be
accomplished through media, educational institutions, NGOs and the
government.
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Chapter III
Methodology and Research Design
The aim of the proposed study was to a) identify and evaluate current
perceptions, attitudes, and awareness of Georgian youth in relation to
gender and gender equality in Georgia; b) to explore the disparities of
the perceptions, attitudes, and awareness in the scope of traditional/
local to modern/global frame according to different age and sex groups
- teenagers vs young adults, male vs female, urban vs suburban;
To meet the above-mentioned goals and objectives, qualitative and
quantitative methods of social research were applied. The project
implementation was divided into two phases. At the first phase literature search and secondary data analyses was conducted. The second
phase implied conducting fieldwork in three cities of Georgia (Tbilisi,
Zugdidi and Telavi).

Phase 1
Literature review
In order to develop a comprehensive theoretical background and to
create the first draft of a categorization framework for modern/global and traditional/local attitudes and perceptions, a literature review
of existing empirical studies was conducted. It aimed to provide the
background for the topic of research and its justification. First and
foremost, a set of useful articles and books was identified which were
then scanned efficiently, according to relevance. Consequently, after
the meticulous selection of existing literature, the bibliography was
finalized. When the selected bibliography was broad enough to ensure the inclusion of all relevant materials, the team began to review
the literature, looking at the issues connected with theory, concepts,
methodology and both qualitative and quantitative research. The
guiding concept defining the literature review was in accordance with
the research issue and the addressed questions.
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In the literature review, firstly, relevant concepts were defined and
the meaning and importance of gender equality was explicated. Further, the research on young people’s attitudes and perceptions about
gender equality, involving indicators at the macro and micro level,
was reviewed. The team members analyzed various studies explicating young people’s attitudes and perceptions towards gender roles
and gender equality across the world. Finally, the gender equality
policies and studies were analyzed in Georgia. A number of instruments concerning gender and their possible effects were reviewed.
Based on the literature review, the meaning of gender equality was
conceptualized.

Secondary data analysis
The secondary data analysis was based on existing data sets (Caucasus Barometer 2010, 2011; World Value Survey 1996, 2008) for studying the perceptions, attitudes, and awareness of Georgian youth towards gender and gender equality. In the first part of the analysis,
descriptive statistics were collected in order to reveal a comparative
perspective on gender distribution in education and employment, as
well as on gender-determined views. As for the second part of the
analysis, inferential statistics was gathered to identify reasons for the
revealed trends in the first part of the data analysis.
The first part of the secondary data analysis – situational analysis was conducted by processing data from the World Value Survey 1996
(WVS), the World Value Survey (WVS) 2008 and the Caucasus Barometer (CB) 2010, 2011. Firstly, the original questionnaires were
obtained from these surveys. Then, gender sensitive questions were
selected and synchronized. Finally, questions that were repeated in at
least two of the databases were selected for more detailed descriptive analysis. Cross tabulation in SPSS was used to examine the extent
of the transformations in the young people’s perspectives. In each
data set, the data for the target age group (18- 25) for this survey
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were separated from the rest of the sample and activated during all
statistical operations. Where gender sensitive questions were crosstabbed with the gender variables, a chi-square test was conducted.
Additionally, several demographic variables were processed. Aside
from examining gender distribution in education and employment,
the gender attitudes explored were as follows: the preferred gender
of a child, gender distribution in education and employment, gender
roles in families and in a society, and women’s private lives- including
their sexual freedom.
The aim of the second part of the data analysis was to understand
the determinants of the previously revealed gender attitudes in the
target youth. To accomplish this goal, a dataset from the Caucasus
Barometer was used. The year of 2010 was chosen for the analysis,
given that it was the only year that included comparatively complete
data on gender attitudes and views and socio-demographic indicators. These data allowed us to examine the relationships between the
relevant explanatory and dependent variables.
The dependent variables were taken from responses to the different categories of gender views. Attitudes concerning the preferred
gender of a child, whether men have more of a right to education
and work, gender roles in the family, and some aspects of women’s
personal lives were examined as separate categories with regard to
the independent variables. Some variables from within the categories were merged to form a single variable. Views on gender distribution in education and employment were merged and then used as a
total score of gender attitude towards gender distribution in education and employment. This was also done with the responses to the
following three questions in the category of women’s private lives:
from what age should women be allowed to have sex before marriage; from what age should women be allowed to have a relationship
with a man outside of a marriage; and from what age should women
be allowed to live separately from their families. The total score from
these three variables was used to reflect the gender view of women’s
private lives. This score revealed an overall pattern of gender atti_ 51 _

tudes on views in the same category. All of the other variables within
the categories were used in their original forms.
The independent variables for the socio-demographic and socio-economic characteristics were identified based on a literature review and
the Georgian context analysis. Namely, the effects of factors such as
gender, the type of settlement, religion, education, and employment
were measured for each category of gender attitudes and views. Depending on the type of variable, chi-square analyses were conducted
to determine any significant differences in the response patterns.
These analyses were followed by the measure of association in order to measure the relative strength of the relationship between two
variables. In contrast, the multiple regression models were constructed using specific variables.

Phase II
Developing research tools
The third stage of the project included planning and conducting focus
groups with Georgian youngsters aged 16-19 and 20-25 in three cities
of Georgia – Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi -as part of the fieldwork. The
first step towards achieving this aim was the preparation and development of a research tool –a focus group guide. The guide was based
on the information obtained from literature analysis, secondary data
processing and expert interviews. The data derived, particularly from
the expert interviews, highlighted the issues that needed to be addressed during the discussions with the youngsters. As a result, the
following issues were included in the unstructured focus group guide:
gender equality, feminism, male and female roles, rights, equality, significance of education and career, family and distribution of domestic
tasks, family violence, women’s sexual freedom, and the influence of
religious institutions on the existing attitudes and traditions.
The guide, made up of eight discussion topics and twenty questions,
was tested by means of two pilot focus groups. The purpose of the
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pilot study was to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Improve the interview guide;
Determine the wording of certain questions;
Remove unnecessary questions;
Add those topics that the youngsters will touch upon during the discussion and that were important for studying the
above issues;
5. Get an approximate idea of the issues they felt comfortable
discussing and the issues they tended to try to avoid.
The two pilot focus groups (one made up of only female and the other of only male participants) were conducted with the participants
selected in Tbilisi. The participants were selected based on pre-determined criteria. The focus group was sexually segregated in order
to obtain maximally sincere and truthful views and attitudes from the
participants with respect to the discussed issues. The segregation of
groups on the basis of sex increased the likelihood that the participants, when answering sensitive questions, would not be influenced
by the feeling of respect or the desire to be more likeable in the eyes
of the opposite sex.
The focus group was selected based on two criteria – age (16-25) and
place of residence. Four out of the ten participants lived in the downtown area of the city, three of them lived at some distance from the
downtown and three of them lived in the outlying areas of the city.
The information obtained from the pilot study was processed on the
basis of detailed analysis and transcription. The pilot study showed
that the selected participants’ attitude was more gender-sensitive
than insensitive. This can be explained, on the one hand by the fact
that the respondents lived in a city and living in a city, according to
the literature analysis and secondary data (see Section on Secondary Data), is one of the significant factors in the formation of gendersensitive attitude, and, on the other hand, by the fact that most of
the selected students studied at or had graduated from the faculty
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of humanities and social sciences and had been taught gender studies as part of their curriculum. The pilot focus group highlighted the
necessity of adding one important criterion to the selection process
- selecting students (aged 20-25) from as many different faculties as
possible, so that the groups participating in the focus group discussions were maximally heterogeneous.
The pilot focus group discussions revealed the questions that the participants found hard to answer or in some cases – to understand.
It was evident that during the pilot discussions the youngsters did not
feel comfortable answering personal questions and found it easier to
talk about issues that concerned other people. Accordingly, the guide
of the focus group was fundamentally changed on the basis of the
pilot study results. The revised guide did not include questions, but
rather offered participants various gender-sensitive or insensitive/
stereotypical situations for discussion. The discussion guide consisted
of four main topics: a) Gender roles of men and women in the family and distribution of domestic tasks; b) Equality between men and
women with respect to employment; c) Stereotypes/stereotypical
views of society on the rights and duties of men and women and d)
Sexual rights. Four or five different situations were described for each
topic. The participants were asked to discuss or argue about those
situations.

Fieldwork
For the main field research, 96 youngsters (aged 20-25) and 24 teenagers (aged 16-19) were selected in three large cities of Georgia –
Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi.
Aside from the capital city Tbilisi, the regional cities were selected according to the number of organizations working on gender-related issues in them - Zugdidi has one of the highest number of organizations
and Telavi one of the lowest in Georgia. Five focus group interviews
were conducted in each city. The focus group population was broken
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down according to age (in order to compare two different age groups:
teens and young adults 16-19 vs 20-26) and sex (boys and girls - in
order to get comparable data regarding the respondents gender).The
focus group discussions were guided by the discussion guide.
Each focus group consisted of eight participants (four girls and four
boys) and was attended by young people with different interests,
social and educational backgrounds. The recruiters followed predetermined selection criteria in recruiting young people with a view to
setting up diverse rather than homogenous groups. The average duration of each focus group was 100 minutes. Each participant of the
focus group received GEL 10 as an incentive for taking part in the project. All focus group data were transcribed, combined, summarized
and used as a basis for the analysis presented here.

Analyses
Focus group interviews collected within the framework of this research project were analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo. After creating a new project in the software, the documents containing the transcript of each focus group discussion were
imported to NVivo. Following that, a new classification with two attributes was created and linked to the above-mentioned documents.
As a result, on the one hand, the values named ‘Tbilisi,’ ‘Telavi’ and
‘Zugdidi’ were assigned to the attribute of Location, and on the other
hand, the values defined as ’16-19’ or’20-25’ were assigned to the
attribute of Age. Since the focus groups consisted of both male and
female respondents, for the purposes of comprehensive analysis it
was decided to code the qualitative data conveying female and male
perspectives in separate nodes, although within the same project.
Thus, the views expressed by men and women on the same subject
fell into different nodes which mirrored each other (e.g. Parent node
–‘Roles in Family,’ Child node –‘Men should never do the housework’
were created for both male and female respondents).
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It was understood that in the case of qualitative data, a very accurate review and summary would be needed. Therefore, the gathered
data was read several times. After the coding process had been completed, the prevalence of codes was summarized, the similarities and
differences in related codes were discussed across distinct original
sources/contexts, and the relationship between one or more codes
was compared. In the end, with the help of matrix queries, it was
possible to compare the attitudes of focus group participants towards
different issues related to family, career/occupation and sexuality
based on respondents’ location, age and gender.
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Chapter IV
Gender Attitudes and Perceptions among
Youth in Georgia _ Quantitative Data Analysis

Introduction
This chapter explores gender-role attitudes and views among youth
aged 18-25 in Georgia. During the last fifteen years, the country has
gone through many changes, including the attempts of transformation and reevaluation of gender-related concepts. However, gender equality still seems to be a far reaching goal in the given reality
(Japaridze 2012).
Many international studies (LaFont 2010; Lewis and Clift 2001) demonstrate that young people represent a progressive force in social
change and in the transformation of social and cultural meanings that
lead to more liberal attitudes towards gender roles. It is estimated
that a number of factors, including gender, education, the type of
settlement, employment and religion, influence the understanding of
gender equality and gender roles in families and in society. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is: a) to determine whether young people
in Georgia have more liberal attitudes regarding a range of gender
issues; and b) to examine the determinants of the revealed gender
attitudes. For this reason, quantitative analysis was conducted from
available dataset - the Caucasus Barometer and EU survey. The data
sets include a range of questions on gender determined attitudes and
stereotypes. The data analysis was conducted on two levels: Situational analysis and Analysis of determining factors.
Situational analysis was done to determine whether young people
these days have liberal attitudes regarding a range of gender issues. While, as was mentioned in previous chapters, it has been a
while since international and local programs on gender issues were
launched and implemented in Georgia, naturally, the young generation has been exposed to new ideas and concepts regarding gender
roles in family and society. Therefore, at this stage it was hypothesized
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that young women and men these days would hold more liberal attitudes than the older generation and young people in the 1990s had.
For this reason in-time-perspective analysis was done which provided
comparative descriptive statistics on gender views and attitudes since
1996. Comparison in years allowed the opportunity to see whether
there are any differences in views and attitudes among young people
of different generations. As the data analysis showed that there were
no differences in gender views since 1996, the next level of the analysis - analysis of determining factor - was planned in order to detect
reasons and causes for the revealed trends.
An analysis of determining factors was done to explain the trends
and patterns revealed in the in-time-perspective analysis. In particular, data from 2010 was used to explore determinants of revealed
gender views. The dataset of 2010 was chosen as it is the only data
so far allowing examination of a range of critical issues that are not
included in other datasets. In addition to this, the year of 2010 represents a good reference period to see whether implemented genderrelated programs and policies resulted in any changes in the perceptions of the young generation. The analysis of determining factors,
which was done through inferential statistical analysis, examined a
number of variables affecting gender-determined views. The results
represented a good foundation to the further qualitative research
that you can find in the next chapter.

Situational Analysis _ Gender Determined Attitudes
The results of the in-time-perspective data analysis highlight the following major tendency: no significant changes have been detected
in gender distribution in education and employment or in the gender views and attitudes of Georgian youth since 1996. Traditional attitudes regarding the preference to have a son, gender distribution in
education and employment, family gender roles, and restrictions on
women’s personal lives, including their sexual freedom, still prevail
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among today’s youth in Georgia. In particular, the majority shared the
belief in masculine superiority.
Education and Employment. To begin with gender distribution of youth
in education, the descriptive analysis shows that the majority of female
and male respondents 18- to 25-years-old had completed a secondary
education, while relatively fewer respondents had obtained higher education (World Value Survey, 1996; World Value Survey 2008; Caucasus
Barometer, 2010; Caucasus Barometer, 2011). The data demonstrates
similar trends for the both genders. An exception can be found in the
year of 2008 when the majority of young men (57%) had secondary
education yet a significant number of young women (43%) held degree
from higher education. A high rate of youth without tertiary education can be seen in all given years. This was expected for this group
(18- to 25-years-old) given that many were students and had not yet
completed their higher education in the period of being interviewed.
Chi-square tests were conducted to determine if there are significant
differences in the pattern of responses for gender categories. Statistically significant differences was revealed in the case of the data analysis
from 1996 (p<0.05) and 2008 (p<0.05). As for the results from the years
of 2010 and 2011 (p>0.05), only general trends can be discussed.
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Table#1: Gender distribution in education according to years1
YEAR

MULTIPLE CHOICE RESPONSES

MALE

FEMALE

count
0
50
162
11
22
245

%1
0
20
66
5
9
100

count
1
29
147
8
39
224

%
0
13
66
4
17
100

Total (218)

0
11
57
9
32
109

0
10
52
8
29
100

0
6
38
18
47
109

0
6
35
17
43
100

NONE
2010
PRIMERY EDUCATION
(CB2010)
SECONDARY EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION (with degree)
Total (N=236)

1
9
68
25
103

1
9
66
24
100

2
12
78
24
116

2
10
67
21
100

NONE
2011
PRIMERY EDUCATION
(CB2011)
SECONDARY EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION (with degree)
Total (N=271)

1
19
68
23
111

1
17
61
24
100

2
23
94
39
160

1
14
59
21
100

1996
(WV3)

NONE
PRIMERY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION (without degree)
HIGHER EDUCATION (with degree)

Total (469)

2008
(WV5)

NONE
PRIMERY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION (without degree)
HIGHER EDUCATION (with degree)

A high rate of unemployed youth was detected in the data (World
Value Survey 2008; Caucasus Barometer, 2010; Caucasus Barometer
1

In some of the tables in the given chapter (on quantitative analysis) percent columns did not include all the figures that contribute to the total of 100%. Answer
categories such as “interview errors”, “refuse to answer”, “break off”, “legal skip”
were not included in the tables. Therefore, in some cases all the present figures
did not receive totals of 100%.
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2011)2. For the same reason as it was noted, in the case of gender
distribution in education, that the majority3 without jobs was predictable. Considering the age of the target group, the majority of respondents were expected to be students. However, the revealed results
are still notable as they give an overview on the primary activity of
the young people. The results in all given years are statistically significant (see table 2: 2008, p=.000; 2010, p=.003; 2011, p=.000)
Table 2 shows that in 2008, in the male group, while the majority
(55%) were unemployed, 21% were students. The rest were distributed among the categories of full-time (14%) and part-time (4%) job
and the category of self-employed. The same trend is revealed in the
case of young women. Namely, 39% were unemployed and 32% were
students. In addition to this, 17% identified themselves as housewives
who did not work. As for employment categories, 10% of women respondents were found to be employed full-time and 3% had part-time
jobs. In 2010, while 73% of men and 57% women were unemployed,
significantly less young men (27%) and women (12%) had jobs. In
2011, the table shows that 42% did not have jobs, 22% were students
and 20% were employed. On the contrary 30% of women reported
being unemployed, another 30% said that their primary activity was
as a housewife and 24% were students. Similar to other cases, employment categories had minor rates. Overall, there is a clear trend
that in the categories of full-time and part-time employment as well
as the category of self-employed, young women are less represented
than young men. It is also interesting to note that women are slightly
more represented in the category of student than men.

2

Employment data in year of 1996 was not available for the target age group (18-to
25-years-old)

3
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Table#2: Gender distribution in employment/primary activity according
to years
YEAR

QUESTION

MULTIPLE CHOICE
RESPONSES

MALE

FEMALE

count
Student
23
Housewife
0
2008
Unemployed
60
(WV5) Employment status
Full-time employee
15
Part-time employee
4
Self-employed
7
Total (N=218)
109

%
21
0
55
14
4
6
100

count
35
18
42
11
3
0
109

%
32
17
39
10
3
0
100

2010
No
Do you have a job?
(CB2010)
Yes

82
30

73
27

108
14

57
12

Total (N=236)

112

100

122

100

23
0
47
25
13
111

21
0
42
23
12
100

39
49
48
16
5
160

24
31
30
10
3
100

2011
Primary
(CB2011)
activity/ situation

Student
Housewife
Unemployed
Have a job
Self-employed

Total

Although the data of 2010 did not contain questions on primary activity, it did question the type of unemployment which allowed exploring in more detail the type of unemployed young women and
men. Table 3 shows that the majority of both men (46%) and women
(17%) are looking for a job. Students are represented by 15% of male
and 10% of female respondents. The remaining categories have the
lowest percentage in the male group. As for women, similar to the
student category, 11% stated that they are housewives. The rest are
found in the lowest percentages in the remaining categories. The revealed results are statistically significant (p=0.00)
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Table#3: Type of Unemployment in 2010 (CB2010)
QUESTIONS

RESPONSES
DK
Unemployed
(looking for a job)

Type of
Unemployment

Unemployed and interested
(NOT looking for a job)
Unemployed and NOT
interested
(NOT looking for a job)
Student

Housewife

Other
Total
% within Gender

Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
% within Gender
% of Total
Count
100

MALE FEMALE
0
1
0
1
0
0,4
52
40
46
17
22
17
3
8
3
3
1
3
1
5
1
2
%
2
17
24
15
10
7
10
0
25
0
11
0
11
6
3
5
1
3
1
112
122
100

Gender views on gender distribution in education and employment.
Table 4 gives information on young people’s opinions on women’s and
men’s representation in education and employment. When respondents were asked whether tertiary education is more important for
boys than girls, the vast majority disagreed in all given years. Namely,
the youth perceived education as equally important for both genders.
Moreover, it is also notable that the rate of those who disagreed is
increasing over the years. In 1996, 64 % of young people disagreed
with the statement; in 2008, 69% and in 2010, 73%.
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There is a different situation in the case of employment. Respondents
were asked whether they agree or disagree with the statement that
when jobs are scarce, men should have more right to a job. In 1996,
63% agreed, 26% disagreed and 11.1% neither agreed nor disagreed.
In 2008, more rates are detected in the later categories and less in
the category of “agree”. In other words, while still a majority, fewer
respondents approved the statement in 2008. As for the year of 2010,
56% of young people were in favour of the statement. Those who
were disapproving (5%) and those who were uncertain about the
question were in minority (22% and 30% respectively). In general, it is
clear that the majority believed that men should have more right to a
job when there is a high rate of unemployment. Moreover, there are
no differences in the responses of men in different years.
Table#4: Gender views on gender distribution in education and employment
YEARS

1996
(WV3)

QUESTIONS

 RESPONCES COUNT %
agree
157
34
University in more important for a boy
disagree
302
64
Total (N=469)
459 100
agree
294
63
When jobs are scarce a man should have
neither
52
11
more right to a job
disagree
121
26
Total (N=469)
467 100
University in more important for a boy

2008
(WV5)

agree
disagree

62
151

28
69

agree
neither
disagree

213
100
47
66

100
46
22
30

213

100

Total (N=218)
When jobs are scarce a man should have
more right to a job
Total (N=218)
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University in more important for a boy
2010
(CB2010) Total (N=236)
When jobs are scarce a man should have
more right to a job

DK
agree
disagree
DK
agree
disagree

Total (N=236)

17
10
173
200
18
11
132
161

7
4
73
100
8
56
5
100

Gender Views on Preferred Gender of a Child. Table 5 provides data on
respondents’ preferences on preferred gender of a child. Traditional
preferences for male children were detected. There are similar trends
in the responses of youth from the data of 1996 and 2010. The vast
majority (56% in 1996; 55% in 2010) preferred to have a son if they
were to have only one child. In both years, after the son preference,
the majority (25% and 38% respectively) reported that the child’s sex
was irrelevant. A preference for a daughter was found in a great minority in both years. As we see, after 14 years, the young generation
still held a preference for a son over a daughter.
Table#5: Response rate on “preferred gender of a child”
YEAR

QUESTION

1996

Preferred gender of
a child

(WV3)

RESPONSES
A boy
A girl
Doesn’t matter
DK

COUNT
261
89
116
3
469

%
56
19
25
0,6
100

A boy
A girl
Doesn’t matter

129
15
89
236

55
6
38
100

Total
Preferred gender of
2010
a child
(CB2010)
Total

Gender Views on Gender Roles in a Family. Descriptive statistics re_ 65 _

vealed gender stereotypes on most of the questions on gender
roles in a family in all the given years (see Table 6). To begin from
the year of 1996, it can be seen that young people saw gender roles
in a strictly traditional way. Being a housewife is equalled to a job
outside the family and is seen as much an accomplishment as a fulltype job could be. While 74% of young people agreed with the statement that “Being a housewife is as fulfilling as working,” only 20%
expressed disagreement on the issue. On the questions, such as if
both spouses should work and if a working woman is able to care
as much as housewives do, most young people responded positively.
Namely, 79% of the respondents see no problem when both husband
and wife are employed in a family. Similarly, a great majority (86%)
believed that employment does not affect the quality of relationship
that a mother should have with her children. This means that a working woman was not perceived negatively. Conversely, it is interesting
to note that when it came to income, the majority of respondents
(50%) said that if a wife is the major breadwinner in a family, this
would lead to problems in a relationship. Unfortunately, as there is
no similar data in other years so it is not possible to make equivalent
comparisons. Only the dataset from 2008 suggests the same question
on housewives which is identical to the one presented in the data of
1996. As can be seen, in this case as well the majority see being a
housewife as fulfilling as any other type of work (e.g. professional occupation, full-time/part-time job, etc.) could be. That said, it should
be noted that, in comparison to 1996, in 2008 there is less disparity
between those who agree (50%) and those who disagree (32%). Despite the fact that there is only one question that is reiterated in 1996
and 2008, the comparison still shows that there are no differences in
gender perception.
In 2010, there are three questions on decision-making and breadwinning in a family. It is shown that 69% of young people name a man
as a decision-maker in a family, 29% believe that power should be
distributed equally, and only 1,3% think that a woman should be the
one who “governs” a family. As for breadwinners, a great majority
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said that a man is a major wage earner and this is the way it should
be. Namely, 84% of the respondents believed that in most Georgian
families, breadwinners are men and only 14% reported that men and
women earn equally in families. Almost the same rates are detected
when asked “Who should be a breadwinner in a family?” In both cases, a great minority of youth consider women as breadwinners in a
family. This is completely in line with the results of 1996 where most
respondents answered negatively on the question of wives having a
greater income.
While there are different questions in given years, gender determined
views on decision-making and bread-winning in a family could serve
as indicators that since 1996 little has changed in terms of understanding of gender roles in a family.
Table#6: Gender Views on Gender Roles in a family (according to years)
YEAR

QUESTION
Being a housewife is as fulfilling
as working

1996
(WVS3)

Can a working mother have a
same warm and caring relationship with her kid as a non-working mother has?
Should both wife and husband
work?
If a wife has more income than a
husband, in most cases there are
problems in a relationship

2008
(WVS5)

Being a housewife is as fulfilling
as working
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RESPONCES
agree
disagree
Total
agree
disagree
Total
agree
disagree
Total
agree
disagree
Total
agree
disagree
Total

COUNT
346
95
441(469)
372
82
454(469)
403
59
562(469)
234
207
44 (469)
108
69
177(218)

%
74
20
100
79
18
100
86
13
100
50
44
100
50
32
100

Who is a breadwinner in a major2010
(CB2010) ity’s families?

Who should be the breadwinner
in a family?
Who should be the decision
maker in a family?

DK
a man
a woman
equally
Total
a man
a woman
equally
Total
a man
a woman
equally
Total

2
197
3
34
236
83,5
1,3
14,4
236
162
3
68
233(236)

1
84
1
14
100
84
1
15
100
69
1,3
29
100

Gender views on Gender Differences in Leadership. Table 7 gives information on three different questions, two of which are repeated in
subsequent years. The first question is about men being better political leaders. The majority of the respondents in 1996 and in 2008
approve the statement. In 1996, 73% over 23% reported that men
are better political leaders. As for 2008, to the same question, 67% of
young people expressed agreement and 28% disagreement with the
statement. In the same year when respondents asked about whether
men make better executive leaders, a great majority again approved
(67% over 28%). The last results are from the data of 2011, when a
large number of youth said that they would not vote for a woman in
presidential elections. As we see, in general, a manager is still seen as
an exceptionally masculine role.
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Table#7: Gender views on gender roles in leadership (according to years)
YEAR
1996

QUESTIONS

 RESPONSES
agree
Men are better political leaders
disagree
(WVS3)
Total
agree
Men are better political leaders
disagree
2008
Total
agree
(WVS5)
Men make better executive leaders
disagree
Total
DK
2011
Would you vote for a women candidate
yes
no
in presidential elections?
(CB2011)
Total

COUNT
341
109
450(469)
145
60
205(218)
145
62
207(218)
35
177
56
271(268)

%
73
23
100
67
28
100
67
28
100
13
65
21
100

Gender Views on Women’s Private Lives and Sexual Freedom. In data
from the Caucasus Barometer 2010, respondents were also asked
about their opinions on women’s personal lives. The questions referred to the acceptable age for a woman a) to live separately from
her family b) to have a sexual relationship before marriage and c)
to cohabit with men without marriage. The vast majority of young
people could not justify a woman having sexual relationship before/
without marriage or to live separately from her family (see table 8).
The highest rate (87%) in the category of “at no age” was detected in
a question related to women having sex before marriage. This means
that women’s sexual freedom is considered exceptionally negatively.
Then comes the question on women cohabiting with men without
marriage. 78% reported that it is not acceptable at any age for a
woman to have a relationship with a man outside marriage. On the
third question, the majority (53%) were also negative about a woman
living separately from her family.
Critically, there were no inter-generational differences between the
responses of young people and respondents aged 26 to 35 and older
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than 36, as all of the respondents completely agreed on this matter.
In addition to this, the results also demonstrated that the amount of
the majority is increasing with the increase of age groups.
Table#8: Response rate of questions on “women’s private life and sexual
freedom”
YEAR

AGE
26-35
count %

QUESTIONS

RESPONCES

At what age it is
acceptable for
a woman to live
separately from
her family?

at no age

111

53

172

61

934

69

18-25

90

43

101

36

375

28

3

43

3

At what age it is
acceptable for a
woman to have
2010
sexual relation(N=2089) ship before
marriage?
At what age it
is acceptable
for a woman
to cohabit with
men without
marriage?

18-25
count %

36+
count %

26+

7

3

8

Total

208

100

281

100 1352 100

at no age

180

87

249

88

1281

94

18-25

25

12

27

10

72

5

26+

3

1

6

2

14

1

Total

208

100

282

100 1367 100

at no age

153

78

218

79

1166

86

18-25

24

12

36

13

75

6

26+

20

10

21

8

112

8

Total

197

100

275

100 1353 100

Factors Influencing Gender Determined Attitudes of Youth
To explain the patterns of gender attitudes among Georgian youth,
the following variables were examined: gender, settlement type, religion, education and employment. The results showed that the explored issues were perceived differently with regard to the selected
predictor variables. Gender was the only determinant regarding the
opinions on preferred gender of a child and gender distribution in
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education and employment. The type of settlement was related to
views regarding family gender roles and was a predictor of attitudes
and views regarding women’s private lives. Additionally, education
level was identified as another possible explanation for gender-determined views regarding women’s sexual freedom and private lives.
Gender distribution in education and employment. As was shown
above, gender distribution in education in target groups does not give
complete data on whether the sample youth would have an eventual
university degree. On the contrary, the results regarding the primary
activity of young people revealed a group of housewives in the category of women in years of 2010 and 2011. For the study purposes,
women’s distribution within different activities was further examined
and compared. In particular, chi-square tests were conducted for most
of the gender views and also the predictor variables (those that were
used in other cases) in order to see if there are any determinants for a
young woman to be a student, employed or a housewife. This revealed
trends related to being a housewife. Among all the generated results,
the only statistically significant relationship was detected on the independent variable of “Rate of attendance at religious services” (p=.014).
Table#9: Relationship between Rate of Attendance at Religious Services
and Women’s Primary Activity in 20104
Women Primary Activity
(type of unemployment)
Unemployed student housewife other
Rate of attendance at
religious services
More than once a week
Once a week
At least once a month
Only on special holidays
Less often

4

%4

%

%

%

55
42
48
41
81

9
53
23
27
0

36
0
26
27
19

0
5
3
5
0

χ2

p

29.333 .014

The given percents in all further tables (including Table 9) are within the categories of
independent variables
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As we see in Table 9, the majority of those who attend religious ceremonies more than once a week are unemployed women (55%). 36%
of this category is constituted from housewives and only 9% are students. As for those who devote one day in a week to a religious occasion, we can see that 53% are students and 42% are unemployed
women. In the next category 48% who do not work, 23% are students
and 26% are housewives. 41% of women attend religious ceremonies
only on special holidays. Students and housewives (27%) are equally
distributed within this category. The last two are about the respondents who spent less often or never. While the majority of the former are unemployed, most housewives are presented in the category
who attended less often. Although the test of significance shows that
this relationship is not due to chance, the test of measure of association showed that the variables are moderately associated with each
other (.31). The latter means that knowing that a woman is attending
religious ceremonies gives moderate confidence in guessing her primary activity. The variable is not a very strong predictor.
The next table (see Table 10) provides similar data but in 2011. In
comparison to Table 9, these results include categories of employment as well. In addition to this, it was revealed that more than one
predictor had statistically significant results. It has been detected that
type of settlement (p=.000), education (.000) and religion (.005) are
significantly related to the dependent variable. Here, variable on religion is defined as importance of it in a daily life. On the other variables related to religion there were no statistically significant results
detected.
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TABLE #10: Relationship between Rate of Attendance at Religious Services and

Student

Housewife

Unemployed

Employed

Self-employed

Other

Women’s Primary Activity in 2011

Urban

%
40
18

%
15
27

%
27
35

%
13
16

%
5
2

% 34.120 .000
0
2

Rural

12

54

30

0

2

2

Education
No Primary

%
0

%
50

%
50

%
0

%
0

% 68.687 .000
0

Primary

5

55

32

0

0

9

Secondary

36

32

23

7

1

0

Higher

8

15

46

23

8

0

Importance of Religion in Daily Life
Not at all important

%
0

%
50

%
25

%
0

%
0

% 40.312 .005
25

Not very important

0

100

0

0

0

0

Rather important

23

38

26

8

3

1

Very important

27

20

36

13

4

0

Type of Settlement
Capital

χ2

p

To begin with the type of settlement, the table shows that the majority of young women living in the capital are students (40%), followed
by unemployed women (27%) and housewives (15%). In contrast, a
large number of women in rural areas are housewives (54%) and unemployed (30%). Only 12% represent students. In urban areas the
majority are unemployed (35%) and 27% are housewives. It is interesting to note that employed young women are more presented in
the capital and urban areas than in rural places. Within the comparison of the capital and urban areas we see that those who live in urban
places are more employed than those who are in the capital.
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In the case of education, the table demonstrates that the highest
number of housewives (55%) is presented in the category of primary
education. This means that, in the period of being interviewed, the
target group had only a primary education. Also, in the category of
“no primary education,” housewives (50%) and unemployed women
(50%) are equally presented. The majority who indicated secondary
education were students (36%). In the same category, 32% are housewives and 23% are unemployed. The results show a large number of
young women who completed tertiary education are unemployed.
The last variable shows that, in the first three categories – those for
whom religion is not at all important, not very important and rather
important – the majority represents housewives. As for the young
women for whom religion is very important they are presented under
the category of unemployed.
When the strength of the relationships between independent variables and the dependent variable was calculated, the following was
revealed: a) relationship between the type of settlement and the dependent variable is moderate (.32) b) the relationship between education and the dependent variable is moderate (.32) c) the relationship between education and the dependent variable is also moderate
(.32) and d) the relationship between religion and the dependent
variable is relatively or weakly moderate (.25).
The next table (Table 11) examines the relationship between independent variables and gender-determined views concerning education and employment. The statements - whether university degree is
more important for a boy than a girl and whether men should have
more right to a job or not – were approved/disapproved by survey
participants. In the beginning, a number of predictors were correlated
and chi-square tests were conducted separately for each predictor in
relation to the dependent variables. This was done in order to create
a list of independent variables the effect of which was further tested
in a multiple-regression model. Chi-square tests revealed statistically
significant results on the gender and employment predictors. In particular, tables 11 and12 show that opinions on men having more right
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to education and employment are determined by gender. In the first
case, 68% of men agree with the statement and 42% disagree. On
the contrary, 58% of young women disagree with the idea that boys
should be more privileged in terms of education. 32% of women approved the issue. As for employed and unemployed young people,
different trends are revealed. Among those who were unemployed,
71% of young people agreed with the statement and 86% disagreed.
As for those who were employed (30%) believed that priority should
be given to men and 15% of the respondents having jobs showed a
negative attitude to the issue. As for the second dependent variable
– men having more right to a job – the table shows that 63% of young
men agreed, while 37% disagreed. In the women’s group, the results
are just the opposite. The majority (63%) believes that the statement
is not right. 37% represent those young women who agreed with
the statement. Similar to other cases, the strength of association between variables was moderate.
TABLE #11: A university degree is more important for a boy
agree disagree

Gender
Men
Women
Type of Settlement
Capital
Urban
Rural
Education
No Primary
Primary
Secondary
Higher
Importance of Religion in Daily Life
Not at all important
Not very important
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%
68
32
%
21
23
57
%
0
20
64
16
%
2
7

%
42
58
%
20
36
45
%
3
6
74
17
%
1
5

χ2

p

9.554

.002

2.959

.228

5.810

.121

8.627

.125

Rather important
Very important
Rate of attendance at religious services
Every day
More than once a week
Once a week
At least once a month
Only on special holidays
Less often
Never
Frequency of fasting
Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Employment
No
Yes

52
36
%
0
5
14
23
27
14
14
%
7
0
14
25
55
%
71
30

41
53
%
0
9
17
26
25
17
0
%
9
8
15
17
50
%
86
15

12.559 .084

5.511

.490

5.533

.019

χ2
13.684

P
.000

1.553

.462

4.999

.183

TABLE #12: Men have more right to a job
agree
%
63
37
%
19
29
52
%
2
14
61
22
%

Gender
Men
Women
Type of Settlement
Capital
Urban
Rural
Education
No Primary
Primary
Secondary
Higher
Importance of Religion in Daily Life
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disagree
%
37
63
%
22
35
43
%
3
5
77
15
%

Not at all important
Not very important
Rather important
Very important
Rate of attendance at religious services
Every day
More than once a week
Once a week
At least once a month
Only on special holidays
Less often
Never
Frequency of fasting
Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Employment
No
Yes

1
6
41
52
%
0
7
14
23
22
20
12
%
5
5
12
22
55
%
78
22

1
5
43
49
%
0
8
18
29
26
14
4
%
11
8
16
17
47
%
84
16

2.340

.800

9.889

.197

8.051

.328

1.146

.284

To further simplify the perception of the data, a new variable was
generated as a result of the two mentioned dependent variables: the
variable on“Total “disagree” Responses on Questions about Gender
Attitudes regarding Education and Employment” clarified the overall score of the gender determined perception of whether men have
more rights to education and a job (se table 13). The new variable
revealed how many times in total each respondent answered “disagree” to the two questions. As there were two questions, the maximum number of times equals 2 and the minimum 0 (this is when we
have 0 total responses on the answer of “disagree)”. This also allowed
a regression model to be made where the effect of multiple independent variables were tested. The model in Table 14 includes a list
of explanatory variables which gave statistically significant results in
single correlation tables.
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Table#13: Total “disagree” Responses on Questions about Men Having
More Rights to Job/Education (CB2010)
QUESTION
Total “disagree” Responses on Questions
about Men Having More Rights to Job/Edu.
Missing
Total

# of RESPONSES
0
1
2
Total
System

COUNT %
24
10
67
28
112
48
203
86
33
14
236
100

In Table 14 the regression model made some of the independent variables to reduce in meaning so that their effect was indirect. On the
other hand we can see statistically significant results only in gender.
The model demonstrates that the gender attitudes regarding male
and female involvement in education and employment could be explained by gender (p=.000). None of the other predictors provided
statistically significant results. According to the model, young women
had more liberal attitudes than young men. In particular, more women than men disagreed with the view that men had more right to be
enrolled in tertiary education or to have a job.
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TABLE #14: Effect of Independent Variables on Gender Views on Men Having More Right to Education and Job
Coefficientsa

Model

Non-standard- Standardized
t
Sig.
ized Coefficients Coefficients
Std. Error Beta
.999
.230
4.342 .000

B
1 (Constant)
Years of formal
.021
.017
.086
1.205 .230
education completed
Dumm_women
.407
.100
.293
4.087 .000
Dumm_employed
-.240
.127
-.132
-1.888 .060
Dumm_capital
-.077
.119
-.045
-.647 .518
Dumm_never attended
.112
.113
.069
.992 .322
religious ceremony
Dumm_never fasted
.011
.101
.008
.113 .910
a. Dependent Variable: Total “disagree” Responses on Questions about
Men Having More Rights to Job/Edu

Preferred Gender of a Child. To explain the pattern of the young respondents favouring sons, the following variables were examined:
gender, the type of settlement, education and religion. Chi-square
tests were conducted to determine any significant differences in the
response pattern for the categories of independent variables. Table
15 shows that the preferred gender of child for respondents was contingent on their own gender (p < 0.05). Although the majority of men
(71%) claimed to prefer a boy, a high number of women (50%) felt
that the gender of their child was unimportant. Only 10% of women
and 2% of men preferred to have a daughter. The remaining respondents reported that they did not know. Other variables were not statistically significant.
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TABLE #15: Gender Views on Preferred Gender of a Child in regard to Independent Variables

Gender

Preferred Gender of a Child
χ2
P
Doesn’t
DK a girl a boy matter
% %
%
%
27.335 .000

Men

2

Women
Type of Settlement
Capital

0.8 10
39.3
% %
%
0
11.1 58

50
%
31.1

Urban

3

4

43

50

Rural
Education

9
%

6.1
%

61
%

32.2
%

No Primary

0

0

33.3

67

Primary

5

0

48

48

Secondary

7

10

55.1

35

Higher

2

2

60

36

Post-Graduate

0

0

0

0

Importance of Religion in Daily Life

%

%

%

%

Not at all important

0

0

50

50

Not very important

0

0

39

62

Rather important

0

5

58

37

Very important
2
Rate of attendance at religious services %

9
%

55
%

35
%

Every day

0

0

0

0

More than once a week
Once a week

0
3

6
5

59
54.1

35
38

At least once a month

3.4 10.3 52

35

Only on special holidays
Less often

0
0

10
0

53.3
64

37
36.4

Never
Frequency of fasting

0
%

0
%

47.1
%

33
%

Always

0

10

42

47

2
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71.4

25
11.278 0.08

9.695

376

7.145

0.622

13.272 0.581

18.548 0.1

Often

7

7

36

50

Sometimes

0

14.3 46

40

Rarely

2.2 4.3

48

46

Never
Employment
No
Yes

0.8
%
2
0

65.3
%
55
55

30
%
37
43

4.2
%
7
2.3

2.535

0.469

Gender Roles in a Family. Responses regarding family gender roles
varied significantly across questions about breadwinners and decision-makers. Table 16 shows that the perception of decision-maker
as a typically male role in a family could be explained by the respondents’ type of settlement (p=.003). The other predictor that was statistically significant was gender (p=.005, p=.006), which was related
to responses for both variables. The majority of respondents from all
types of settlements favoured a man in the role of decision-maker.
However, the contrast between the categories lessened in the responses from the capital. In rural populations, 75% of respondents
favoured having male decision-makers and 25% believed that decision-making should be shared equally between partners; in urban
areas, these preferences decreased to 72% and 24%, respectively.
However, in the capital, 51% of respondents were in favour of having only male decision-makers and 50% believed that the responsibility should be divided equally between the genders. Regarding the
gender predictor, more than half of the respondents believed that
a man should be the decision-maker and the breadwinner in a family (see table 17). Men were the preferred breadwinners for 89% of
male respondents and 79% of female respondents, whereas 8% of
men and 21% of women believed that responsibility for household
income should be distributed equally. The remaining respondents favoured female breadwinners. In contrast, 80% of young men and 60%
of young women believed that a man should be the head of the family. An equal distribution of power was favoured by 20% of the male
group and 39% of the female group.
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TABLE #16: Gender Views on Gender of a Decision-maker in a Family
Decision-maker
Man Woman Equally
Gender
%
%
%
Men
80
0.9
20
Women
60
2
39
Type of Settlement
%
%
%
Capital
51
0
50
Urban
72.4
4
24
Rural
75
0
25
Education
%
%
%
No Primary
100
0
0
Primary
84.2
0
16
Secondary
71.2
0.7
28.1
Higher
62
2
36
Post-Graduate
0
0
0
Importance of Religion in Daily Life %
%
%
Not at all important
100
0
0
Not very important
83
0
17
Rather important
77
2
21
Very important
61
0.9
28
Rate of attendance at religious
%
%
%
ceremonies
Every day
0
0
0
More than once a week
71
0
89.4
Once a week
62.2
5.4
32.4
At least once a month
62.1
0
38
Only on special holidays
72.4
2
26
Less often
74.2
0
26
Never
88.2
0
12
Frequency of fasting when
%
%
%
required by religious tradition
Always
58
0
42.1
Often
50
0
50
Sometimes
77
0
24
Rarely
62.2
4.4
33.3
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χ2

p

10.627 0.005

16.41

0.003

5.257

0.511

9.856

0.131

12.277 0.267

11.119 0.195

Never
Employment
No

74.4
%
70

0.9
%
2

25
%
29

0.841

0.657

T ABLE#17: Gender Views on Gender of a Breadwinner in a Family
Breadwinner
Man Woman
Gender
%
%
Men
89.2 3
Women
79.3 0
Type of Settlement
%
%
Capital
73.3 2.2
Urban
87 0
Rural
87 1.8
Education
%
%
No Primary
100 0
Primary
95 0
Secondary
83 1.4
Higher
84 2
Post-Graduate
0
0
Importance of Religion in Daily Life %
%
Not at all important
100 0
Not very important
92.3 8
Rather important
90 0
Very important
79 2
Rate of attendance at religious
%
%
ceremonies
Every day
0
0
More than once a week
88.2 0
Once a week
76 3
At least once a month
83 0
Only on special holidays
87 2
Less often
88 0
Never
88.2 6
Frequency of fasting
%
%
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χ2
Equally
%
8.1
21
%
24.4
13.2
14
%
0
5
16
14
0
%
0
0
10
20

P

10.163 0.006

6.129

0.19

2.504

0.868

11.986 0.062

%

8.529

0.577

0
12
22
17.2
12
12
6
%

6.657

0.574

Always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Employment
No
Yes

78
71.4
80
87
87.2
%
86.3
75

0
0
0
2.2
2
%
1.6
0

22.2
29
20
11
11.1
%
12.1
25

5.327

0.07

Women’s Private Lives and Sexual freedom. From the descriptive
analysis it was revealed that the highest percentage of young people expressed disapproval regarding all three aspects of a woman’s
personal life. Following the descriptive statistics, the dependent variable was analysed in regard to independent variables such as gender,
settlement type, religion, education and employment. As illustrated
above, the dependent variable represented the total answers to the
three questions on a) to live separately from her family b) to have a
sexual relationship before marriage c) to cohabit with men without
marriage. Firstly, each variable was analysed in relation to the dependent variables separately. Tests of significance were conducted to
reveal the results that matter. Therefore, the listed predictors were
reduced as not all of them gave statistically significant results on differences between and within groups. However, as there is always a
risk of spurious effects, the predictors were further included in a regression model in order to control variables and detect any indirect
effects.
Similar to the variables on education and employment, to further
simplify the perception of the data as a result of merging three questions (variables), a new variable of “Total - at no age - Responses on
Questions about Women’s Personal Lives” was generated (see table
18). This allowed the overall score of gender attitudes of women’s
personal lives and sexual freedom to be seen. The new variable allowed how many times in total each respondent answered “at no
age” to the three questions to be recorded. As can be seen in Table
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9, the total percentage of respondents who find it unacceptable for a
woman to have a private life outside marriage is 92%. This new variable also allowed a regression model to be made whereby the effect
of multiple independent variables is tested.
Table#18: Total “at no age” Responses on Questions about
Women’s Personal Lives

Total “at no age” Responses on Questions
about Women’s Personal Lives
Missing

Total

#of RESPONSES COUNT
0
31
1
30
2
57
3
100
Total
218
System
18
236

%
13
13
24
42
92
8
100

The regression model demonstrated that education (p=.007) and the
type of settlement (p=.012) explain gender views of women’s sexual
lives, including for the question investigating women living separately
from their families (see table 19). According to the model, more years
spent in formal education was associated with a decrease in the belief that women were not allowed at any age to have a sexual life or
to live alone. The model also showed that respondents from rural
and urban areas had more gender-determined attitudes regarding
personal lives, whereas those who lived in the capital tended to have
less gender-determined views. Results on the remaining variables are
not statistically significant.
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TABLE#19: Effect of Independent Variables on Gender Views on Women’s
Sexual Freedom and Women Living Separately from their Families
Coefficientsa
Non-stanStandardized
dardized
Coefficients
Coefficients

Model

1 (Constant)
Years of formal education completed
Dumm_women
Dumm_employed
Dumm_capital
Dumm_never attended religious ceremony
Dumm_Never fasted

B
2.752
-.067
.239
-.172
-.464
.187
.076

Std.
Error
.335
.025
.151
.189
.184
.166
.149

Beta

T
8.212
-.186 -2.715
.111 1.584
-.061 -.910
-.171 -2.520
.075 1.126
.035 .507

Sig.
.000
.007
.115
.364
.012
.262
.612

a. Dependent Variable: Total “at no age” Responses on Questions about Women’s
Personal Lives
b. Total score of responses to three questions: 1. from what age it is acceptable for a
woman to have sex before marriage, 2. from what age it is acceptable for a woman
to have a sexual relationship outside marriage, 3. from what age it is acceptable for a
woman to live separately from her family

Discussion
The results showed that, despite the political, social, and economic
changes in Georgia over the last twenty years, traditional views and
stereotypes regarding gender preferences and roles are still prevalent in today’s youth. Young people viewed and interpreted issues,
such as the preference of having a son or a daughter, gender distribution in education and employment, family gender roles, and women’s
private lives, including their sexual freedom, in strictly traditional
frames. This result helps explain why women constitute the majority
of Georgia’s unemployed population and why most of these women
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are housewives (Caucasus Barometer 2010, 2011). Moreover, women
are generally under-represented in politics and in positions of leadership. Attitudes and practices reinforce one another and are largely
dependent on available role models and life experiences (Futing and
Cai 1995; Evertsson 2006). In Georgia, where gender equality is still
a far-off goal, it is not surprising that both young women and men
hold gender stereotypes. Gender socialisation occurs at an early age
in both the family context and in other social institutions. This phenomenon suggests a lack of gender issue knowledge and awareness
in both family and school contexts in Georgia (Khomeriki 2012). In
the given analysis, while in most cases young women and men were
unanimous regarding their gender attitudes, a more detailed analysis
revealed that gender influenced the distribution of traditional and
more liberal views. Many studies (e.g., Asencio 1999) indicate that, in
comparison to women, men are usually the major agitators of traditional gender roles and have strong negative reactions when individuals deviate from the conventional norm. Aside from gender, in some
cases the type of settlement, education, employment and religion
were revealed as additional determinants of gender views.
In general, there is an equal distribution of gender in education. Even
in higher education both young men and women are equally presented. This impacted on gender views regarding whether or not boys
have more right to higher education. The majority disagreed with the
statement, meaning that a significant number of young people believed that education should be equally important for both genders.
However, a more detailed analysis demonstrated that this pattern is
determined at much extant by the women’s views. Namely, it had
been revealed that young women and men think differently on the
issue. While the majority of women disagree with unequal rights to
education, a significant number of young men think that boys should
have more right to a university degree. In this case, their own gender appeared to be one of the determinants of a traditional way of
thinking regarding gender distribution in higher education. In addition to gender, employment status also determines attitude to the
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issue. In particular, while the majority of those young people who
have a job agree with the statement, those who are unemployed are
in favour of equality. This finding contradicts the idea that employment could serve as a good predictor of more liberal gender-role attitudes (Plutzer 1988; Wilson and Smith 1995; Dugger 1991; Mason
et al. 1976; Herring and Rose 1993; Mason and Lu 1988; Tallichet and
Willits 1986; Thornton et al. 1983; Wilson and Smith 1995). This kind
of incompatibility between the scholarship and the results on paper
could be explained by the context of unemployment and hard economic situation when any job for any family member has significant
importance.
As for employment, a different situation is found. Although there is
a predictably high rate of unemployed youth, significant gender differences are still notable. If housewives are considered in the group
of those who does not work, there is a vast difference among young
men’s and women’s groups. For this reason, women’s status of unemployment as well as type of unemployment was analysed in a
more detail. When examining determinants of types of female unemployment, religion was revealed as a major determinant. Among
variables on religion, the variable on rate of attendance at religious
ceremonies was detected as important in 2010. As for 2011, type of
settlement, education and religion – importance of religion in a daily
life – explained the type of women’s primary activity. Namely, it was
revealed that living in the capital city often determines the choice of
an education for young women; most unemployed women are found
in urban areas and the position of housewife is most frequent in rural locations. Also, it was interesting to detect that the majority of
those women who have no education, primary or secondary education are housewives. These resonated findings from the shadow report to the CEDAW committee in 2006. It was revealed that girls who
marry young are unable to complete their education. The report also
noted that there are cases of forced marriages in rural areas. This may
also explain the large number of housewives in rural places. Although
these results are from 2006 and our findings are relevant to 2010, it is
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still reasonable to search for reasons for the revealed patterns in the
mentioned study. This especially makes sense if we take into consideration the prevailing trend that gender attitudes have not changed
since 1996. On the contrary, most women with tertiary education are
unemployed. Considering the unemployment rate in Georgia and age
of the target group, this makes logic sense.
The effect of religion revealed an interesting trend regarding housewives. Those who do not consider religion as important or as very
important in their daily life are mostly housewives. Conversely, being
an unemployed woman is associated with perceiving religion as very
important in one’s daily life. Literature reviews suggest that, in general, religion is related to gender-determined views and attitudes. However, most of the scholarship is focused on a correlation between religiosity and one’s gender attitudes and sexual behaviour (Odimegwu
2005; Thornton and Camburn 1989; Brinkerhoff and MacKie 1985).
Therefore, as attitudes on the employment issue do not represent
a radical expression of gender stereotypes, especially when there is
high unemployment, it is not surprising that religion and the given
dependent variable do not have the same relationship as is suggested
in the literature.
The findings are also in line with results on gender views on the issue. In particular, the majority of youth believe that, when jobs are
scarce, men should have more opportunities to get a job. To explain
this trend, gender was found to be a major determinant. While a
large majority of men completely share the idea of themselves having more right to a job, the vast majority of women disagree with the
statement and believe that both genders should have equal rights.
Further data analysis also revealed that when examined, gender
views on both education and employment together, in regard to a
number of affecting factors, gender was again revealed as a strong
determinant. In fact, women have more liberal views than men on
the issue. Similar to gender views on education and employment,
the analysis also showed that women were slightly more liberal than
men when discussing issues such as the preferred gender of a child.
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A vast majority of men prefer to have a son over a daughter. Finally,
those who have a strong preference for having a daughter are in the
minority in both gender groups. Here, as well, it can be seen that the
respondents’ gender is the only reasonable explanation for this.
In the analysis on gender roles in a family, the study results demonstrated that the majority of both men and women agreed that a
man should assume those roles. As the gender asymmetry index suggests, men’s (i.e., husbands’) opinions are taken into account with
regard to women’s work (Badurashvili et al. 2009), which suggests
that decision-making is exclusively viewed as a male role. With regard to comparisons within the gender groups, it is clear that more
women than men favoured equality in decision-making, yet neither
gender favoured women as the decision-makers. It is also important
to note that, despite the unanimity of gender attitudes between the
gender groups, women held less gender-determined views than men.
These results completely reflect the reality. The Gender and Generation Wave 2 Report of 2009 (Badurashvili et al. 2009) provided a
clear picture of how gender roles were distributed within families in
Georgia. This study showed that 25% of men in families were solely
responsible for the allocation of financial resources and that woman
typically received an allowance from their male partners. The results
are also in line with the findings from a nationwide survey on Domestic Violence against Women in Georgia (Chitashvili et al. 2010). As
mentioned in previous chapters, the responses from this survey revealed that the majority of women believed that a good wife should
obey her husband even when she does not agree with his decisions
and that 45% believed that a man must clearly show his wife/partner
that he is the head of the family.
Another significant determinant was the type of settlement. Young
people from rural areas held more gender-determined views regarding family gender roles. This finding is consistent with a number of
studies (LaFont 2010) showing that young people in environments
that offer modern technology, information, and international ideas
value gender equality more than those who reside in more isolated
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places. The latter usually applies to rural and, in some cases, urban
areas, especially in developing countries.
The same could be said about gender roles in social and political life.
As the data analysis revealed in previous years, managerial positions
such as political leader and executive leader are exceptionally seen as
a man’s role. These results showed the same trends over the years.
Even in 2011, when young people were asked about their gender
preference when voting, the majority were in favour of men. This is
not surprising as the practice proves the same. Passivity of women
in political life is manifested in the Georgian executive and legislative
bodies which are primarily composed of men (Bagratia 2012).
Finally, results on womens’ private lives and sexual freedom revealed
the importance of education with regard to forming liberal views
about women’s sexual lives. The more educated the respondents
were, the less likely they were to have gender-determined views.
Another significant determinant was the type of settlement. Young
people from the capital and urban areas held less gender-determined
views regarding family gender roles and women’s private lives. Rural
areas did not support deviations from traditional images and stereotypes regarding woman’s private lives. These findings correspond to
the previous studies on the issue, where education and living in the
capital or in urban areas exposed youth to a variety of ideas and different types of knowledge (Odimegwu 2005). This determines opinion formation on certain issues in certain directions. For example,
one of the studies on young people in Namibia revealed that living in
a privileged urban environment affects ideas about gender equality
and sexual rights in Namibia (LaFont2010).
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Chapter V
Gender Role Distribution in Georgian Families

Introduction
This study focuses on young people’s attitudes and beliefs towards
gender in Georgia and entails three intersecting themes: (a) attitudes
towards gender roles and duties in the family; (b) attitudes towards
women’s employment and professional development and (c) attitudes towards sexuality.
This chapter is dedicated to gender roles and duties in the family.
The young people who participated in the focus groups conducted in
three cities around Georgia (Tbilisi, Telavi, Zugdidi) stated their views
and attitudes towards the roles, duties and obligations of a man and a
woman in the family. The discussion focused on the family model and
established practice in Georgia as well as on the family model that the
participants considered as desirable.
Various studies show that the status of family members determines
the activities and duties that the family members assume and share
with each other. In most cases, men are considered as decision-makers and main breadwinners in the family, while the taking care of the
family, household chores and raising children fall to the women. And
even if women have paid jobs, the family duties and workload is not
reduced, but rather it is expected that they have to balance their job
with family life and motherhood, resulting in a ‘double burden’ for
women.
However, the latest studies indicate a positive trend with respect to
the distribution of family duties, and it has turned out that the number of men who fully share duties connected with family life and the
raising of children has increased to some degree.5 For instance, in
some developing countries (Chile, Mexico, Brazil, Rwanda, India, etc.)
5 “Evolving Men? Men, Families, Gender Equality and Care; Available

at: http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/family/docs/Barker.pdf Accessed:
07.10.2014
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men with higher education are more likely to participate in domestic chores than those who have elementary or secondary education.
Younger men, as opposed to older men, are more willing to share
family duties; also, those men who were raised in a family where parents helped each other in household tasks consider that men must
share equally the family obligations. 6 The situation in Georgia in this
respect is clearly demonstrated by the social surveys conducted during the last two years.
In 2013, the UNDP prepared a report within the framework of the
UN Joint Program Enhancing Gender Equality in Georgia. The report
shows that in Georgia family duties which include taking care of family members (cooking, looking after a sick family member, caring for
a child, etc.) and household chores (cleaning the house, washing and
hanging the laundry out to dry, etc.) are mainly women’s obligations
(UNDP, 2013). Most of the women participating in this survey stated
that washing and hanging the laundry out to dry, as well as cleaning
the house, were the duties that they carried out on their own, without
the assistance of their spouses (UNDP, 2013). As for cooking, survey
participants considered that it was always and mainly the women’s
duty (UNDP, 2013). It turned out that the only activity where men
were engaged most was taking their children to a doctor. Altogether,
44% of the surveyed men stated that they took children to a doctor
together with their spouse/partner, but did not participate in other
activities, such as the daily care of children, putting them to bed and
spending time with them during their sickness (UNDP, 2013).
Another study clearly showing that family and child care matters are
mainly considered as women’s duties in a 2014 study “Men and Gender Relations in Georgia” (Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia, Rekhviashvili,
2014). This study also demonstrates that Georgian respondents draw
a line between men’s and women’s duties and divide domestic tasks
into ‘a man’s’ and ‘a woman’s’ work (Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia, Rekhviashvili, 2014).
6

Ibid.
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The study participants attributed to the ‘woman’s duties’ the following: washing clothes, cleaning the house, cooking and caring for the
children. The following tasks fell under the ‘man’s duties’: repairing
household equipment, grocery shopping and payment of utility bills
(Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia, Rekhviashvili, 2014).
In order to gain deeper knowledge and understanding how Georgian
youth see the gender role distribution in the family, we conducted a
discussion addressing family issues with young focus group participants.

Traditional and Modern Families
The focus groups conducted by us manifested the practice of dividing gender roles. During discussions, focus group participants spoke
about the structure of Georgian families, the distribution of domestic
work and, based on their experience, expressed their attitudes and
views on the established traditions.
The discussion showed that, according to the study participants, irrespective of their age and sex, it is predominantly women who are
tasked with raising children and carrying out domestic chores in
Georgia, and there is minimum participation of men in activities such
as cooking, washing dishes, cleaning and childcare.
The focus group participants considered that male and female roles
were divided the same way in almost every family in Georgia and
were determined by the norms recognized and established by society. During the discussion, the participants focused on the definition
of a traditional and modern family model.
Traditional family–Men and women in both age groups considered
that a traditional family was the type of family that was very common
in Georgia and in which the head of the family was a man who had
more rights than other family members.
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‘I think that 90% of all families are like this.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Participants from both age groups, especially those living in the capital, stated that the traditional family model had many negative features and an incorrect structure. Women participants from Telavi and
Zugdidi (both age groups) were also unhappy with the superior legal
status of men in the family and associated the traditional family model with incorrect patriarchal views and ideology.
‘I think that patriarchy has something to do with it. It is commonly
believed that men are stronger than women.’ (female respondent,
Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘It’s the 21st century and our actions must not be based on feudal
principles. We have such forms and standards of relationships that
create other kinds of relationships, and it is not necessary to keep
those old models in our family life.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 20-25).
‘I consider it a sign of inequality when a person goes to somebody’s
home and asks for the head of the family. As soon as this question
comes to mind, it means that there is already an established stereotype that only one person can be the head of the family.’ (female
respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
The male respondents from both age groups in Telavi and especially
in Zugdidi had different opinion on this subject. They considered that
there was nothing wrong with the traditional family model and that
the adoption of that structure was stipulated by the strength of a
man, his ability to make the correct decisions and to be the principal
earner in the family. Male representatives from both age groups described women as “the weaker sex” and stated that there was nothing surprising, unusual and wrong in the traditional family structure.
‘Of course a man should be [the head of the family], because he is a
man, after all. A woman is weaker than a man who has more experience in his life.’ (male respondent, Zugdid, age-group 16-19).
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‘Yes, a woman is still a weak human being and a man is a man after
all.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘In most cases a woman has no job, she is a housewife, the legal responsibility rests with the person who has a job, that is, with a man.’
(male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
When defining a modern family, in all the three cities representatives
of both age groups mentioned equally distributed duties, roles and
obligations. Both men and women noted that in a modern family,
decisions were not made solely by a man and that the duties were
equally shared between the family members, which gave the family
members more freedom and opportunity to realize personal potential.
‘Modern families are less based on rules and traditions; relationships are more open and unconstrained. The relations of older
spouses are more based on traditions.’ (female respondent, Telavi,
age group 20-25).
When describing a modern family, the teenagers (aged 16-19) pointed out the importance of having a job and explained that in a modern
family both spouses were employed, there was no gender hierarchy
and both the man and the woman enjoyed the same rights and opportunities. The teenagers also noted that in a modern family, as opposed to a traditional family, spouses made decisions jointly, and the
duty of childcare was transferred to a babysitter in most cases.
‘Both of them have jobs and the man does not feel that he has more
rights in the family than the woman.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi,
age group 16-19).
‘A modern family means that both spouses share equally the family
duties and make decisions jointly. It’s a family where the work of a
woman may be done by a man, etc.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age
group 16-19).
‘In a modern family both the man and the woman have equal rights.
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Both of them have jobs. They have a babysitter; go on vacations like
other families, unlike in Georgia, where a man is the head of the
family.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
It was interesting to note that when talking about a modern family,
the teenagers were not talking about Georgian families, for instance
the phrase: ‘Both of them have jobs. They have a babysitter; go on
vacations like other families, unlike in Georgia, where a man is the
head of the family.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19). is
further proof of that. So, it seems that the teenage participants know
about a modern family from their foreign experience, and the concept of a traditional family is based on the actual situation in Georgia
in that regard.The respondents aged 20-25 also stated that a modern family was a rare phenomenon in Georgia, and traditional families were the result of Georgian customs. Participants from both age
groups further noted that in Georgia a man may not have real privileges, not be a primary earner in the family, may not have a job at all
and those duties may be carried out by his wife, but technically the
man still maintained the status of head of the family. The teenagers
stressed the role of the sex factor, which is the basis for the status
and hierarchy in the family and noted that a man has more privileged
positions in the family because of his sex.
‘A person goes to somebody’s home and asks for the head of the
family; it already means that there is an established stereotype
that there should be only one head of the family and it should by
all means be a man.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
‘It [society] was the one which established such relationships in the
family; I don’t think we will be able to change it.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
As for the attitude of the participants concerning traditional and
modern families in the regions, men and women had different views
about this subject. In both regional cities, for male respondents from
both age groups a modern family model was less acceptable than
for women. For the female respondents a modern family model was
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acceptable and for some of them even highly desirable. The male
participants were more skeptical and negative about a modern family structure. Their critical attitude was especially evident when the
questions about a modern family touched upon their personal experience and their families. Most of them were against sharing family duties and allowing their wives to make independent decisions.
Moreover, some of them even stated that they found it completely
unacceptable to distribute the established roles and functions in the
family.
‘Just imagine a situation where a man is having dinner and when
something is to be brought in the wife says to her husband – go and
bring that, today is your turn, the next time we have a dinner, I’ll
bring it. Is this a modern family? Is this good?’ (male respondent,
Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘A modern family is a good thing, but we should not confuse it with
such families that are too close to globalization and that have adopted a modern life-style. It is considered modern when awomen
can cheat on her husband, go and live at her lover’s place or a few
months and then return home.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 16-19)

Family, Roles and Duties
After discussing a family structure, traditions and customs, the focus group participants started talking about duties and obligations
of women and men. In all the three cities (Tbilisi, Zugdidi, Telavi) the
participants (from both age groups) stated that in Georgia, family
duties, childcare and domestic work were considered as a woman’s
duty. Men had the duty of being primary earner in the family and
participating in domestic tasks to a lesser extent.
‘In most families, women do everything- get up in the morning, prepare breakfast for the children, send them to school, perhaps even
go out and work for 3-4 hours, then hurry back home from the mar_ 98 _

ket loaded with products in order to cook a meal for the evening.
The father comes home in the evening, takes a shower and rushes
off to hang out with his friends.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age
group 20-25)
‘Mother feeds them, dresses them and helps them with their homework. Maybe a father is just a figure of authority. He is the one to be
asked for advice.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age-group 20-25)
Participants from age group 20-25 from Zugdidi and Tbilisi underlined
the fact that involvement of men in family chores had gradually increased by a certain degree compared to the previous years and especially compared to their parents’ generation.
‘We should separate these two: it is more common with younger
parents to share family duties, while in the older generation, even in
our parents’ generation, a woman is supposed to do everything and
a man is supposed to watch football.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi,
age group 20-25).
‘Today, increasingly more men help their wives, for instance, in
bringing food or repairing the broken things or equipment in the
family. I also see that the percentage of men participating in the
raising of children is on the rise, but not the way it should be and not
in every family.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
However, it must be noted that when talking about more involvement of men, the participants did not mean the sharing of the same
domestic chores (e.g. washing dishes, doing laundry, cleaning the
house, etc.) but rather the division of the activities between the
spouses. More involvement of men means strictly defined “manly”
tasks, such as doing repair works, bringing products, etc., also more
participation in a child’s upbringing. However, it turned out that a
child’s upbringing comprised different activities. The participants
drew a fat line between childcare and a child’s upbringing. According to the respondents, the activities that involved childcare – bathing, feeding, dressing, were mainly done by women, while men were
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more involved in helping children with their homework, taking them
for a walk and entertaining them.
‘Now public opinion has changed and men and women share responsibility with respect to a child and other matters’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘Later they may agree to distribute their duties, like taking a child
for a walk, helping with homework, entertaining.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Despite the fact that the participants from all the three cities approve
of the increasing role of men in a child’s upbringing, they fail to realize
that the increased involvement is confined only to specific “manly”
activities and does not include childcare and family chores, which
means that the duties are still distributed unequally. A statement
made by one of the participants can be taken as a proof of this fact:
‘A father may not do household chores, but he must definitely help
children with their homework.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group
20-25).
Participants aged 20-25, especially women, were more outspoken
about distributing roles and duties in Georgian families. The same
group talked also about the increased involvement of men and equal
or unequal distribution of family duties. Participants aged 16-19 discussed only general examples, which can be attributed to the fact
that most of them were not married. Therefore, this issue was not of
such significance for them as for the older participants.
Participants aged 20-25 in regional cities (Telavi and Zugdidi) also discussed children’s involvement in household tasks. The participants
from Telavi and Zugdidi described how their children and children of
other families around them participated in domestic chores and activities. Interestingly, they stressed the duties of girls and especially
male participants and stated that not only were the girls helping out
with domestic work, they were obligated to share family activities
with their mothers. Not a single participant underscored the impor_ 100 _

tance of boys’ involvement in family chores. It leads us to believe that
household tasks are seen as an obligation for girls, while for boys it is
more of an optional activity. The participants explained the involvement of girls in household duties by a stereotyped theory that, in
general, girls were more serious, level-headed and more caring than
boys, and that is why they should help their mothers.
‘Girls are more prone to do lessons and be serious-minded. Therefore, they tend to help their mothers at home. Girls are more serious-minded and think more, as opposed to boys.’ (male respondent,
Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘Girls are cleverer at doing those tasks and will provide better assistance; also they will become women in the future and have to
learn from childhood how to be good at housekeeping. I think that
girls are more obligated to do household work.’(male respondent,
Zugdidi, age group 20-25) .
‘When parents don’t have time, girls assume a lot of responsibilities.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
The above quotes clearly demonstrate participants’ stereotyped and
non-sensitive attitude to girls. First of all, it is evident that girls are
perceived as one homogenous category and this category, unlike the
boys’ category, “tends to be more serious-minded and to think more.”
It is also clear that the participants assign to their children different
roles and duties based on their sex from early childhood, in this case,
the girls are assigned with the duty of housekeeping.
Compared to regional cities, both male and female participants in
Tbilisi were less categorical about girls’ involvement in household duties. They stated that both girls and boys helped their mother with
family tasks.
‘Children often help; when the mother is tired a child may wash
something and give it to the mother.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi,
age group 20-25)
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It is important to note that none of the female respondents in the regional cities (Telavi, Zugdidi) expressed any objection to the fact that
girls were assigned those duties that were discussed during the focus
group, which lead to ‘double burden’ in adulthood.
Accordingly, we can make several assumptions about the fact that
most of the female participants, in both regional cities, were not
aware of the problem and despite the fact that, compared to men,
they stressed more the importance of men’s involvement in household chores and liked a modern family model, they still shared stereotyped and discriminatory views without being aware of it. This means
that the female participants view the strictly differentiated activities
of men and women as unequal but do not consider them to be discriminatory.
At the beginning of the focus group, the participants, both men and
women, stated that they preferred the situation where duties and
responsibilities were equally shared by the spouses. However, during
the discussion, when it came to specifying responsibilities and family
chores (e.g. washing dishes, changing children’s diapers, cleaning the
house, etc.) the male participants expressed a negative attitude. They
divided household duties into categories and stated their objections
with respect to some activities that were not suitable for men and
therefore wished only to be involved in “manly” activities.
‘I don’t like such families where it is an established practice that a
woman should do her job and a man should do his job. I think that it
would be better if they complemented each other, distributed tasks
evenly and did not lead humdrum lives. They could make their lives
more interesting and not be confined to their daily duties and obligations, because it is boring and verges on the brink of complete
idiocy.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘It’s an unwritten law that a man is stronger and is ahead of a
woman in terms of thinking abilities; a woman is more delicate. A
woman should do woman’s work and a man should not be required
to do the work that does not suit him. I agree that a man should do
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heavy work, but please don’t ask me to clean the floor or to tidy up
the house…’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘A woman is still considered the weaker sex, I think that it will soon
change, but the weaker sex should do what is required of the weaker sex…’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
The above quotes show that the willingness of the participants to
equally distribute household duties between men and women is reduced as soon as the participants start to think about themselves
and their families. A particular shift in attitude was observed in male
respondents when they imagined themselves involved in “women’s
activities.” Such involvement in “women’s activities” was especially
humiliating and unacceptable for the male participants from the regions. The above quotes also indicate that for some male participants
it was demeaning to clean floors and tidy up the house and completely inappropriate for a representative of the stronger sex.
When summing up the discussion of the participants it is clear that
the attitude of men (from all the three cities and both age groups)
to the distribution of gender roles and duties in the family changes
according to what is the subject of discussion – their experience and
their families or other families in general.
This fact indicates that male participants have strictly differentiated
two family categories – the “my family” category, where a man has
its own rules and feels as the stronger sex, and the “other families”
category, which do not concern the male participants and where their
masculine qualities are not at risk of “being weakened or effeminated”.
The discussion on the roles and duties in the family abruptly changed
track as soon as the participants had to imagine the situation where
a woman was the only person with a job in a family and also the sole
earner.
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Women as the Main Breadwinner in the Family
According to the study conducted by the UNDP in 2013, the majority
of the Georgian population thinks that a man should be the primary
earner and breadwinner in the family.
The study indicates that 88% of the population thinks that in ideal circumstances it is the duty of a man to provide material support to his
family, while only 11% considers that men and women should have
equal obligations in supporting their family (UNDP, 2013). This study
shows society’s attitude to the man’s role and indicates the desired
male role model. However, the actual situation in Georgia is relatively
different from the desires of the UNDP study respondents, which is
evidenced by the data of Caucasus Barometer 2010. According to the
Caucasus Barometer 2010, 39% of women in Georgia are primary
earners in the family, while only 36% of men are primary earners in
the family, and in 20% of Georgian families both men and women
equally share the role of breadwinner in the family.
Based on the above data, the focus group participants were asked
to imagine a situation where a woman was a sole earner in the family and a man was unemployed and had to stay at home. The participants discussed the situation from two perspectives. At first, male
and female participants from both age groups described how the said
situation would develop in Georgia, and then started revealing their
thoughts and attitudes.
On the whole, all participants differentiated the two situations –what
happens in the majority of Georgian families when a woman is a sole
earner and how should the roles be normally distributed between
the spouses. The participants aged 20-25 and the teenagers noted
that in Georgian families, even when a woman is a sole earner, the
involvement of the unemployed man in family tasks and a child’s upbringing is minimal in most cases. The participants thought that the
unwillingness of the man to help his wife in household duties is the
result of the mentality. Most of the participants think that in the given situation the Georgian man will not do a woman’s work because
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he considers it demeaning and humiliating because of his sex. Participants from both age groups, especially the ones from Telavi and
Zugdidi, mentioned alcoholism and gambling risks in connection with
an unemployed man.
‘The [unemployed] man hangs around in the street, drinks, goes
home and expresses his dissatisfaction. When a man has no job he
does not like that his wife has a superior position. When he does
not have his own income, he thinks that he loses his authority and
his self-worth, because he cannot do what his wife can. Simply, he
won’t have cigarette money, and this will cause a row and the wife
who, in a fit of extreme emotional distress, will tell him that she
works day and night; this is the Georgian reality.’ (male respondent,
Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘In such cases men tend to grow lazy; as soon as their wives go
abroad, they never work again, they are on a permanent vacation.’
(male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘I know a young family where the girl is working and the husband
is at home; he does nothing to alleviate the workload for his wife.
On the contrary, they hired a babysitter who looks after the children
and cooks dinner.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
Both men and women (from both age groups and in all the three cities) are of the opinion that the husband of an employed wife should
never shun household duties.
‘A man should try to find a job, and until then he should take care of
his family tasks.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘Such situation, I think, is a bit disgusting. When a woman has a job
and a man is sitting at home, it may even result in a conflict. It’s undeniable that when a man is sitting at home doing nothing… all men
have self-esteem; no man is happy when his wife has a job.’ (male
respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘He should realize that the whole burden – childcare, household
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chores – is borne by a woman; he should try to help her, because it’s
his family.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
‘A man should do everything. I believe that it would be right and
logical that a man, while unemployed, should look after the children, even change diapers, cook meals, tidy up the house. His wife
is the person he loves and when she comes home, she will be tired,
so he should assist her.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘In that case a man should not think that it is demeaning to do a
woman’s work: washing, tidying up, etc. Because the woman is at
work and if he wants to wait for her, then let the dust eat him and
let him wait for his wife to come and do the washing and cleaning.’
(male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
The views expressed by the participants clearly indicate that both
male and female participants (in all the three cities and from both
age groups) of the focus group thought that an unemployed man
should look after the children, tidy up the house, cook dinner, wash
dishes, etc. The participants did not differentiate household tasks
into “a woman’s” and “manly” work when talking about unemployed
men. Therefore, we may assume that for the participants the employment status is key when determining the qualities of a true man and
manliness. Although the participants considered that a man who has
a job should not stoop to doing “a woman’s work” in the family because it diminishes his masculinity, they literally demanded from an
unemployed man to do all kinds of tasks and “a woman’s work” in the
first place, and to help his wife. Such attitude toward a man’s status
leads us to Parsons ideas (Parsons and Bales, 1955). Parsons (1955)
believed that the main prerequisite for being considered a true man
is a prestigious job and financial income (Parsons and Bales, 1955).
Accordingly, if we follow Parsons’ view, a man who does not have a
prestigious job and income does not fall within the category of a true
man (Parsons and Bales, 1955).
The functions of a man in the family are closely related to how much
income he can earn. As soon as his earning ability is at risk, it threat_ 106 _

ens his gender identity and takes its toll on the relations between the
man and the woman.7
For instance, a study conducted in Moldova in 1997 confirms that the
main reason for serious family conflicts is the fact that the husband is
unemployed.8 The same idea was also put forward by the focus group
participants aged 20-25.
In all the three cities, the participants aged 20-25, unlike the teenagers (16-19), stated that an unemployed husband was often the cause
of family conflict and even of divorce.
According to the participants, if a woman was the sole earner in the
family, it eventually created conflict. The participants from Tbilisi and
Telavi cited the unemployment and inaction on the part of the man
as the source of family conflict. Moreover, these participants believe
that a man who sits at home is sure to become disgruntled. The idea
expressed by the male participants in Zugdidi was interesting. They
emphasized that it was unimaginable and unacceptable for them to
be unemployed and sit at home while their wives are at work. Accordingly, they described the situation acceptable and ideal for them,
where a man had stable income, a job and his wife was busy with
household duties and children’s upbringing.
‘If a man has a job and is the breadwinner in the family while a
woman is at home looking after children, it doesn’t cause conflicts.
But if the situation is vice versa, I’ve often heard that it causes conflict in a family.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘He may not act aggressively towards her, but it causes aggression
in men when the wife has a job and he doesn’t.’ (male respondent,
Telavi, age group 20-25).
7 Changing Gender Relations in the Household, Available at:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPOVERTY/Resources/335642-1124115102975/1555199-1124115187705/ch5.pdf
Accessed: 25.10.14.
8 Ibid.
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Some male participants from Zugdidi said that it was unacceptable
and inappropriate for them to be involved in household chores even
if the man was unemployed and the woman was a sole earner in the
family.
‘A man can’t look after children, cook meals, sweep rooms.’ (male
respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘I understand, but if a man does everything at home while a woman is at work, I think he has hormonal problems. It’s like swapping
roles; a man becomes a housewife and a woman…’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Only one teenage boy from Telavi shared the views of the male participants aged 20-25 from Zugdidi. This participant believed that if he
was unemployed he would try his best to find a job so that his wife
could quit her job, especially if it was a low-paying job, and look after
the family and home “as required”.
‘I don’t know, I think that it is a wife’s duty to look after children; a
babysitter cannot do the same job as efficiently. A mother looks after her children differently, teaches them differently.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
A similar situation is described in a study conducted in Moldova.9
The report notes that in the past, men had higher-paying jobs and
were primary earners in the family as well as being the heads of the
family. But today the situation has changed and men feel as if they
lost their function when their wives earn more than they do. They
feel stressed, which often leads to family conflicts and even dissolution of marriage. Women think that financial hardship in the family
is their husbands’ fault and criticize them for their inability to find a
job. Husbands who are unemployed or underemployed feel that their
9 Changing Gender Relations in the Household, Available at:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPOVERTY/Resources/335642-1124115102975/1555199-1124115187705/ch5.pdf
Accessed: 25.10.14.
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masculinity is diminishing and are angry about it.10The resistance on
the part of the male participants to the idea of imagining themselves
in a situation where they are unemployed and their wives support
their families clearly indicated the fear of losing masculinity. The male
participants expressly noted that they did not want to imagine themselves in such a situation, that they will do everything to find a job
and maintain the status of the breadwinner in the family, because
if they provide financial support to their families they will never feel
emasculated and powerless.
If we look at the attitudes of the participants in general, we will discover that in the beginning, on the whole, in 15 focus groups more
participants shared the idea that both the husband and the wife
should be employed and financially support their family, and the
child, during working hours, should be looked after by a babysitter.
The problems connected with the employment of women and nonsensitive attitudes were revealed by the male participants only after
they had to imagine a situation where a wife was a sole breadwinner
and a husband was unemployed, i.e. when their masculine identity
was in a diminished state. Accordingly, the participants had to make
a choice during the discussion and decide for whom it was more important to have a job – for a man or for a woman. All the participants
emphasized the fact that the status of employment was a decisive
and significant factor for men. In the case of women, a number of
the participants (mainly men, from both age groups and in all three
cities) believed that employment was an option for women rather
than an obligation. If a woman had to choose between a job and her
family, she was obligated to combine her work with family duties and
children’s upbringing, or work part-time, or quit the job and look after
her family.
10 Changing Gender Relations in the Household, Available at:
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPOVERTY/Resources/335642-1124115102975/1555199-1124115187705/ch5.pdf
Accessed: 25.10.14.
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‘If a job is stable and allows me to support my family, there is nothing wrong if she stays home and looks after the kids. After the kids
become adults, then she can work.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 20-25).
‘The best option [for a man] is to pass the duty of childcare and family tasks to his wife and try to build a career to be able to manage
the family.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
The other focus group participants, mostly women, had valid arguments on how important it was for a woman to have a job. These
participants stressed the importance of self-fulfillment and noted
that, much like with men, apart from financial interest, other factors such as self-fulfillment, self-worth and contact with society were
paramount in a person’s life. There, participants argued that it was
possible to combine family tasks with a job.
‘The studies show that women who are not employed are not selffulfilled and have much less self-esteem than women who do not
have a family, but has a job and is self-fulfilled.’ (female respondent,
Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
It must be noted that when talking about women’s employment the
main focus is made on self-fulfillment, while in the case of men, male
identity and status is more emphasized. We may find a connection
between men’s duties and status discussed by the participants and
Parsons’ views (1955) on men as breadwinners, that is, on individuals with instrumental functions. Parsons (1955) believed that a man
should perform the role of breadwinner, while a woman – the role of
a housekeeper, i.e. an expressive function (Parsons and Bales, 1955).
Accordingly, Parsons (1955) considered that a man cannot perform
his instrumental functions without employment and having the role
of the primary earner in the family, and the expressive functions performed by him (looking after the family, cleaning the house, etc., the
activities that fall in “women’s work” category) diminishes his masculinity. The real status of a woman, according to Parson’s theory, is
that of a wife, a mother and a housewife. The division of family duties
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makes it possible to perform significant social functions and maintain
stable family relations. Georgian women, as persons with a job and
as breadwinners, interfere with the functional duties of men, do not
perform their expressive functions and by doing so violate the pattern
proposed by Parsons. The participants of the focus groups conducted
by us also think that the role of a woman, as a mother, spouse and
housewife is a determining factor based on which a woman, when
faced with a decision to choose between instrumental and expressive
functions, should chose the expressive function, that is, family care
and upbringing of children.

Women’s Land and Property Rights
When discussing women’s and men’s gender roles, the young respondents raised one of the most topical and controversial issues concerning a woman’s property rights in the family. The focus group participants stated that inheritance and property rights of women was an
issue that determined the status and rights of men and women, and
the fact that in Georgia predominantly men were considered as heirs
to the family property indicated the privileged position of men and
subordinated position of women. This part of our study will demonstrate the attitudes and views towards this subject expressed by the
focus group participants in three cities.
According to Gomez and Tran (2012), secure rights to land and property for women are widely regarded as fundamental to ensuring effective and sustainable human development (Gomez, Tran, 2012).
The authors argue that the rights to land and property include the
right to own, use, access, control, transfer, exclude, inherit and make
decisions about land and related resources (Gomez, Tran, 2012). However, the international experience shows that there is a big failure to
respect, protect and fulfill these rights for women. Moreover, in many
countries women are not allowed to use or administer land or property without a man’s approval. The same applies to women’s rights to
dispose of or inherit property (Gomez, Tran, 2012). By putting women
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in such a position, society makes women dependent on men and thus
hinders the development of poor countries. Gomez and Tran (2012)
have pointed out that if women’s secure rights to land are ensured,
women will feel more empowered and able to make decisions independently in their lives (Gomez, Tran, 2012). But women face many
barriers on the path to acquiring property rights. The impediments
include inappropriate legal framework and enforcement of laws, or
society with discriminatory attitudes, traditions and standards, or
programs unavailable in the country, region or area where these
women live (United Nations Human Rights, 2013). United Nations
Human Rights (2013) published a report according to which many societies do not allow women to exercise their rights to property and
productive resources because men are viewed as heads of families
who control and manage property, and by depriving women those
rights societies implicitly assume that women cannot administer and
control productive resources as efficiently as men, and that productive resources under a woman’s control will be transferred to another
family if she gets married, divorced or if the husband dies, and that
men will provide for women’s financial security (United Nations Human Rights, 2013). Discriminatory attitudes towards women’s property rights are evident in our study as well. The male and female participants’ views divided on the fact that in most cases women have no
property rights. Men did not think that there was anything discriminatory or wrong about the tradition that a man was an heir and he
was the one who inherited the property. Women participants, on the
other hand, stated that that tradition was discriminatory and violated
women’s rights.

Attitudes towards Women’s Property Rights
The latest studies show that Georgian society considers that the
greatest portion of the parents’ property belongs to a son and not
to a daughter (UNDP, 2013). Georgian society believes that men are
more entitled to all kinds of property than women, except for jewelry,
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where 11% of society thinks that most jewelry should be given to a
daughter.Only 3% of society considers that all jewelry should be given
to a daughter (UNDP, 2013). Society’s attitudes point to the practice of
unequal distribution of inheritance and the entrenched stereotyped
views in the country, which was confirmed by a study “Assessment of
women’s needs and priorities in mountaineous regions of Georgia”
conducted in 2013. This study revealed two important issues. The
first issue was that, compared to the surveyed men, the number of
women who owned real property was considerably lower [60%/34%]
(Gaprindashvili, Bendeliani, Amashukeli, 2013). The second issue was that
most of the surveyed men [50%] and women [39%] thought that the
property should be inherited by a son. The tradition of unequal distribution of inheritance can also be observed in our study.
The focus group participants (in all the three cities, from both age
groups) explain the transfer of a father’s property to his son by the
fact that the son continues the family name and when he gets married it is assumed that he will live in his father’s house. Some participants, aged 16-19, pointed out that the birth of a son in a family
means the birth of an heir in Georgia. It is an established practice that
a son should take care of his father’s property and eventually inherit
it, while a daughter, if she gets married, should leave her family and
move to another family and her family should give her dowry.
‘This has been practiced since ancient times, when a boy is born
people say that an heir has been born, they do not say the same
about a girl, because a boy continues his family name. Of course
it depends on the attitude of the parents to their children, but in
general, it is an accepted practice.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 16-19).
‘Because, as a rule, boys bring wives home, a girl can’t bring her
husband to live at her home, can she?’ (female respondent, Telavi,
age group 20-25).
‘A girl gets married, moves to another family, a boy should bring his
wife into his family. We can’t saw the house into two halves; there_ 113 _

fore, it is only logical that the house should belong to the boy.’ (male
respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
The participants’ views divided when discussing a tradition where the
son inherits the family property just because of his sex. Male participants did not think that there was anything wrong or unusual about
this tradition and approved of the fact. They thought that it was fair
to leave the family house to a son, because it was assumed that he
should create his family in that house. While a woman, upon her marriage, leaves her family. Even if a woman did not marry and stayed
at her father’s house, the male participants still did not consider her
as a rightful heir. On the whole, young men were very categorical in
their remarks and did not think that leaving a daughter without inheritance was a violation of her rights.
Several participants, aged 20-25, said that an unmaried woman, if
she has a brother and lives with her brother’s family, was obligated to
look after her nieces and nephews and help her brother with household tasks
‘I don’t think that it is [a violation of women’s rights], because it is
a tradition that a boy should inherit the house.’ (male respondent,
Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘A girl should not have any claims. As long as she lives there, it’s
hers as well, but once she gets married, she has to move.’ (male
respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘[Women’s rights] are not violated according to law. The law does
not say that both have the right to inherit. Normally, the one who
continues the family name should stay in that family. It is an unwritten law, it is practiced now and it has always been that way.’ (male
respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
Interestingly, young participants (both males and females from both
age groups), believe that the decision on the distribution of property
among family members should be taken by the father. The young participants did not mention a mother, even once, when discussing the
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person who makes decisions about inheritance.
‘He may sell it [the house], it depends on the father and his views.’
(male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
The discussion in this group of participants shows that, in the global
context, they do not think that women’s right to inherit is violated, let
alone in the local context, and fail to associate it with gender inequality.
It is also evident that this group of participants is unaware of the fact
that the traditions and established practices with respect to property inheritance by women should change because it is one of the
most common reasons due to which there is a disproportionately
high number of poor women around the world who do not have land
or property rights (Gomez and Tran, 2012). In addition, we can conclude that male participants could not relate the property ownership
right to the fact that property ownership enables people to chose
the source of subsistence on their own, to ensure safety and to be
independent. The participants considered that a man was and should
be property creator and manager. This is confirmed by the fact that
according to the participants, a father (head of a family) was the one
who should decide the matters related to property management and
inheritance. They did not mention a mother once in the context of
property administration and its distribution among children.
Unlike male participants, women (in all the three cities and from both
age groups) were more sensitive towards this issue. On the whole,
women expressed negative feelings about this tradition and said that
it (the tradition) was discriminatory and violated women’s rights.
Women (especially teenagers), as opposed to men, emphasized several issues. First, they believed that it was wrong not to consider
women as heirs to the property. Second, they stressed that even after getting married a woman might not have everything she needs,
because her husband’s family may be poor. The female participants
of the focus group also noted that they disapproved of the fact that
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mostly, in Georgia, women do not object to being left without inheritance, because they have no information about their rights and about
the fact that this tradition is wrong and discriminatory.
‘They are not given anything because they were born as girls, if they
were boys they would receive something. Rights are violated because of sex.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘[Rights] are violated. If her rights are not violated and this girl stays
in the family, when her brother gets married, it may cause a conflict,
because there is no place for a sister in the house and she may even
be kicked out, in the worst case scenario of course; women’s rights are
violated in this case.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
‘You give birth to two kids, you realise that both of them are yours,
what does it mean when you leave property only to one of them?
I think that all the existing property should be divided.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘This is the problem in Georgia, a girl is not considered as their own
child and I don’t know why, a boy is supposed to inherit everything.’
(female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘It is very rare for women to express their objections, they don’t know
that they should!’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
The words of female participants indicate that they justify the said
discrimination (where daughters’ property rights are disregarded) by
the fact that the family does not consider a daughter as an heir. The
female participants emphasize that in Georgian families only sons are
regarded as heirs. This points to the fact that families lack gender sensitivity, which results in a contradiction between constitutional norms
on gender equality.It can safely be concluded from the talk of the female study participants that in terms of land inheritance, women are
considered as having no claims to the homes where they were born
or into which they are married. Whether or not a woman is granted
access to use land depends on her relationship to the man.
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The Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions (2012) reports that kinship families often worry that if they give a girl property,she will take
the property with her when she gets married and leave the relatives
with nothing (Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions, 2012). However, the family does not worry about giving a boy child property, because when he gets married, unlike a girl, he is not expected to move
to another family, so the parents’ wealth will not be taken away.11
Traditionally, the role of the husband has been that of a material supporter of his family, and therefore it is argued that leaving the family’s
inheritance to boys is more justifiable. The discussion of the male and
female study participants about inheritance and property rights demonstrates that in Georgian families a girl child is regarded as a child who
is supposed to move to another family as soon as she grows up and
gets married.So, the wealth of the parents should not be given to her,
because she will take that wealth away to another family. Therefore,
the family disregards the fact that by denying a girl property, they violate her property rights, which for its part impairs her independence
and safety rights. A sense of unfairness can be discerned in the talk
of the female participants and they, especially women aged 20-25,
associate the problems related to a woman’s independence with the
unequal property rights of women, however, none of the participants
emphasizes the problem of safety and they miss the fact that owning property and material security may be the guarantee of their protection and safety. The International Center for Research on Women
(2006) points out that an unequal discriminatory policy with respect to
property rights negatively affects women and makes them exceptionally vulnerable to domestic violence (International Center for Research
on Women, 2006). For example the International Center for Research
on Women (2006) reports the domestic violence has an exceptionally
negative effect on women in economically vulnerable families, because
11 Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions - Bringing Equality Home
-Promoting and Protecting the Inheritance Rights of Women Available at: http://globalfop.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/inheritance-rights-women.pdf Accessed: 21.10.14.
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they are at risk of losing shelter (International Center for Research on
Women, 2006). Women who experience domestic violence often report that they were denied food and shelter (International Center for
Research on Women, 2006). Moreover, the fear of loss of shelter and
lack of economic options or lack of bargaining power are the reasons
why women continue in abusive relationships (International Center for
Research on Women, 2006). The latest studies confirm that domestic violence is one of the most pressing and acute problem in Georgia as well. According to “National Research on Domestic Violence
against Women in Georgia” conducted in 2010, every eleventh married
woman experiences domestic violence (Chitashvili, Javakhishvili, Arutiunov, Tsuladze, Chachanidze, 2010). This research shows that 34.7%
of Georgian women are victims of physical violence, and 35.9% are
constantly controlled by their husbands (Chitashvili, Javakhishvili, Arutiunov, Tsuladze, Chachanidze, 2010). This situation points to the fact
that in Georgia, where violence against women and gender inequality
is firmly established, women’s property rights are all the more important for improving the situation with respect to women’s rights and can
be regarded as one of the guarantees for avoiding domestic violence.
However, it seems that a large portion of the society finds it difficult to
associate these two issues – equal property/inheritance rights and domestic violence. A clear example of this is that the majority of men and
women surveyed during the study “Assessment of Needs and Priorities
of Women in Mountaineous Regions of Georgia” approved of the fact
that only a boy child should inherit the property. Therefore it is not
surprising that the participants of our study, neither women nor men,
were able to or did not associate the safety of women with women’s
unequal inheritance and property rights.

Conclusion
This chapter confirms our hypothesis and reveals that both young
men and women see their positions through the patriarchal lens.
Moreover very few of them question the cultural models that sustain
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their gender beliefs. The findings showed the strict division of household labor, where men are decision-makers and breadwinners and
women’s main duties are to take care of all the family members and
household chores.
Based on the discussion of the participants it was visible that a woman, from her childhood, is denied her main rights and the guarantee
of her protection, safety and independence. A girl child is regarded
as a child who is supposed to leave the family as soon as she gets
married and therefore, the unfair practice with respect to property
distribution was not perceived discriminatory or unequal especially
by the young male participants.
The long-established tradition of passing inheritance to sons was regarded by the male participants as a correct decision made by the
family, and none of them was aware of the extent of the negative affect that this practice can have for women in terms of independence
and safety. Despite the fact that the female study participants were
more sensitive towards this issue, they discussed the problems related to property and inheritance only from the perspective of material well-being. They focused on the fact that a woman may marry a
man from a poor family and may lack material support. The female
participants did not mention one of the most important issues that
guarantees women’s safety and freedom – a woman’s personal property, which ensures a woman’s personal freedom. The female participants did not discuss or analyze the situation of a woman who is left
without inheritance, and who remains without rights and in a subordinated position even after her marriage, because nothing belongs
to her and the family property is owned by her husband. Therefore,
it can be concluded that although women showed more awareness
and sensitivity in relation to inheritance and property rights, they
still lack the awareness of the fact that property ownership and equal
property rights determine their independence and status of safety.
The focus group respondents distinguish between traditional and
modern families. Respondents’ description of traditional family ac_ 119 _

tually refers to the patriarchal family, where the head of the family
is a man who holds more power and rights than other family members and where gendered division of household labor prevails. Only
a few female respondents identified such family as patriarchal and
made critical comments towards the hierarchical social order. On the
other hand, our respondents’ description of a modern family refers
to a family where values of gender equality are common and, hence,
roles, duties and obligations are equally distributed among the family members. Most of the respondents by traditional family implied
“Georgian family” and by modern family referred to the “non-Georgian family.” Thus, patriarchal family is identified as the authentic
Georgian family, which should be kept away from the influences
of modern values. This approach can be explained by Chatterjee’s
(1989) theory suggesting that conservative positions rest on deployment of tradition, which has to be defended against the degeneration
of modern, global culture.
Respondents’ attitudes towards the duties and obligations of men and
women in the household are largely shaped by what they think about
gender roles. Focus group participants’ notions of gender division of
household labor can be explained by the gender roles attitudes approach. This perspective links people’s gender attitudes with the division of household labor, suggesting that people with more egalitarian
values would demonstrate a more equal division of household labor
(Presser, 1994). The findings revealed that gender division of labor at
home is highly triggered by respondents’ notions of masculinity and
femininity. For instance, according to focus group participants, the
man has the duty of being the breadwinner in the family and is less
involved in household chores. Hence, those men who do not fulfill
the established notions of men’s roles in the family and perform “female tasks” are undermining their masculinity and manliness. Since
being a breadwinner is the man’s duty, employment becomes the
main determinant of manliness, whereas for women employment is
an option. If the husband is unemployed and, hence, does not match
the expected gender roles, it precipitates tension in the family. Some
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of our respondents realize the negative aspects of dominant gender
roles, which impose certain expectations and obligations over men
and women. However, focus group participants are reluctant to question these oppressive gender roles, instead they complain about the
circumstances such as unemployment, which disturb the smooth performance of established gender roles. Women are viewed as primary
performers of different household chores. These gender beliefs, that
assign women and men separate obligations, duties and roles, are
used to justify and sustain hierarchical gendered order in the household and beyond.
The findings revealed that men’s attitudes towards the distribution of
gender roles and duties in the family differed depending on whether
the discussion was about their family or “other families.” When it
comes to “other families,” male respondents showed more flexible
and open attitudes towards men’s and women’s duties and roles, but
when it concerned their own family, they kept stronger gender beliefs.
According to Chatterjee’s (1989) theoretical framework, nationalism
is not merely about a political struggle for power, but it is also about
dominance over virtually every aspect of the material and spiritual
life of the people. Chatterjee (1989) views Home (household, family) as an inner part of social order symbolizing the spiritual culture,
which in turn holds a feminine nature. Hence, the feminization of
Home is the main instrument for maintaining gendered order and
male dominance. Women are the main actors who sustain and reproduce the “man’s world,” called Nation. For this reason, women’s
emancipation and challenging of the established hierarchical gender
roles threatens the nation’s gender order, which is perfectly adjusted
to male interests.
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Chapter VI
Employment, Professional Development and
Political Participation

Introduction
One of the most important aspects of the gender-related problem is
the interconnection between gender and employment, presenting a
rather negative picture in terms of equality which is not confined only
to local society, country or culture but extends to a global level. The
empowerment of women and the promotion of their involvement in
the labor market is crucial for creating a developed economy, for the
sustainable development of the country and for the improvement of
the quality of life of women, men, families and communities.12The
Millennium Development Program sees the economic empowerment
of women and girls as a prerequisite for combating poverty and as a
key to prosperity in the world. 13
Despite the antidiscrimination regulations, declarations and legislative amendments in the world, according to the World Bank data of
2014, almost half of women’s potential and resources are still unrealized, as opposed to only 22% of men’s resources that are still unused (World Bank, 2014). Global studies demonstrate that women
are more economically outcast than men (Padavic, Reskin, 1994). The
2014 report of the World Bank says that women receive lower wages
than men and fewer women occupy leading positions at work. For
instance, women make up only 21% of top management jobs, while
the number of men occupying the same positions is twice that number (World Bank, 2014). These are the general trends common both
in the developed and developing parts of the world.
According to the report “Global Employment Trends 2014” prepared
12 http://www.unwomen.org/en/partnerships/businesses-andfoundations/womens-empowerment-principles
13 http://www.worldbank.org/mdgs/gender.html#
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by the International Labour Organization (ILO), in Central and Eastern
Europe gender inequality in terms of economic participation is rather
substantial and is on the rise. Due to the economic crisis, in order to
provide financial support to their families, women have to take such
jobs that are below their professional qualification level. This report
demonstrates that the salary rate of men in Georgia is almost 50%
higher than that of women.14According to the 2014 Gender Gap Index
(GGI),15Georgia is on the 85th place among 142 countries and has a
score of 0.685. It is noteworthy that the cumulative indices of Georgia
have improved compared to 2012.16
Shioshvili, N. (2013), in the study “Women’s social and economic
rights and gender aspects of the labor market in Georgia,”17talks
about the discriminatory situation for women in Georgia in terms of
access to employment, appointment to a higher positions or promotion at work. Especially vulnerable are pregnant women and those
with infant children. It must also be noted that as of today, compared
to men, the number of women without access to the labor market is
double.
Statistical analysis of 2006-2013 demonstrates that during these seven
years the employment rate of women never caught up with the men’s
employment level.18At the same time, the analysis of the nominal wag14 http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/--dcomm/---publ/documents/publication/wcms_233953.pdf
15 http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GGGR14/GGGR_CompleteReport_2014.pdf
16 http://css.ge/files/books/papers/_%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1
%83%9C%E1%83%93%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1
%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98_-_gedner_equality_report,_
june_2012.pdf
17 http://www.nimd.ge/uploads/files/5318Women_Political_Participation_Expert_Papers_Canda_fund_2013.pdf
18 http://geostat.ge/?action=page&p_id=148&lang=geo
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es of employed men and women show that in the second quarter of
2014, men have a substantially and clearly higher salary than women in
13 out of 15 sectors. In some cases, for instance in the financial sector,
men’s remuneration is on average twice that of women’s in the same
sector. The only sector where women have slightly more salary than
men is electricity, gas and water generation and distribution (see. Table
No. 1). Interestingly, 56% of women have a higher education (Bachelor’s degree or higher) and only 44% of men have a higher education.
On the whole, it can safely be said that there is both vertical and horizontal segregation on the Georgian labor market.
Table No. 1
Table based on the data of the National Statistics Office of Georgia19
Sector

Men

Women

Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Fishing, fishery
Mining industry
Manufacturing industry
Electricity, gas and water generation and distribution
Construction
Trade; repair of cars, household goods and personal effects
Hotels and restaurants
Transport and communications
Financial sector
Real estate transactions, lease and customer service
Public sector
Education

599,4
524,9
1045,1
868,1
979
1155,8
906,4
659,9
1251,1
2626
1044,7
1282,4
545

463,2
295,6
943,3
547
1047,9
754,8
571,4
431,2
946,9
1250,6
818,2
1237,5
428,1

Healthcare and social care

1023,8 600,1

Utilities, social and personal services

858,3

579,3

The existing gender gap and segregation on the labor market is explained in most cases by using neoclassical economic and feminist
19 http://geostat.ge/?action=page&p_id=142&lang=geo
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theories, such as human capital theory and discrimination theory (Reskin and Roos, 1990).
Human capital theory’s main focus is on the segregation caused by
women’s rational choice. According to this model, women expect
that sooner or later they will have to stop their work on account of
different reasons associated with their household. Therefore, they invest their resources (education, trainings) in labor activities that have
lower market value so that in the future the loss is not great. Accordingly, as long as women are economically active, they have to do low
qualification and low-paying jobs more often than men (Reskin and
Roos, 1990). The feminist theory, unlike the human capital theory,
underscores the fact that the human capital theory disregards the
existence of discrimination and does not analyze the situation in a
common, social context. Consequently, account is not taken of the
social determinants and other social influences that significantly affect women at the time of making an “appropriate” choice. Instead,
the feminist/gender theories are not focused on labor market peculiarities, but rather on social variables. The basic principle of this
theory is considered to be the fact that, historically, women have
held a secondary position on the labor market, which was caused by
patriarchal norms keeping women in a subordinated and submissive
state, both in the family and in society in general (Anker, 2001). To
demonstrate the fact that the existing situation on the labor market
is a reflection of women’s actual social status, the feminist theory sets
out 13 stereotypes that are related to females. These stereotypes are
sorted into three groups: “positive,” “negative” and “other types of
stereotypes” (Anker, 2001).
The five “positive” stereotypes are the views according to which
women are more caring by nature, have innate skills for running a
household and to care for the family, are more skillful in handiwork,
are more honest and physically attractive than men. “Negative” group
stereotypes are the views according to which women are not good at
management and supervision, they are physically weaker than men,
are not good at exact and natural sciences, are less eager to travel
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and have less ability and readiness to fight physical danger and use
physical force. “Other types of stereotypes” include such views according to which women are happier to carry out instructions, they
need less income and that is why they take low-paying jobs and have
more motivation to work at home.
Various studies show that, for instance, an “ideal employee” is still associated with a man (Heilman and Okimoto, 2008). The same is true
for the stereotype of a “successful manager,” which mostly comprises
manly qualities (Heilman et al., 1989). Men are described as individuals having more leadership qualities and more ambitions (Fiske and
Stevens, 1993) while women - as less assertive and emotional individuals (Eagly and Karau, 2002). A study conducted in Italy demonstrates
that in those cultural contexts where stereotypes are entrenched, the
gender gap in terms of wages is significantly large (Castagnetti, 2010).
The same study revealed that excellence at school does not mean
that the work of a woman will be valued the same way and as equitably as that of a man (Castagnetti, 2010). It is noteworthy that a series
of studies conducted on sexism, or on wage gaps on the grounds of
stereotypes and gender have shown that when female and male participants were asked to evaluate the work that was stereotypically
associated with women, such work was considered a priory as having
lower value (Alksnis, 2000).
Taking into account the fact that the issues related to gender aspects
in the labor market are highly problematic and topical, in our qualitative study we also addressed the issues of women’s economic participation and equal opportunities.

Women and employment
First of all, it must be noted that most of the young participants in
the focus group organized by us thought that a job is a source of income and, accordingly, issues concerning professional and personal
realization irrespective of sex were not dwelled upon during the dis_ 126 _

cussion. An idea expressed by girls aged 16-19, stating that ‘a job is
not just about money’ (female respondent, age group 16-19, Tbilisi)
but about professional development, loving what you do, financial
independence and social interaction, can be considered an exception.
Interestingly, one of the boys of the same age suggested as an alternative to social interaction that ‘a woman could take her child for a
walk together with her neighbors’ (male respondent, 16-19, Tbilisi).
‘A woman does not go to work just for the salary. She goes to work
in order to have something to do, to feel different. It’s not all about
money, why shouldn’t she be allowed to work if she is able to do
the job?’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘For me, for instance, professional development would still mean a
lot.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘Maybe a woman has an ambition not to be dependent on her husband.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
It is important to note that the focus group participants aged 20-25
had different views on the obligatory nature of a job with respect to
gender. In particular, some young respondents thought that having
a job was a matter of choice for women, while it was men’s direct
obligation to have a job. Some of them believed that having a job
was equally obligatory for men and women. It must be noted that the
results of the quantitative study conducted in 2013 also demonstrate
that having a job and supporting a family are considered as men’s
duties, while women’s principal duty is to care for her family. The majority of those surveyed [77%] supports this view, 66% of them are
women and 80% are men (UNDP, 2013).
‘It’s a man’s duty to have a job, while for women it’s a matter of
choice.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘[Having a job] is obligatory for both.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 20-25).
It seems that in the case of men, a job, as an unconditional obligation,
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is closely connected with the idea of a breadwinner/principal earner
in the family, which for its part is connected with gender hierarchy in
the family, where the man who makes money has the greatest social
and economic power. Statistical data of recent years concerning the
attitudes and values with regard to family and distribution of roles
in the family confirm the above. For example, according to a study
conducted in 2010, 81% of the surveyed women, and 85% of the surveyed men believe that a man should be the principal earner in the
family (UNDP, 2013). Interestingly, despite the three-year interval,
society’s attitudes have not changed markedly, moreover, as clearly
demonstrated in the Table below, the number of individuals who
agree to the idea of a man’s role as a principal earner in the family
has increased. At the same time, 39% of those surveyed in 2010, and
34% of those surveyed in 2013 think that today women are actual
breadwinners in the families in Georgia. (See Table No. 2)
Table No. 2 [Table based on the 2010 data of Caucasus Barometer
and on 2013 data of the UN] (UNDP, 2013)

2010
2013 N=1760 N=2089
CRRC
UNWOMEN

Who should be the breadwinner in the family in Georgia?
Man
Woman
Equally

83%
2%
14%

Man

88%

Woman

1%

Equally

11%

During discussion meetings, the participants from both age groups
(16-19, 20-25) analyzed in detail those “complications” in the family that may occur if a woman chooses to have a job. For instance, a
woman’s job may result in a conflict in the family because she will not
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be able to do the household chores or take care of family members
as efficiently as before, which to a certain degree is the reason why
a husband may be unwilling to let his wife work. Boys aged 16-19
are more specific than girls of the same age when talking about the
reasons why a husband may not allow his wife to have a job, in particular: constant jealousy about what his wife is doing during working
hours; ‘collapse of a “finely-tuned family” where a man is the breadwinner and for whom dinner is always ready when he returns home,
when family members have everything they need. In this situation
having a job is just a “whim” of the woman (boy, Zugdidi, age group
16-19), especially if the woman’s contribution to the family budget is
insignificant. It is noteworthy that one of the strongest arguments put
forward by male respondents in defense of their view that a woman
should stay at home was the maximum involvement of a woman in
the upbringing and rearing of children, to which some female respondents agreed.
‘In this case, a man does not consider it necessity for his wife to
have a job. He wants to have dinner ready. He understands that the
situation will change if wife takes a job; and the family budget will
not change significantly either.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group
16-19).
‘When you make decisions in the family, especially like that – a
woman has to leave home, especially the family which is “finelytuned-”where the husband earns enough to support the children
and provide them with everything they need, because of the woman’s whim of having a job…’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group
16-19).
‘If you have no problems caring for children, have clothes, everything, why would you [a woman] want a job?’ (male respondent,
Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘If I manage to support my family, than I prefer for my wife to look
after the children.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
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‘It is wonderful when a husband supports you and you have money.
I wouldn’t want a job at all in that case.’(female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘If the husband has such a large income, why should a child be
raised, say, by a grandmother? I prefer not to deprive my child maternal love.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘In general, I think that a woman should always put family first.
When you have children, personal ambitions take a back seat, because a child is the greatest responsibility and duty.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
As opposed to the above ideas, girls aged 16-19 commented on the
“selfishness of the husband” (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group
16-19), which is manifested in the fact that even when men have insufficient income, they do not allow their wives to work “because a
woman has to do household tasks” (female respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 16-19). One of the girls even noted that a man may not be
happy about the fact that his wife depends on him financially, but
“still does not allow her to work so that the woman can support
herself; it is more selfishness.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group
16-19).One of the barriers to women’s decision to take on a job is also
the fact that a woman who has no working experience, if she does
not receive encouragement from her family members, is more likely
to give in to her husband’s demand and stay at home. Only one man,
as an exception, made a comment that even a woman may become
“fed up” with (male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19) having to
look after the family and children every day, especially if the woman
has a profession, and the job would come as a relief from her burden.
Also one of the boys in the Tbilisi group pointed out that ‘a husband
has no right to forbid [his wife] from having a job.’(male respondent,
Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘When you have never had a job and you are offered a job for the
first time in your life, it’s a bit hard, because you have not worked
for a long time and have always stayed at home, it’s a little tricky
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to change everything so quickly.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 16-19).
It should be noted that the observations and assessments of the
young participants of the focus group is the continuation of the widely spread and dominating attitudes in Georgian society. According to
the latest studies, there are a series of barriers arising from sociocultural norms preventing women from working outside home. A
2013 study on “Society’s Attitude to Gender Equality in Politics and
Business” (UNDP, 2013) analyses barriers women face on the way to
employment, e.g. gender hierarchy in the family, which is recognized
and strictly observed in Georgian families both by men and women.
Gender hierarchy is in perfect harmony with the highly abstract and
generalized idea of so called “Georgian traditions.” Appropriateness
and the advantages and disadvantages of Georgian traditions are
generally recognized by society. Gender hierarchy itself implies distributing functions and duties in the family according to sex, where
such family chores as cleaning the house, cooking dinner, washing,
caring for a sick family member or a child are assigned to women
(UNDP, 2013) (for details see Chapter IV). This situation is backed by
a stereotype justified by traditions that the most important role for
a woman in life is caring for her family, which is shared by an almost
absolute majority [92%] of those surveyed in 2013, out of whom 91%
were women and 93% were men. At the same time, it must be noted
that the data from the study conducted in 2014 allows us to see the
public attitude to women’s role from the age point of view. According
to the statistical data, 77% of young women aged 18-24 and 91% of
men think that the most important duty for a woman is caring for
her family (Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia, Rekhviashvili, 2014). (See Table
No. 3)
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Table No. 3
Table based on 2014 data of the UN (Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia,
Rekhviashvili, 2014).
Woman’s main duty is to take care of her family
18-24
Agree
Disagree
Not sure

Woman
77%
22%
1%

Man
91%
9%
0%

Women’s “double” or “triple burden” is naturally an objective barrier for women who want to start working or who already have a job.
Accordingly, as opposed to men, it is more likely that a woman is the
one who has to choose between a job and the family and more likely,
in that situation, to opt for staying at home and taking care of her
family. This is especially so if we bear in mind that women are encouraged by “society’s demand” to make this choice. For instance,
74% of those surveyed share the idea that a woman is judged more
according to what kind of family she has and not according to her
successful career (UNDP, 2013).
Another point that merits attention is that confining women to a family, that is to a private, rather than to a public space, is not only imperative in its nature (a woman has to stay in the family, caring for the
family is a woman’s job, and the like) but also is justified by a woman’s
“natural need” to have a family, to care for the well-being of the family members and derive happiness from it all. The above is borne out
by the fact that 64% of the respondents think that having a job is a
good thing, but most of all a woman desires to have a family and
children (UNDP, 2013).
As regards the issue of husbands forbidding their wives to start a job,
which was touched upon during the discussion by the focus group
young participants, it is by all means a significant barrier to women’s
employment. However, it must be said that behind such specific rea_ 132 _

sons as the jealousy of the husband or even a change in the daily routine caused by a woman’s employment, there is an issue of far greater
importance – obedience to a man. A woman’s subordinated status
and a man’s superior position is the axis of gender hierarchy, and the
various restrictions/prohibitions imposed by a man on a woman reflect the above status. According to statistical data, a large section of
society supports the existence and retention of power hierarchy in
the family. For instance, 63% of the respondents shared the idea that
a good wife obeys her husband even when she disagrees with him,
while only 34% of those surveyed disagreed with this view (UNDP,
2013). Moreover, a majority of both older and younger (18-24) women and men think that a man should be the one who makes the final decision in the family (Kachkachishvili, Nadaraia, Rekhviashvili,
2014).

Women’s Promotion at Work
During the discussion, the participants talked also about women’s career development. They stated that in the present situation in Georgia, men have more chance to be appointed to managerial positions
than women, which the respondents explain by the commonly held
idea in society that management is a man’s job because a man is “by
nature” a better manager and better suited to making final decisions.
The findings of the quantitative study once again confirm the stereotypical attitudes of society towards a woman’s work/activities outside home. Altogether, 50% of the respondents think that in general,
men are better at doing any kind of work than women, 58% think
that a man is a better business leader, and 36% think that men do
work more diligently. As regards the role of an immediate supervisor,
among those respondents who think that men have better managerial skills [50%], 65% are men and 37% are women (UNDP, 2013).
Once again, the majority of the focus group participants noted that
a woman who holds a managerial position has to balance her family
life and her job and the more successful she becomes in her career,
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the less time she has for her family. It can be assumed that society
has the same expectations with regard to women’s employment: according to a UNDP study conducted in 2013, 52% of those surveyed
think that a woman cannot be as successful in her career because
she is hindered by her family duties/because of her family she cannot devote much time to her career (UNDP, 2013). The focus group
participants stressed the issue of women’s pregnancy and maternity
leave, which was a serious barrier for the employer and in order to
avoid this problem, the employer preferred to employ men in managerial positions. In Georgia, men are more free and independent irrespective of their family status, because they do not have to balance
family life and a job. According to the UNDP study of 2013 (UNDP,
2013)., 60% of the respondents say that in Georgia, despite equal
qualifications, men have more chance of occupying top managerial
positions than women. 49% of the male respondents and 30% of
women respondents support the appointment of men to managerial positions. The participants of this study think that men have an
advantageous position on the labor market due to several reasons.
First of all, the fact that a man is more socially active than a woman,
therefore his circle of acquaintances is wider and more varied, which
makes it easier for a man to find a job. Also, the respondents talked
about the family chores that a woman has to attend to, while men
have no such problem and, accordingly, have more freedom and time
to carry out their job duties. A maternal leave was also cited as one of
the barriers to women’s employment (UNDP, 2013).
‘It’s a force majeure when a woman becomes pregnant and has a
child and already it is required by law that the employing organization has to give her maternity leave. The organization will be obligated to give her paid maternity leave. It means that it sustains a
loss.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘I would appoint a man as a manager and a woman as his deputy.’
(male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘I think that he is a man and it will not be difficult for him to make a
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decision.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘It may be assumed that a woman would think more about her family and a man more about the job.’(male respondent, Telavi, age
group 16-19).
It turned out that some focus group participants aged 16-19 were
more aware of the gender gap in the labor market than other participants. One of the girls from the Telavi group said that it depends on
the type of job and that in schools, for instance, teachers were mainly
women. Another girl from the Zugdidi group talked about the wage
gap as well. One of the boy respondents said that women in Georgia
were doing intellectual jobs, while men did physical work.
‘There is a gap, I’ve seen statistics where a woman doing the same
job as a man has 50% less salary.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 16-19)
‘At schools there are mostly women, the number of men may be
higher at universities. I think that it is connected with inequality.
There are jobs they say a woman can’t do, that she has a family,
a child; that they need a person with a different mindset and willpower. I think women are more unemployed than men.’ (female
respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
Among the respondents aged 20-25, only a few women mention the
word “discrimination” with regard to employment. The male respondents were less serious when discussing this issue. One of them even
said that men are more discriminated against in the Georgian labor
market because the employers ‘trust women more’ than men (male
respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
The focus group participants had different views on career choices in
the case of men and women. The respondents divided professional
activities mostly based on sex. However, it must be noted that the
young participants did not make a comment about the superiority of
a man’s mental capabilities compared to those of a woman; to the opposite, the respondents aged 16-19 said that men and women could
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do intellectual jobs equally well. However, women’s career choices
were restricted when it came to doing a job that required physical
force, which only a man could do.
‘Activities that require physical force are not suitable for women,
for instance a builder.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
As a result of the categorization, the following jobs fell into the work
category inappropriate for women: cleaning municipal services, casino, construction and also urology. These were the line of work that
was merely “unsuitable” for women. (female respondent, Telavi, age
group 16-19).
The students talked a lot about women drivers. A male respondent
aged 16-19 noted that women found it hard to concentrate when
driving and “make more mistakes” (male respondent, Telavi, age
group 16-19),and, consequently, often create crash situations. One
of the girls of the same age disagreed with this view and stated that
women were more law-abiding “by nature” and accordingly more
careful drivers. As regards the professions unsuitable for men, most
of the respondents think that the career of a babysitter, cleaner, ballet
dancer, hair designer and gynecologist were not a man’s job, because
those activities “required tenderness” (male respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 16-19), which is a woman’s quality “by nature”.
‘Menial work does not suit women, such heavy work as that of an
electrician, carburetor mechanic, engine mechanic, etc. A job of a
hair designer or cleaner does not suit a man, or the job of a waiter,
although boys do this job, well if there is no other choice, let them
work as waiters.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘As an architect, absolutely, but working on a construction site
I think is more of a physical job.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 16-19).
‘I think it would be awkward for a man to work as a babysitter.’
(female respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘A man must not do a job that requires tenderness.’ (male respon_ 136 _

dent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘A woman has more experience and skills. A boy works with cars
and a girl puts a child to bed.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group
16-19).
‘[Hair design] is definitely an unmanly job. You are a boy and you
are wearing trousers and then start dressing someone’s hair.’ (male
respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
Interestingly, among the participant of all the three focus groups
(Tbilisi, Telavi, Zugdidi), only one girl respondent mentioned in her
comments the word “stereotype” with respect to dividing professions/activities on the grounds of sex.
‘Because it is what happens… boys are taught that only a woman
must be a hair designer and it is shameful for a man and they attach
stereotypes to male hair designers.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age
group 16-19).
In the context of women’s employment, another issue discussed at
length by the focus group members was women’s political activity.
The next sub-chapter presents the results of the analysis of the young
participants’ discussion of this issue which are closely related to the
findings of the study analyzed above.

Women and Politics
Women’s representation on the political arena has a great impact
on achieving effective democracy (Dahl, 1989). But still women are
underrepresented in the vast majority of national parliaments (Bühlmann and Schädel, 2012), though global modernization processes
have stipulated significant changes in family life, on the labor market
etc. Bühlmann and Schädel (2012) argue that low representation of
women in national parliaments challenges the idea of gender equality itself as it does not represent heterogeneity of the whole population (Bühlmann and Schädel, 2012). Moreover, the increasing rates of
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women’s enrollment in politics and high number of female MPs work
as role models for other women to become politically motivated and
active (Bühlmann and Schädel, 2012). However, there are number of
structural and functional obstacles hindering women’s political enrollment that are categorized under political, socio-economic, ideological and psychological (socio-cultural) barriers (Inglehart and Norris, 2003).
According to Bari (2005) and Shvedova (1998), the political arena is
shaped by a masculine model of government where power is distributed among men, and women are left out in the private sphere such
as family (Inglehart and Norris, 2003). Besides this, the masculine
model of politics is mostly led by the idea of competition and confrontation and is less focused on collaboration and consensus, especially across party lines. Therefore, women usually refuse to stand for
masculine-style politics and if they decide to do so, they tend to do it
in small numbers (Inglehart and Norris, 2003). Shvedova (1998) also
outlines that the parliamentary work schedule is not flexible and so
unsuited to a women’s double burden of combining family and work
(Inglehart and Norris, 2003).
The low social and economic status of women strongly influences
female political participation. Poverty and lack of adequate financial
resources, illiteracy and limited access to education along with double burden work hinders women from enrolling in the political arena
worldwide. The feminization of poverty is quite evident through the
UN data, according to which out of 1.3 million persons suffering from
poverty, 70% are women (Inglehart and Norris, 2003). Those countries where female representation in parliament is more than 33%
are ranked in the high human development category (Bari, 2005).
Ideological and cultural obstacles are first of all manifested though
women’s primary roles as mothers and wives and disproportionate
shared domestic responsibilities. According to Shvedova (1998), the
patriarchal value system turns women into ‘working mothers’ who
are low-paid and apolitical (Shvedova, 1998). Moreover, women
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themselves lack the confidence to stand for politics and run for elections, as politics is perceived to be “dirty”, corrupted and inappropriate for “good women” (Shvedova, 1998).
Overall, in post-communist and developing countries, the gender
gap ranks significantly higher in comparison with developed societies (Inglehart and Norris, 2003). Therefore, it is interesting to know
how international indices and ratings assess the situation in Georgia
in terms of women’s political empowerment. The Gender Gap Index
(GGI) measures women’s political empowerment in three areas: term
of office of women in parliament, of women ministers and of women
heads of state.20It must be pointed out that from 2006 to 2012 the
average index of women’s political empowerment calculated on the
basis of the 115 countries included in the report has improved, however Georgia still lags behind the average index of other countries. It
is also noteworthy that starting from 2006 the Georgian index slipped
lower each year and approached a “0” score, which demonstrates
complete gender inequality. A slight improvement is observed in the
GGI report of 2012: Georgia’s score is 0.071, which is an improvement
by 0.032 points compared to 2011 (Bendeliani, 2012).
The problems associated with women’s participation in Georgian
politics are clearly demonstrated in Bagratia’s (2013) study, which
describes the overbearing attitude towards the participation/involvement of women in modern Georgian politics.According to the study
findings, 29% of the candidates in 2012 elections were women [729
women were included in the party lists, and 59 women were among
the majority candidates]. Altogether, 32 women candidates were represented among the first 10 candidates in the party lists of 16 electoral subjects, which amounted to only 20% of all candidates. As for the
majority candidates, 47% of electoral districts did not have a woman
candidate at all. Interestingly, one electoral subject that adheres to
a rather conservative orientation – the “Christian-Democratic Movement,” demonstrated the best result in terms of intra-party democ20 http://www.weforum.org/issues/global-gender-gap
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racy in 2012 parliamentary elections; in particular, it observed the
gender quota prescribed by the Law on Political Associations both
in its party list and with respect to its majority candidates. However,
account must be taken of the financial benefit that a political party
receives for observing the gender quota and that can be regarded as
a key reason for meeting the gender quota and not as an ideological concurrence with gender equality principles. In this respect, it is
worth noting that there is a trend in less popular political parties to
have more women as candidates, which translates into financial benefit for the party.21
The Bagratia (2013) study suggests that in 2012 women gained 18
seats: 7 – under majority system [9%], and 11 – under proportional
representation system [15%], which is the highest number in the history of the Georgian Parliament. It appears that in the mixed electoral systems women candidates were more successful under a proportional representation system compared to a majority system. It is
important to analyze the connection of the number of seats gained
by women in 2012 with the political parties, because it sheds lights
on the reasons behind such an unprecedented number of seats ever
obtained in the political history of the country. The achieved results
make it clear that in 2012 the coalition “Bidzina Ivanishvili – Georgian Dream” nominated the highest number of women majority candidates. At the same time, this electoral subject had high odds for
success. As a result, the coalition received the majority of votes and
with six successful women candidates entered parliament. In view of
the above, it turned out that the candidates’ sex had no decisive importance, because “the following pattern was observed – an electoral
subject winning the majority of votes under proportional representation system in a given majority district, also won the majority elections in that district” (Bagratia, 2013). Accordingly, the party was the
winner, and not a female or male candidate.
21 http://ge.boell.org/sites/default/files/downloads/Gender_Agenda_Ge.pdf
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The situation is dramatic at executive and self-governance level.
There are 19 ministers in the present Government of Georgia, and
only three of them are women. As regards the 12 self-governing cities, none of them has a woman mayor (ISFED, 2014). The same is
true at municipality level. Only two out of 69 Gamgebelis (Heads of
municipal districts) are women. As for the gender distribution in the
Sakrebulo (City Assembly), in 2014, only 242 out of 2083 Sakrebulo
members were women (ISFED, 2014).
During the group discussions organized by us, the young respondents
touched upon the issue of women’s political participation in Georgia.
The study participants aged 20-25 think that women’s involvement
in politics should increase. They note that women rarely appear in
the political arena and believe that it is desirable to keep gender balance in politics. However, it should also be noted that the focus group
participants had rather stereotyped views on the qualities attributed
to women. They listed with regard to female politicians such qualities as equanimity, composure, self-control, etc. The respondents
think that these qualities are bestowed on women “by nature” and
that because of such qualities they are needed in politics, in order to
counter-balance the men’s stiff policies.
Similarly, according to the UNDP (2013), 50% of the respondents
think that participation of more women in Georgian politics would
be beneficial for the country, because female politicians will promote
social issues due to their “soft” nature (UNDP, 2013). This study demonstrates that women are considered to be suited for such political
activities that are related to healthcare, environment protection, culture and diplomatic missions. At the same time, it must be noted that
71% of the male respondents and 66% of the female respondents
prefer to have a man as a presidential candidate (UNDP, 2013). Accordingly, we have a situation where the scope of activities for female
politicians is still more restricted than that of men, which is clear from
the views of our participants.
‘The lack of involvement is the reason why women are so disad_ 141 _

vantaged. Men will not be able to understand women’s problems if
there is no woman in the legislative body who can deliver the message herself.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘A woman has a different vision. Men mostly pursue stiff policies,
while women are more reserved, composed and that is why women
must be in politics.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘Women’s political involvement is important, because 54% of voters are women. If we say that the political elite represent society,
then gender balance must be fully observed. Male politicians are
not good at lobbying women’s issues, it requires women’s political
involvement and women, as a community, should be active in their
efforts to enhance women’s role in politics, as Ministers and why
not, - as a President.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
The focus group participants once again referred to the inability of
working women to spend time with family members, especially with
children due to lack of time, which in one case was interpreted as putting work before family. The respondents in all the three cities believe
that politics requires huge time and energy from women, and family should always come first for women irrespective of the position
they hold at work.The position of the young participants of our study
is also confirmed by statistics. For instance, according to 2013 data,
51% of those surveyed thinks that it will be hard for a woman to be
in politics, because family duties will prevent her from doing her job
(UNDP, 2013). These data once again point to the fact that family duties are a priory- the most important duties for women; at least, this
is how it should be, because such is society’s expectation/demand.
An image of an “obedient” and “submissive” Georgian woman is also
added to this picture (UNDP, 2013), and then the circle closes, which
leads our young participants to say that a woman can be a leader at
work (in the relative sense) but not in the family.
‘If a woman is deeply involved in politics and she is able to develop
her career, the man should allow her to take that post. If after a certain period of time it turns out that a family conflict arises because
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of the inability of this woman to spend as much time with the family as she used to, then it begs a question - what is more important
for this woman, the post or the family, and she has to decide this
issue together with her husband. But if it turns out that the family
may be destroyed because of the career, I think that anyone would
leave the career and take care of the family. But if she thinks that
the career is more important than the family, then her family will be
destroyed.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘If my wife had little time for the family, I wouldn’t be happy about
it.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
‘A woman should not be a leader in any case: at work yes, in the
family – no.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
The teenage focus group participants (aged 16-19) did not show any
negative attitudes towards women’s participation in politics. Younger
respondents even named several famous female leaders (Margaret
Thatcher, Elizabeth II, Joan of Arc and Queen Tamar22in the Georgian
context), with regard to whom they showed great respect. However,
mostly male respondents argued that it was not necessary for women
to be in politics, because women “will not be able to make decisions
the same way as men” (boy, Telavi, age group 16-19). Interestingly,
unlike boys aged 16-19, student girls made several comments regarding stereotypes, which are related to the idea of confining women to
a private space [family] and to the domineering position of men in
society. Remarks of a similar nature were not made by boys.
‘There is a stereotype that a woman should sit at home, care for
her husband and children and look after the family. Public life
should be run by me.? Why shouldn’t women run it?! (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘In general, it is not important for women, they think that they’ll
get married and that’s it.’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group
16-19).
22 Tamar of Georgia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamar_of_Georgia
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The views expressed by the focus group participants make it clear
that a woman’s career, whether political or not, may result in the
same type of “complications” that are directly linked to a woman’s
performance of household duties and care for family members. Accordingly, one of the most important barriers to women’s participation in politics is her family. The prohibitions imposed by husband
were also a problematic issue in the context of women’s political activity. The reason cited was that politics was ‘a dirty business’ which
can jeopardize the children’s reputation as well. The same views were
shared by 54% of the UNDP (2013) study respondents (UNDP, 2013).
It must be noted that the focus groups conducted within the scope of
the UNDP (2013) study revealed other barriers which women face in
their political careers: lack of belief in one’s own abilities, irrelevant
education, and little chance of garnering adequate public support for
political advancement.
Regarding barriers to women’s political participation, Bagratia’s (2013)
views on the reasons that prevent women’s political empowerment
(Bagratia, 2013) are very important. Bagratia (2013) discussed such factors as weak position (or even non-existence) of a women’s movement
in Georgia, and a masculine political elite which is gender insensitive.
The intra-party democracy level is also low, which is not conducive to
the political advancement of women. The business elite should also be
taken into account, which is focused on male politicians and therefore
female politicians have less support and resources.

Conclusion
This chapter explored young Georgian people’s attitudes towards
women’s professional development and examined gender beliefs
that affect women’s participation in the public sphere. Chapter V presented discussions of focus group respondents on two important issues. First, they discussed women’s employment and related topics,
such as freedom of career choice and opportunities of professional
development; second, the study respondents talked about women’s
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political participation and representation. In both parts of the discussion the participants were mostly focused on a Georgian social and
cultural context. It must be noted there were no major differences
between the respondents’ views, neither according to the venue of
the focus group (Tbilisi, Zugdidi, Telavi) nor according to the age categories (16-19, 20-25). As for the difference of ideas according to the
respondents’ gender, it can be said that a certain number of young
female participants, unlike men, were freer from gender stereotypes
regarding women’s political participation and employment and so
better identified discriminatory practices against women.
The findings revealed that the public sphere still continues to be a
male domain. For instance, respondents considered that having a
job was a matter of choice for women, whereas it was men’s obligation to earn. Women’s greater participation in public life may trigger
their emancipation and free them from the shackles of family control.
Home is the domain where men can preserve their patriarchal power
untouched, whereas the public domain is shaped by public law, which
in essence should be pro-gender egalitarian (Chatterjee, 1989). Respondents cited a number of gender beliefs to explain male dominance and the lack of women’s participation in the public sphere.
If unemployment threatens men’s masculinity through subverting
their manly duties, on the contrary, employment threatens women’s
gender roles, since it may distract them from performing household
chores.
Among the reasons that hinder women’s professional development,
some of the respondents cited women’s gender obligations such as
caring for her family members, bringing up children, and performing household chores, which are viewed as women’s primary duties.
Thus, womanhood becomes equated with the private sphere, since
according to our respondents, a woman is judged more according to
what kind of family she has and not by her career. Respondents provide gender beliefs, which confine women within the private domain
and assume childcare to be women’s paramount responsibility, as
reasons that make it arduous for women to be in politics.
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The reluctance towards women’s emancipation and corresponding gender beliefs can be explained by Connell’s (2005) proposition,
which suggests that in the traditional society, where men are expected to be the main breadwinners, the socioeconomic disparities make
it arduous for men to live up to societal expectations. This discrepency
between reality and expectation subverts their masculinities. Georgian patriarchy combines coercive authority with the subtle force of
reasoning. Dominant gender order is imposed through widespread
gender beliefs, which in turn justify oppressive gender roles limiting
women’s domain to the private sphere.
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Chapter VII
Young People’s Attitudes towards Sexuality

Introduction
This chapter explores the attitudes of focus group participants towards female sexuality and the gender beliefs that are cited by the
respondents in order to justify restrictive gender norms apropos
of women’s choices. There are two main prisms in social sciences
through which sexuality can be studied: sociology of sexuality and
gender studies (Zedania, 2012). In order to unravel and explain various dimensions of Georgian youngsters’ attitudes towards sexuality,
we apply both prisms. This chapter covers attitudes towards women’s
sexuality, premarital sex, sexual relations and motherhood. Finally,
we examine the ways in which young people articulate and reason
their attitudes towards women’s sexuality. This chapter is based on
the focus group discussions with young Georgians which were conducted in Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi.

Women’s Sexuality
Control of women’s sexuality is an instrument for sustaining a gendered and patriarchal social order. Feminist scholars and activists
view women’s sexuality as a domain of both agency and oppression
(Richardson, 1988; Snitow et al., 1983). There is an endemic tension between pleasure and threat in a patriarchal society. Georgian
women have to negotiate between these domains and choose to immerse in pleasure or to avoid the threat of vilification, the threat of
being punished, and the threat of instability. Due to the imposition
of restrictive gendered norms, women’s sexual restraint is a widely
espoused practice in Georgia. The findings of Reproductive Health
Survey 2010 show that premarital sex at first intercourse is highly uncommon and is reported by less than 5% women in Georgia(Georgia
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Center for Disease Control (NCDC); Georgian MInistry of Labor, Health
and Social Affairs (MOLHSA); Division of Reproductie Health - Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2012). In contrast, Kekelia
& Gavashelishvili (2012) argue that contemporary youngsters do not
restrict their sexual behavior in Georgia. They argue that premarital
sex is prevalent, but implicit, since unmarried women still avoid being
vilified for their sexual freedom (Kekelia & Gavashelishvili, 2012). The
study on sexuality in Georgia showed that people between the ages
of 26 and 45 hold more information about sexuality, whereas people
between 18 and 25 are less informed about it (Kekelia et al., 2012).
However, our focus group findings revealed the widespread tendency
of suppression of women’s sexuality and acceptance of men’s sexual
freedom. In Tbilisi, Zugdidi and Telavi, respondents predominantly
repudiated women’s sexual freedom since in their view it is not acceptable for woman to be in a live-in relationship. Moreover, some
respondents cited women’s sexual freedom as motivation enough for
men’s violence against women.
According to focus group participants, women who had had several sexual partners in the past would face a negative reaction from
their male partners ranging from verbal abuse to physical violence.
However, opinions varied and some focus group participants did not
object to woman’s sexual freedom under some conditions and even
described it as acceptable. In Tbilisi, respondents viewed a girlfriend
as someone with whom a man can have sex without any emotional
attachment or love, whereas beloved is described as someone pious
with whom a man is connected by the feeling of love without premarital sexual relations with her. According to respondents in Tbilisi,
Zugdidi and Telavi, a girlfriend’s status implies instability and suggests that in the future the partners may break up and find new ones.
Several male and female respondents in Tbilisi stated that women’s
sexual freedom is acceptable after a woman reaches a certain age.
‘For a girl of my age to be a virgin is more unacceptable than not to
be one.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
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‘I would not have any problem. The most important thing is that
she should be a good human being…’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age
group 16-19).
‘If they love each other, why don’t they get married?! In this case
a girl and her family are vilified.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age
group 16-19).
In Zugdidi, respondents employed gender beliefs to approve male
sexual freedom and object to woman’s freedom to be in a live-in relationship. Focus group participants justified their gendered attitude
towards sexual freedom by Georgian traditions and culture. According to them, a society including friends, family and relatives suggests
responding differently to male and female sexual freedom. Respondents stated that in order to escape vilification and gossip, family
members are compelled to act according to the dominant norms and
impose these oppressive rules on their female relatives. In Zugdidi,
female respondents stated that the major reasons for denouncing a
girl who had had several sexual partners in the past is societal disapproval, whereas men noted that the utmost reason is the sense of
instability and insecurity.
‘A man can be forgiven. Even if he has a wife he can be forgiven for
cheating on his wife.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 2025).
‘…I have been in a live-in relationship with a girl for two years, but
I could not have any serious relationship with a girl who had lived
with some guy for two years to have fun.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
In Telavi, respondents noted that sexual relations outside marriage
are not acceptable for either women or men. However, they avowed
that a woman would face more vilification than a man. According to
the respondents, men have girlfriends just to have fun and would
never marry a woman with whom he had had a premarital sexual relationship. Similarly, in Zugdidi, female respondents stated that soci_ 149 _

ety would denounce a woman who lives with her boyfriend, whereas
a man would be teased, but would not experience the same kind of
marginalization as his girlfriend. Some male respondents in both Telavi and Zugdidi, when asked what their reaction would be if they come
to know that their sister or daughter had had several sexual partners,
purported that their reaction would involve such radical measures
as kicking the girl out of the house, locking her in a monastery, and
even killing her. Women, who position themselves as relatively active
subjects in their sexual behavior, are looked at suspiciously. Male respondents noted that if a female family member has sexual freedom,
it damages his and his family’s good reputation. Thus, woman’s sexuality defines the honor of her family and can even become the defining feature of Georgian identity. Honor complements institutional
arrangements for the distribution of power and creation of gender
order in society (Schneider, 2012).
‘[It] damages my reputation and my family’s reputation.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘I would lock her up at the monastery for her entire life.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘Globalization does not mean to start something and degenerate.
Nation’s degeneration is a horrible thing.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
‘In general, there should not be live-in relationships without a
Church marriage. Yes, we want to evolve, but it should not happen
at the cost of our culture and customs. We have to value many of
our customs. We should evolve without harming them [our traditions].’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
Foucault (1978) argued that individuals constitute themselves morally through their sexual behavior and, hence, sexuality is viewed as
a domain of moral self-formation. Our findings also showed how the
respondents link morality and sexual experience and how it changes
depending on the circumstances. For instance, female respondents
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in Zugdidi as well as in Telavi noted that having sexual experience
would be less condemnable if a girl had been in an official union one
or two times. Many respondents in Telavi, Tbilisi and Zugdidi are likely
to “forgive” woman her sexual relations in the past and marry her.
However, the number of her sexual partners is decisive for “forgiveness” since some male respondents assume that a woman can make
a mistake once or something may go wrong in her relationship, but if
she had more than one partner it questions her character.
‘… If I fall in love and find humanness in her, I do not care if she is a
virgin or not.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘If she had had only one man and then broke up for some reason, if
I loved her I would marry her.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group
20-25).
‘Even religion, Orthodox Christianity, allows one to marry three
times.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Respondents’ attitudes towards women’s sexuality can be described
by Bauman’s (1998) explication of modern uses of sex. Respondents
link female eroticism with reproductive functions or with love and refute female desire. Women need to provide a functional justification
for having coitus such as that of having children, or love. According to
the interviewed respondents, women cannot have coitus out of mere
desire or pleasure. The findings reveal that according to focus group
participants it is unacceptable for woman to indulge in a relationship
for the sake of having fun. Rather, they insist that a pious woman
should endeavor to get married and have children. Some respondents noted that if men come to know about women’s active sexual
life, they would look at her in “another” way, which implies viewing
her as a “whore” and having fun with her. Respondents distinguish
between entertaining and serious relationships. The relationship is
entertaining if its only purpose is to have fun and, hence, it is assumed to belittle a woman. The relationship is serious if its final goal
is marriage and a long-term stable relationship. In the view of most
respondents, women should aspire for marriage. If she sought out
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merely fun, she would be described as a whore. Thus, according to
the focus group participants, men can look for fun in a relationship,
but woman cannot afford temporal sexual encounters for the sake of
enjoyment.
‘It’s impossible to continue a serious relationship with her but “other” kind of dates are possible. Marrying her is out of the question.’
(female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘If she has [partners] for the sake of fun, then she is a whore.’ (male
respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘No man would want to marry a woman for whom he is the third or
fourth.’(male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Respondents state that live-in relationships are unstable and temporal since they rarely lead to marriage. Some respondents claim that
a woman can be in a live-in relationship only if it aims at knowing
each other better and if partners are planning to get married. Focus group participants are apprehensive about live-in relationships
since they consider sexual relations outside marriage to be temporal,
whereas marriage is viewed as a guarantee of stability and security
and, hence, it is described as the only legitimate form of relationship
that women should aspire to. Some respondents distinguish between
temporal and long-term live-in relationships. They recognize the legitimate status of any long-term live-in relationship and label it as
“marriage,” whereas any short-term live-in relations are considered
to serve the purpose of having fun, which, according to focus group
participants, is neither serious nor justifiable.
‘It is acceptable only if a boy and a girl decide to live together before a church wedding and official union to see and adjust [to each
other].’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘Since I am an adult, it is nobody’s business where I live and what I
do. It is my life.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
Gender beliefs, such as the assumption that women with several sex_ 152 _

ual partners outside marriage are “whores,” and the approval and
complementation of men for the same behavior, lead many respondents to incriminate women who have premarital sex, since they suppose that it precipitates women’s defamation. The findings show that
the “honor” of woman, and generally her familym revolves around a
woman’s innocence and subservience, whereas sexually active women are considered as a threat to Georgian-ness, which in turn rests on
a sexual moral order.
‘In Georgia, the more girls a guy has had, the higher his status is.
With girls, it’s the other way around.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age
group 20-25).
‘In Georgian society these kinds of women are considered to be
whores.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
The findings show that in contrast to women men do not need any
functional justification for coitus. Both female and male respondents
complained about the double standards with regard to premarital sex
and overall sexual freedom. According to them, while girls are slandered for engaging in premarital affairs, boys are lauded for it, and the
things acceptable for men are unacceptable for women. Respondents
in Telavi noted that men gain power and authority in case of multiple
partners, whereas women are labeled as “whores” in case they indulge
in premarital sexual relations with more than one partner.
‘This is all because of our mentality, where men can have free sex,
but women cannot.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘…It is like this in Georgia. Men first have fun and then get married.’
(female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
Respondents make inferences to Georgian traditions and religion in order to reason and communicate their gender attitudes. Thus, gender
beliefs allow focus group participants to surmise a patriarchal and gendered social order. In the views of both the female and male respondents, women’s sexual freedom and live-in relationships are against
Georgian traditions and religion. Some respondents noted that restric_ 153 _

tions, defined by religion with regard to sexual freedom, concern not
only women, but men too. However, dominant social norms restrict
predominantly female sexuality since it is woman’s sexual freedom
that is denounced by society. Focus group participants emphasized the
differences between Georgian and European as well as Russian traditions and social norms. Thus, we can observe the dichotomy between
Global/Modern and Traditional/Local gender beliefs. According to respondents, to be Georgian and to be Orthodox Christian is a big responsibility and obligation, which often requires the sacrifice of one’s
(read women’s) freedom. Although some respondents describe these
gendered traditions as backward, they state it is still necessary to follow the dominant norms apropos of women’s sexual freedom, since
Georgian-ness rests on it. Respondents equate patriarchal rules and
norms with Georgian-ness or local traditions, which in turn are being
threatened by Global/Modern gender beliefs.
‘We may try to prove that we [men and women] have equal rights,
but there are things which are not acceptable for women…Our religion strictly objects to it.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group
20-25).
‘We should read the Bible and our actions should be guided by faith.’
(male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘Georgia is distinguished by its traditions. It’s a Christian country
and in this case the religion is demanding. Our parents’ generation is more or less religiously raised and they know that living with
someone outside marriage is a sin.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age
group 20-25).
According to the Reproductive Health Survey findings, sexual experience was lower among young women in Tbilisi (30%) compared to
other urban and rural areas. Moreover, sexual experience increased
with education, except for young women with higher education. For
instance, over half (66%) of those with secondary education or less
had engaged in coitus prior to age 22, whereas only 39% with higher
education had done so. The Reproductive Health Survey reveals that
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the majority (95%) of young adults’ first sexual experience was marital. More than half among the 5%, who were not married at the time
of first intercourse, were engaged or to be married. The husband
as first partner is slightly less commonly reported by those living in
Tbilisi (91%) (Georgia Center for Disease Control (NCDC); Georgian
MInistry of Labor, Health and Social Affairs (MOLHSA); Division of Reproductie Health - Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
2012). Respondents in both Telavi and Zugdidi consider Tbilisi to be
a relatively liberating place for women’s sexual freedom. Moreover,
some of them describe Tbilisi as a subversive place, whereas respondents in Tbilisi consider issues of virginity and control of woman’s sexuality to be more pertinent in the regions and rural areas of Georgia.
‘…Since Tbilisi is a big city, the circumstances are different. Neighbors’ would not spy on girls to inform her parents about seeing her
with a boy. It would not become an issue of gossip.’ (female respondent ,Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
Georgia is, in some respects, a socially conservative country apropos
of female sexuality. The change, although very small, can be observed
since 2000 with regard to women’s sexuality. In 2002 70% of men
stated that society should not grant women sexual freedom (Charkviani et al., 2002). The Reproductive Health Survey reveals that the
proportion of youngsters who reported premarital coitus, although
very low, almost doubled between the 2005 and 2010 surveys, from
2.7% in 2005 to 5% in 2010. Similarly, a study conducted in 2012 depicts that 5.1% of youngsters between 18 and 25 reported premarital
sexual intercourse (Kekelia et al., 2012).

Sexual Relations
Generally, violence has been described as a physical act with the intent to cause harm. Feminists extended the implication of violence
and described violence as physical, sexual, and psychological abuse,
which has a long-term effect on the victim’s well being (Code, 2000).
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Feminist academics and activists shifted the focus away from the motives of individual perpetrators and broke silence about spousal violence. Moreover, feminists noted that various forms of sexual violence
are more about power and domination rather than sex (MacKinnon,
1987). In Georgia there is no specific article in the Criminal Code that
could regulate marital rape. Article 137 criminalizes all forms of rape,
but the lack of a special article punishing marital rape leaves space
for police not to qualify this action as a crime (Japaridze et al., 2006).
Most respondents in Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi identified the situation
where a husband frequently engages in sexual activity with his wife
despite her refusal, as rape. In Tbilisi some respondents assumed that
husbands have more rights over their wives’ bodies and were hesitant to label the case as rape. As one of the respondents put it, it is
not rape, unless it involves bondage and hitting. Moreover, one of
the respondents described the case of marital rape as rudeness and
insisted that women often like brutal men. Respondents suggested
that woman should fulfill her husbands’ sexual desires if she does
not want him to cheat on her. Thus, gender beliefs such as woman’s
obligation to unconditionally fulfill husband’s sexual desire, precipitates the justification of marital rape. In Tbilisi, a few respondents
described spousal rape as a violation of women’s rights, however, in
the same focus group, one of the participants assumed that it is a
woman’s duty to fulfill her duty as a wife.
‘I wouldn’t call it either violence or rape. It’s a man being rough,
which women often like.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘If a woman does not want a man to cheat on her, she should understand him.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘A woman who stays with such a husband is a masochist. Why
should one stay with such a husband?! It is the same as rape. She
should divorce or even file criminal charges against him.’ (female
respondent, Tbilisi, age group 16-19).
Patriarchal social order is defined by the relationships in which the
men “own” the women and children and dominate them (Fortier,
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1975). It explains the toleration of marital rape by some of our focus group participants, since they perceive women to be without any
agency and to be owned by men. In Zugdidi, a few female respondents noted that, according to the elder generation’s widespread assumption, it is a wife’s duty to fulfill the husband’s sexual desire even
if she does not want to engage in sexual activity. Similarly, some male
respondents insisted that a wife does not have the right to refuse
her husband in this matter. Some respondents in Telavi questioned a
woman’s character because they assumed that her refusal to engage
in sexual activity with her husband is triggered by her infidelity.
‘For my grandmother’s generation it is not a crime. It is a woman’s
duty.’ (female respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘Anything that you are forced to do against your will is violence.’
(male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘If she denies my advances, she probably has a lover.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25) .
‘If they are spouses then it is not violence. Rape is when you see
someone on the street and do something maniacal.’ (male respondent, Telavi, age group 16-19).
Several focus group participants both male and female in Telavi and in
Zugdidi claimed that the decision to engage in sexual relations should
always be consensual and based on the wish of both husband and
wife. A female respondent from Telavi considered any decision taken
unilaterally as violence. Some of the respondents stated that a woman has a right to deny her husband’s advances.
‘It is not that only men’s wish is enough, both should desire and only
then it can happen.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘It is violence. It does not matter if it’s a husband or somebody else
forcing himself.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘It [forced sex] is horrible. [In such case] the woman should break
with the man.’(male respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
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Motherhood
The functional justification of coitus is the prevailing topos among
the focus group participants. Moreover, the popular patriarchal dualism classifying women as “mothers” or “whores” is endemic in
our respondents’ arguments. In order to avoid the label of “whore,”
women have to live up to the social expectations by marrying and
fulfilling their duty of motherhood. The adulation of woman as mother is closely linked with the cult of family in Georgia (Surmanidze,
2000). Moreover, 89% of survey respondents reported that family is
the most valuable social institution (UNDP, 2013). Therefore, the resistance and challenge of patriarchal family values are viewed as the
violation of a sacred unity.
Feminist scholars distinguish between the “experience of motherhood,” which implies the relationship between a woman and her
children, and motherhood that is enforced identity or a political institution (Rich, 1979). Some women may experience motherhood as a
source of self-affirmation, while some women may experience mothering as “debilitating and intrusive,” even though society deems it as
“woman’s instinctive vocation (Roberts, 1993).” Feminism set out to
break taboos surrounding the experiences of both the mothers and
non-mothers. In 1960s, Betty Friedan depicts the story of the homebound misery of the suburban housewife, later Bell Hooks (1984)
argues that for black women work in the home is far more satisfying than hard menial paid work. In 1970 another feminist scholar
Sulamith Firestone argues that for a woman it is an arduous task to
come out openly against motherhood. She argues that by presenting
childbearing as a “natural” desire for women, they are forced into
their female roles (Firestone, 1970).
Most of the respondents in Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi purported that
women should have the right to decide when to have a child, and
whether to have it or not. However, several male and female respondents argued that woman should get married only when she is ready
to become a mother. According to the gender beliefs of focus group
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participants, those women who get married, but do not want to have
children, do not fulfill the true purpose of marriage. Moreover, even
girls in early marriage are under pressure to fulfill social expectations by getting pregnant immediately after getting married (Barkaia,
2014). Similarly, some focus group participants argued that women
are expected to give birth to a child within a year after marriage.
‘If she doesn’t want a child, then why does she get married?!’ (female respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
‘Women are the ones responsible for a child’s upbringing and everything. And [that’s why] woman should decide and if she thinks
she cannot bring up a child, then she should not conceive.’ (male
respondent, Zugdidi, age group 16-19).
In Tbilisi, Telavi and Zugdidi. female respondents agreed that it is a women’s right to decide when to have a child. According to respondents, the
process of childbearing occurs within a woman’s body and she should be
able to have a say in what happens to it, and also because a woman continues to play a primary role long after childbirth. Unlike female respondents, male respondents in Zugdidi were against the idea that married
women should have a right to decide whether and when to bear children. Male respondents in Zugdidi argued that marriage in itself implies
children and woman should be ready to become mothers.
‘The woman who refuses to become a mother should certainly be
put to the fire.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
‘How does she have [the right to decide], it’s not about wanting or
not wanting.’ (male respondent, Zugdidi, age group 20-25).
Although many respondents agreed that it is a woman’s right to decide when to have a child or whether to have it or not, the unwillingness of childbearing had to be justified. Several reasons were brought
forward as to why married women could wish to postpone having
a child: the new bride might want to have fun and enjoy being with
husband for a little longer, the woman might want to continue studies, might decide that the financial conditions of the family are not
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yet up to task, might simply think that she’s too young and not ready
to take on the responsibility yet. Many of the respondents do not understand why a woman should not be unwilling to bear a child without any significant reason.
‘For some reason, she might refrain [from bearing a child] for a
while. It might be because her health won’t allow it, or she doesn’t
want it yet, or she’s too young, or her job is in the way.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25)
‘Women have the right to shirk from bearing a child, at least, for
some time.’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25)
‘She is the one who becomes a mother. How can someone else decide it for her?!’ (female respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘When [she’s] ready psychologically, mentally, then she can bear a
child.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group 20-25).
In Tbilisi, Zugdidi and Telavi, respondents commonly argued that it
shouldn’t be only a woman’s choice whether to have a child or not.
In their view the decision should be taken based on both parents’
wishes. Respondents agreed that it is a decision that should be made
by both parents and not by relatives or neighbors. In addition, respondents in Telavi and Zugdidi insisted that if woman does not want
to bear a child she is selfish. Moreover, one of the male respondents
in Zugdidi stated that woman who does not want to conceive a baby
immediately after marriage is a “potential murderer.”
‘It depends on the couple; they should decide when to start thinking
about having a child. Both of them should be ready for it.’ (female
respondent, Telavi, age group 20-25).
‘It should be a joint decision.’ (male respondent, Tbilisi, age group
20-25).
‘…When you know that your husband desperately wants a child,
why should you refuse to have it?’ (female respondent, Telavi, age
group 20-25).
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The findings reveal that focus group participants have a propensity
for the equation of motherhood with womanhood. Feminist attempt
to challenge the essentialism of the assumption that all women can,
will and want to be mothers (Code, 2000). Respondents’ arguments
are dominated by the gender beliefs presuming what woman can and
should do due to their “maternal instincts.” Thus, women are essentialized as mothers without considering the fact that the desire to
have children is not inherent or specific to women, neither is childcare something pre-given to women. The elision between bearing and
caring for children within a prevailing patriarchal order, and the division of public/private spaces confines women to the private sphere
and thus makes them economically dependent on their husbands.
On the other hand, the cult status of motherhood marginalizes those
women who are childless (or child-free) since they are regarded as
not quite fully female, as it is with those women who leave their children in the care of others, since such women are accused of causing
maternal deprivation. According to some feminists, the solution to
gender inequality lies in the elimination of using “women’s bodies as
the agents of species reproduction.” (Schott, 1986; Firestone, 1970).
Thus, for some, reproduction is the key to patriarchy, whereas others
suggest reclaiming patriarchal features of the experience of motherhood (Firestone, 1970; Rich, 1977).

Conclusion
There are various means through which men attempt to retain patriarchal social order and gender arrangements. This chapter highlights
the ways in which women’s autonomy is significantly compromised
due to the imposed boundaries over their gender and sexuality. The
findings depict the construction of womanhood and the attempts to
regulate and monitor women’s sexuality in order to save them from
the “wrong path.” In the view of focus group participants, the loss of
women’s modesty and their engagement in sexual freedom threatens
Georgian traditions and culture. Gender beliefs that are cited by our
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focus group respondents support the absence of women’s sexual autonomy and the prevalence of sexual constraints. In this chapter, we
can observe the dichotomy between Modern/Global and Traditional/
Local gender beliefs. Discriminative practices through construction
and the surveillance of women’s sexuality contribute to the oppression of women. Control of women’s sexuality is often rationalized and
justified by gender beliefs, which in turn are a means of responding
to threats to traditional or local culture (read “arrangements of gender”) (Narayan, 1997).
Respondents’ attitudes towards women’s sexuality can be explained
by Bauman’s description of modern uses of sex. Focus group respondents have a propensity to link eroticism with reproductive functions
or love and completely repudiate female desire. Therefore, respondents presume that it is unacceptable for a woman to indulge in a
relationship for the sake of desire. The concept of pleasure and postmodern uses of sex is absent from Georgian respondent discourse
with regard to women’s sexuality, whereas men are allowed to indulge in coitus for the sake of mere pleasure and commitment. Focus
group participants tended to equate motherhood with womanhood
and, hence, essentialize women as mothers. This essentialism leaves
out those women who are childless, beyond the accepted notion of
womanhood and, thus, precipitates their marginalization.

Conclusion
This study on Georgian Youth’s Awareness, Perceptions of and Attitudes towards Gender Equality aimed to identify current gender attitudes and beliefs of Georgian youth apropos of (a) gender roles at
home; (b) women’s careers and (c) sexuality. For this reason, first and
foremost, we explicated the relevant theoretical concepts of gender,
gender equality, gender beliefs, sexuality and family.
In order to explore the hypothesis presupposing that young women
and men in contemporary Georgia should hold more liberal attitudes
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than the older generation, we conducted a quantitative data analysis.
A situational analysis provided comparative descriptive statistics on
gender views and attitudes since 1996. The comparison revealed that
there have been no differences in gender views since 1996. In order
to discern the reasons and causes of the non-egalitarian gender attitudes, we analyzed determining factors which examined a number of
variables affecting gender-determined views. The quantitative analysis revealed that, despite the political, social and economic changes
Georgia has been through over the last twenty years, traditional views
and gender beliefs are still prevalent amongst youth in Georgia. The
majority of young people viewed and interpreted issues, such as the
preference for having a son or a daughter, gender distribution in education and employment, family gender roles, and women’s private
lives, including their sexual freedom, in strictly traditional frames.
Further, qualitative research explored respondents’ attitudes towards
the duties and obligations of men and women in the household. According to Chatterjee’s (1989) theoretical framework, which we applied to explain our respondents’ attitudes towards gender division of
household labor and gender beliefs pertaining to gender roles, Home
is the inner part of social order that symbolizes the spiritual culture. In
order to maintain a gendered social order and male dominance, it is
necessary to control the feminized domain of Home. Women are the
main instruments to sustaining and reproducing the “man’s world”
called Nation and, hence, any challenging of the established hierarchical gender roles threatens the nation’s gendered social order. The
findings showed the strict division of household labor, where men
are decision-makers and breadwinners and women’s main duties are
to take care of the family members and deal with household chores.
The study revealed that respondents’ description of a traditional
family actually referred to a patriarchal family model whereby the
head of the family is a man who holds more power and rights than
other family members and where gendered division of household labor prevails. Only a few female respondents identified such a family
as patriarchal and made critical comments towards the hierarchical
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social order. Our respondents’ description of the modern family referred to a family where values of gender equality are common and,
hence, roles, duties and obligations are equally distributed among
the family members. Most of the respondents, by traditional family, implied “Georgian family” and by modern family referred to the
“non-Georgian family.” Thus, the patriarchal family is identified as an
authentic Georgian family model which should be kept away from
the influences of modern values. This approach can be explained by
Chatterjee’s (1989) theory suggesting that conservative positions rest
on the deployment of tradition which has to be defended against the
degeneration of a modern, global culture.
The study depicted the tendency to describe “good” Georgian woman
as those being devoted to the family; docile, affectionate, loving, caring, dutiful wives and mothers. Moreover, most of the respondents
had a propensity for the equation of motherhood with womanhood.
Respondents’ arguments are dominated by gender beliefs, presuming what woman can and should do due to their “maternal instincts.”
Thus, women are essentialized as mothers without considering the
fact that the desire to have children is not inherent or specific to
women, nor is childcare something pre-given to women. The cult status of motherhood marginalizes those women who are childless (or
child-free) since they are regarded as not quite fully female, or those
women who leave their children in the care of others, since such
women are accused of causing maternal deprivation. According to
some feminists, the solution to gender inequality lies in the elimination of using “women’s bodies as the agents of species reproduction”
(Schott, 1986; Firestone, 1970). Thus, for some, reproduction is the
key to patriarchy, whereas others suggest reclaiming patriarchal features of the experience of motherhood (Firestone, 1970; Rich, 1977).
The chapter on Employment, Professional Development and Political
Participation revealed that the public sphere still continues to be a
male domain. Respondents cited a number of gender beliefs to reason male dominance and the dearth of women’s participation in the
public sphere. Gender beliefs include the perception that unemploy_ 164 _

ment threatens men’s masculinity through subverting their manly
duties, whereas employment threatens women’s gender roles, since
it may distract them from the household chores. Womanhood becomes equated with the private sphere, since, in the view of our respondents, a woman is judged more according to what kind of family
she has than by her career. Thus, respondents cited gender beliefs
confining women within the private domain. To assume childcare to
be women’s paramount responsibility makes it arduous for women
to engage in politics. The reluctance towards women’s emancipation
and equal participation in the public sphere is explained by Connell’s
(2005) proposition, which suggests that in traditional societies where
men are expected to be the main breadwinners, the socioeconomic
hardships make it difficult for men to live up to societal expectations.
Hence, the discrepancy between reality and expectation subverts
their masculinities.
The chapter on Young People’s Attitudes towards Sexuality revealed
how women’s autonomy is significantly compromised due to the imposed boundaries over their sexuality. The findings depict the construction of womanhood and the attempts to regulate and monitor
women’s sexuality in order to save them from the “wrong path.” In
the view of focus group participants, the loss of women’s modesty
and their engagement in sexual freedom threatens Georgian traditions and culture. Gender beliefs that are cited by our focus group
respondents support the absence of women’s sexual autonomy and
the prevalence of sexual constraints. The concept of pleasure and
postmodern uses of sex is absent from Georgian respondents discourse with regard to women’s sexuality, whereas men are allowed
to indulge in coitus for the sake of mere pleasure and commitment.
Dominant gender order is imposed through the widespread gender
beliefs, which in turn justify oppressive gender roles, limiting women’s domain to the private sphere.
Both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the attitudes and perceptions of Georgian youth revealed that young people have conservative gendered attitudes towards women’s sexuality, gender roles in
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the private and public realms. The quantitative analysis showed that
young people’s gendered attitudes correlate with their demographic
characteristics. The qualitative findings demonstrated that young
people have propensity to support gendered division of household
labor, where men are decision-makers and breadwinners, whereas
women are expected to take care of all the family members and
household chores. Moreover, focus group participants used gender
beliefs to reason and communicate their gender attitudes. They did
not question cultural models that sustain patriarchal social order and
gender arrangements. These gender beliefs confine women within
the private realm and make it arduous for them to develop political
career. Control of women’s sexuality is also justified by gender beliefs,
which in turn are used as an instrument for responding to the threats
of modern/global influences to the traditional/local culture.
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genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb
qarTveli axalgazrdebis codnis,
aRqmisa da damokidebulebis kvleva
[mokle Sejameba]
kvleva Catarda programa `kavkasiis Sveicariuli akademiuri qselis~ mxardaWeriT. programa `kavkasiis Sveicariuli akademiuri qselis~ mizania samxreT kavkasiaSi
socialuri da humanitaruli mecnierebebis ganviTareba
sxvadasxva aqtivobebisa da RonisZiebebis meSveobiT, rogorebicaa: kvleviTi proeqtebis dafinanseba, treningebis
Catareba, sxvadasxva saswavlo da kvleviTi grantebis
gacema. programa xels uwyobs niWieri mkvlevarebis axali Taobis aRmocenebas da maT saerTaSoriso akademiur
qselSi integracias.
programa `kavkasiis Sveicariuli akademiur qsels~ axorcielebs Sveicariis friburgis universitetis centraluri da aRmosavleT evropis interfakulteturi instituti. programas afinansebs `gebert riufis fondi~, romelic dafuZnebulia bazelSi.
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gansakuTrebuli madloba
upirveles yovlisa, gvinda Cveni madliereba gamovxatoT
`kavkasiis Sveicariuli akademiuri qselis~ winaSe, romelmac daafinansa es proeqti; maTi finansuri mxardaWeris
gareSe, winamdebare kvleva ver ganxorcieldeboda.
aseve gvinda gulwrfeli madloba gadavuxadoT socialur mecnierebaTa centris administracias, romelmac
bevrjer gagvimarTa xeli kvlevis dros; didi madloba
im zrunvisa da yuradRebisTvis, romelic Zalian mniSvnelovania CvenTvis.
gansakuTrebuli madloba im axalgazrdebs, romlebmac
gamokiTxvaSi miiRes monawileoba. maTi CarTulobis,
ideebisa da Sexedulebebis gareSe, am kvlevas ver CavatarebdiT, verc Sesabamis daskvnebs gavakeTebdiT, romlebic wignis momdevno TavebSia warmodgenili.
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Sesavali
bolo 15 wlis manZilze saqarTvelom bevri cvlileba
ganicada, maT Soris iyo genderuli Tanasworobis cnebis
transformacia da gadafaseba. genderi, socialuri konstruqtia, romelic gansazRvravs da ganasxvavebs qalisa
da kacis rolebs, uflebebs, pasuxismgelobebsa da movaleobebs (Scott, 1986; Butler 1990). es midgoma dagvexmareba
ukeT gaviazroT gzebi, romelTa saSualebiTac xdeba genderis konstruireba da xelaxla Seqmna. genderi aramyari
cnebaa da droTa ganmavlobaSi xSirad icvleba. cvalebadia is, aseve sxvadasxva kulturis mixedviT. genderis
mniSvneloba moicavs ara mxolod kacebisa da qalebis
maxasiaTeblebsa da Tvisebebs, aramed qcevis, azrovnebis,
qmedebis modelebs, romlebsac sazogadoeba da kultura
awesebs qalebisa da kacebisTvis.
uartonis (2004) mixedviT, genderi yvela kulturis socialuri cxovrebis centraluri maorganizebeli principia. genderuli urTierTobebi gansazRvravs, ramdenad
Tanabrad aqvT qalebsa da kacebs wvdoma resursebTan,
ramdenad Tanabrad iyeneben da akontroleben maT (Magnus 2003). qalebsa da kacebs Soris Tanaswori uflebebisa
da SesaZleblobebis arseboba gadamwyveti mniSvnelobisaa
ekonomikuri da adamianuri zrdisTvis (World Bank, 2002).
samoqalaqo sazogadoebis Zlierma mcdelobam da saerTaSoriso sazogadoebis CarTulobam mTel rig mniSvnelovan iniciativebs misca biZgi saqarTveloSi genderuli
Tanasworobis sakiTxis gadasaWrelad, rac mogvianebiT
sakanonmdeblo CarCoSi transformirda. magaliTad, 2006
wels, saxelmwifom miiRo kanoni ojaxSi Zaladobis winaaRmdeg (sabedaSvili 2006), xolo 2010 wels _ kanoni genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb, romelic iTvaliswinebs
qalebis usafrTxoebis, Sromis bazarze Tanasworobisa
da politikaSi qalebis CarTulobis uzrunvelyofas
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(Duban 2010). garda amisa, adgilobrivi da saerTaSoriso
sazogadoeba, aseve aqtiurad muSaobs genderul sakiTxebze cnobierebis amaRlebis sakiTxze saganmanaTleblo
aqtivobebis saSualebiT (rusecki da sxv., 2007; JRenti
da sxv., 2012). Tumca, miuxedavad mcdelobebisa da cvlilebebisa, genderuli Tanasworoba kvlavac grZelvadiani
mizania saqarTvelosTvis, razec cxadad miuTiTebs saerTaSoriso indeqsebi. 2011 wlis globaluri genderuli
sxvaobis indeqsis Tanaxmad, saqarTvelos 86-e adgili
uWiravs 135 qveyanas Soris (bendeliani, 2012).
globalizaciisa da internacionalizaciis epoqaSi, rogorc wesi, axalgazrdoba warmoadgens sazogadoebis
progresul Zalas socialuri cvlilebebisa da kulturuli mniSvnelobebis transformaciisTvis. bolo
wlebis manZilze qarTveli axalgazrdoba demokratiuli
da Tanamedrove koncefciebis winaSe dadga, rac ar xelewifeboda Zvel Taobas maTi axalgazrdobis periodSi. am
garemoebebs mivyavarT hipoTezis Camoyalibebamde, rom
miuxedavad qveyanaSi genderuli Tanasworobis zogadad
dabali miRwevebisa, axalgazrdobas bevrad ufro liberaluri damokidebulebebi da rwmenebi unda hqondes genderuli Tanasworobis an zogierTi genderuli sakiTxis
mimarT mainc. mTel msoflioSi arsebobs uamravi kvleva genderuli rolebisa da genderuli Tanasworobis
mimarT axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebisa da aRqmebis
Taobaze. aRniSnuli kvlevebis avtorebs gacnobierebuli
aqvT sxvadasxva faqtoris mniSvneloba, rogoricaa genderi, asaki, ganaTleba, dasaxlebis tipi, religia, a.S.,
rasac mniSvnelovani gavlena aqvs genderulad sensitiuri an arasensitiuri damokidebulebis Camoyalibebaze
(La Font 2010). cxadia, rom genderuli urTierTobebi fesvgadgmulia yoveldRiuri cxovrebis socialur procesebSi; Sesabamisad, Cveni kvleva miznad isaxavs am urTierTobebis gamoaSkaravebas genderul TanasworobasTan
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dakavSirebiT qarTveli axalgazrdebis (16-25 asakobrivi
jgufi) damokidebulebebze, aRqmebsa da rwmenebze dakvirvebiT.
kvlevis mizania, Seiswavlos qarTveli axalgazrdebis
genderuli damokidebulebebisa da rwmenebis buneba.
kerZod, winamdebare kvleva koncentrirdeba sam urTierTgadamkveT Temaze: (1) ojaxSi genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebuleba, (2) damokidebuleba qalis karieris
mimarT, (3) damokidebuleba seqsualobis mimarT. aRniSnuli Temebi ayalibeben genderul warmodgenebs, romlebic, Tavis mxriv, genderis sistemis mniSvnelovani komponentia.
Cven CamovayalibeT hipoTeza, rom saqarTveloSi rogorc
axalgzarda qalebi, aseve kacebi sakuTar pozicias erTsa da imave patriarqaluri perspeqtividan uyureben da
eWvqveS ar ayeneben kulturuli modelebs, rac maT rwmenas ayalibebs. am hipoTezis SeswavlisTvis, Cven gamovikvlieT gabatonebuli genderuli warmodgenebis buneba,
ramac xeli Seuwyo Cveni kvlevis monawileebs gaekeTebinaT daskvna, rogor gamoxataven isini sakuTar genderul
damokidebulebebsa da aRqmebs.
Semdgom ki Teoriul CarCoze, kerZod ki, naraianis (1997)
da Caterjes (1989) Teoriaze (Tanamedrove da tradiciuli konceptebis dapirispireba) dayrdnobiT, SevimuSaveT hipoTeza, rom arsebobs dapirispireba Tanamedrove
kulturasa da tradiciul genderul rwmena/warmodgenebs Soris, romlebic WeSmarit da adgilobriv Rirebulebad iTvleba.
momdevno TavebSi, erTi mxriv, warmodgenilia qarTveli
axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebisa da aRqmebis raodenobrivi analizi, romelic raodenobriv monacemTa bazebze dayrdnobiT SevimuSaveT (kavkasiis barometri 2010,
2011; World Value Survey 1996, 2008). erTi mxriv, aRweri_ 171 _

Ti statistika aCvenebs, rom axalgazrdebs tradiciuli
Sexedulebebi aqvT sxvadasxva sakiTxTan mimarTebaSi,
romlebic ojaxsa da sazogadoebaSi genderuli rolebis
gadanawilebas exeba. es ukavSirdeba qveyanaSi arsebul
praqtikas, axalgazrdebis gamocdilebas da socialurekonomikur statussa da mdgomareobas. winamdebare naSromSi warmodgenilia damatebiTi, urbanul da soflad
dasaxlebuli mosaxleobis SedarebiTi analizi maTi ojaxuri mdgomareobis, ganaTlebis, dasaqmebis, genderuli
damokidebulebebisa da Sexedulebebis Sesaxeb; analizi,
aseve moicavs monacemebs genderuli gadanawilebis TvalsazrisiT. meore mxriv, Cven warmovadgenT monacemebs,
romlebic Segrovebulia Tvisebriv analizze dayrdnobiT, 15 fokusjgufi, qrTvel axalgazrda qalebsa da mamakacebTan saqarTvelos sam qalaqSi (Tbilisi, zugdidi da
Telavi). es monacemebi cxadyofen, rom kvlevis monawile
qarTveli axlagazrdebi sakuTar rolebsa da movaleobebs patriarqalur WrilSi ganixilaven. Zalian cota
maTgani Tu ayenebs eWvqveS im kulturul modelebs, romlebic maT genderul warmodgenebs ganapirobebs. saerTo
jamSi, kvlevis Sedegebi aCveneben, rom, umeteswilad, axalgazrdebi ojaxSi Sromis tradiciulad gadanawilebas
emxrobian, rodesac kaci aris gadawyvetilebis mimRebi da
ojaxis marCenali, qali ki _ ojaxis wevrebze mzrunveli
da saSinao saqmeebis winamZRoli. maTi azriT, qalis roli
viwro saqmianobiT Semoifargleba da qalis upirvelesi,
gadamwyveti mniSvnelobis mqone pasuxismgebloba bavSvis
aRzrdaa, rac arTulebs qalis politikaSi CarTulobas. qalis seqsualuri avtonomiis idea, aseve ugulebelyofilia Warbi seqsualuri SezRudvebis pirobebSi.
Cven migvaCnia, rom winamdebare publikacias SeuZlia Rirseuli adgili daikavos arsebul samecniero naSromTa Soris da momavalSi mniSvnelovan wyarod iqces genderuli
Tanasworobis politikis SemuSavebisTvis saqarTveloSi.
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kvlevis miznebi da amocanebi
[detaluri informacia meTodologiis Sesaxeb ixileT
inglisur versiaSi]
winamdebare kvlevis mizania: a) saqarTveloSi axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebisa da aRqmebis Sefaseba genderuli Tanasworobis da genderis mimarT; b) gansxvavebebi aRqmebs, damokidebulebebsa da cnobierebas Soris
tradiciul/adgilobrivi da Tanamedrove/globaluri
CarCos farglebSi, sxvadasxva asakis da sqesis gaTvaliswinebiT – mozardebis da axalgazrdebis, mamakacebis da
qalebis, urbanul da araurbanul dasaxlebebSi macxovrebelebis SedarebiT.
zemoT aRniSnuli miznebis misaRwevad, gamoyenebulia kvlevis Tvisebrivi da raodenobrivi meTodebi. proeqtis
ganxorcieleba or fazad gaiyo. pirvel fazaSi moxda
literaturis moZieba da statistikuri monacemebis meoradi analizi, xolo meore fazaze ki Tvisebrivi kvleva
ganxorcielda.
yovlismomcveli Teoriuli fonis Sesaqmnelad da
Tanamedrove/ globaluri da tradiciuli/adgilobrivi
midgomebis da aRqmis kategorizaciisTvis, Catarda literaturis mimoxilva Tanamedrove empiriul kvlevebze
dayrdnobiT. misi mizani iyo kvlevis sakiTxis garSemo
arsebuli mdgomareobis aRwera da misi dasabuTeba. literaturis mimoxilvis mTavri idea dakavSirebuli iyo kvlevis miznebsa da kvlevis ZiriTad amocanebTan.
meoradi monacemebis analizi efuZneboda arsebul monacemebs (kavkasiis barometri 2010, 2011; msoflio Rirebulebebis kvleva 1996, 2008) qarTveli axalgazrdebis
mier genderis da genderuli Tanasworobis aRqmis, midgomebisa da damokidebulebis Seswavlis Sesaxeb. analizis
pirvel nawilSi moZiebul iqna aRweriTi (dekriptiuli)
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statistika, dasaqmebisa da ganaTlebis sferoebSi genderuli gadanawilebis SedarebiTi perspeqtivis, aseve genderulad ganpirobebuli Sexedulebebis gamosavlenad.
rac Seexeba analizis meore nawils, igi aRweriTi statistikuri analizisas gamovlenili tendenciebis gaanalizeba/axsnas daeTmo.
savele samuSaoebi (15 fokusjgufi, 120 axalgazrda
monawile) saqarTvelos sam qalaqSi (Tbilisi, zugdidi da
Telavi) Catarda.
TiToeul qalaqSi Catarda xuTi fokusjgufi. fokusjgufis monawileebi ganawilebulni iyvnen asakis (ori sxvadasxva asakobrivi jgufis Sesadareblad: mozardebi (1619) da axalgazrdebi (20–26)) da sqesis (biWebi da gogonebi –
raTa migveRo SedarebiTi monacemebi respondentTa sqesis
mixedviT) mixedviT. fokusjgufebebi winaswar SemuSavebuli sadiskusio gzamkvleviT ganxorcielda.
TiToeuli fokusjgufi Sedgeboda rva monawilisgan (oTxi
biWi da oTxi gogo). kruterebma axalgazrdebis SerCevisas
gamoiyenes winaswar SerCeuli kriteriumebi, raTa jgufebi yofiliyo gansxvavebuli da ara homogenuri. TiToeuli
fokusjgufis xangrZilivoba saSualod 100 wuTs Seadgenda. fokusjgufebis dasrulebisTanave moxda yvela
fokusjgufis Sedegad miRebuli monacemebis Sekreba, Sejameba da gamoyeneba mocemuli analizisTvis.
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Tavi 1
literaturis mimoxilva
mocemuli Tavi aanalizebs Sesabamis Teoriul koncefciebs genderis, genderuli Tanasworobis, genderuli
warmodgenebis, seqsualobis da ojaxis Sesaxeb. garda
amisa, literaturis mimoxilva ikvlevs debatebs Tanamedrove/globalur da tradiciul/adgilobriv diqotomiebs Soris, rac, Tavis mxriv, miznad isaxavs Tanamedrove
qarTveli axalgazrdebis genderuli warmodgenebis axsnas, romelic gansazRvravs maT genderul damokidebulebebs. da bolos, Cven ganvixilavT empiriul literaturas, romelic efuZneba saerTaSoriso da adgilobriv
konteqsts. pirvel rigSi, Cven warmogidgenT literaturas axalgazrdebis genderuli damokidebulebebis da aRqmebis Sesaxeb rogorc ganviTarebul, aseve ganviTarebad
qveynebSi da ganvixilavT im faqtorebs, romlebic empiriulma kvlevebma gamoavlina. saerTaSoriso literatura gvTavazobs, rom socialur–politikuri konteqstis
cvlilebam gamoiwvia genderuli rolebis cvlileba da
sazogadoebaSi molodinis cvlileba (Burnhill & McPherson, 1983; Tinklin et al., 2005). meore, Cven warmogidgenT
im literaturas, romelic dakavSirebulia saqarTveloSi
genderuli Tanasworobis mdgomareobasTan. Cveni kvlevis mizania, gamoavlinos axalgazrdebis genderuli rwmena `demokratizaciis~ procesis da sakanonmdeblo reformebis gaTvaliswinebiT, rac Tavis mxriv genderul
Tanasworobas aviTarebs.
genderi rogorc analitikuri kategoria
genderuli warmodgenebis gasaazreblad, romlebic adgilobriv konteqstSi ayalibeben genderul damokideb_ 175 _

ulebebs da aRqmebs, aucilebelia ganimartos genderis
rogorc analitikuri kategoriis arsi. termini genderi
pirvelad gamoiyenes amerikelma feministebma, romlebic uaryofdnen biologiur determinizms da asaxavdnen
sqesTa Soris gansxvavebebis mizezebis socialur xasiaTs.
joan skoti (1986) Tavis naSromSi `istoriuli analizis
sasargeblo kategoria~ yuradRebas aqcevs feministebis
mier gamoyenebul or midgomas. pirveli ganekuTvneba
`aRweriT~ kategorias da eyrdnoba movlenis arsebobas,
interpretaciis gareSe. meore midgoma kazualuria da
cdilobs gaiazros movlenis arsi da am formiT misi arsebobis mizezi. joan skoti (1986) aRwers genderis gamoyenebis sxvadasxva saxes, maT Soris, mis umartives formas,
sadac `genderi~ qalis sinonimia da, aqedan gamomdinare,
JRers bunebrivad da ar iwvevs `kritikul safrTxes~.
genderis rogorc terminis meore gamoyeneba varaudobs,
rom informacia qalebis Sesaxeb ganxilulia kacebis
Sesaxeb informaciasTan erTad da, aqedan gamomdinare,
problematuria, radgan gulisxmobs, rom qalebi kacebis
samyaros nawili arian. mesame gamoyeneba uaryofs biologiur determinizms da ganixilavs genders rogorc kulturul konstruqts, romelic gansazRvravs kacebis da
qalebis rols.
joan skoti (1986) akvirdeba `genderis~ koncefcias
da cdilobs gaiazros genderis sxvadasxva Teoriuli
ganmartebebi. pirvel rigSi, igi iwyebs patriarqatis TeoriiT, romelic ganixilavs qalis subordinacias, radgan
kacs `sWirdeba~ dominireba qalze da poulobs patriarqatis ramodenime axsnas. pirveli, is xsnis dominacias rogorc, `mamakacis survils gaaqarvos misi gaucxoeba reproduqciis dargSi~. gamosavali SeiZleba, napovni iqnes
reproduqciis teqnologiis cvlilebaSi, romelsac aqvs
potenciali gaaqros `qalis sxeulis saWiroeba, rogorc
gamravlebisTvis saWiro saSualeba~. aqedan gamomdinare,
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Tu zogisTvis patriarqatis gasaRebi reproduqciaa, sxvebisTvis es seqsualobaa. is ganixilavs seqsualur obieqtivizacias, rogorc pirvelad process qalis damorCilebaSi. am SemTxvevaSi, gamosavali qalebis cnobierebis
amaRlebaSia, romelmac unda miiyvanos qali sakuTari
identobis gaazrebamde da, Sesabamisad, es SeiZleba gardaiqmnas politikur aqtivizmSi. am perspeqtivas aqvs
garkveuli SezRudvebi, radgan is yuradRebas amaxvilebs
fizikur gansxvavebebze da genderis kulturuli konstruqciis ignorirebas axdens. (Joan Scott, 1986).
meore Teoriuli ganmarteba Seqmnilia marqsisti feministebis mier, romlebic ganixilaven ojaxs da seqsualobas rogorc warmoebis saxeebis cvlilebis produqcias.
gamosavali, SromaSi seqsualuri gansxvavebebis aRmofxvraSia, ramac wertili unda dausvas kacis dominacias.
Tumca, marqsis da engelsisTvis qonebrivi urTierToba
qorwinebis safuZveli iyo, `qalebis mimarT mTavari saCivari, maTi farisevluri seqsze damokidebuli urTierTobaa (brauni, 1987).~ joan skoti (1986) ramdenime mimarTulebiT akritikebs marqsistul feminizms. pirvel rigSi, is ar eTanxmeba imas rom, ekonomikuri sistema gansazRvravs genderul urTierTobas _ `qalebis daqvemdebareba iwyeba kapitalizmSi da grZeldeba socializmSi~.
ufro metic, skotis azriT, marqsizmSi `genderis koncefcia ganixileba, rogorc ekonomikuri struqturebis
cvlilebis Tanmdevi produqti da mas ar aqvs sakuTari
analitikuri statusi.“
mesame SemTxvevaSi, joan skoti akvirdeba genderis fsiqoanalitikur koncefcias, romelic moicavs rogorc anglo-amerikul, aseve frangul skolebs, romelic efuZneba
froidis da lakanis struqturalistur da post–struqturalistur swavlebebs. es midgomebi koncentrirebulia
bavSvis ganviTarebis adreul stadiebze, raTa gamoarkvios genderuli identobis Camoyalibebis mtkicebulebebi.
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skotis azriT, es midgoma zRudavs genderis koncefcias
mxolod ojaxiT, romelic urTierTqmedebis SedarebiT
mcire struqturaa da, aqedan gamomdinare, ar iTvaliswinebs ekonomikis sxva socialur sistemebs, politikasa
da Zalauflebas (Scott, 1986).
sabolood, skoti gvTavazobs sakuTar xedvas da aqcents
akeTebs genderze, rogorc analitikur kategoriaze, romelic sasargeblo erTeulia genderuli damokidebulebebisa da genderuli rolebis gaazrebaSi. is xazs usvams
genderis, rogorc sqesTa Soris socialuri urTierTobebis mniSvnelovan faqtoris, oTx elements. pirveli,
kulturulad arsebuli simboloebi, romlebic iwvevs
mravaljerad warmomadgenlobas; meore, normatiuli
cnebebi, romlebic simboloebis mniSvnelobas uwevs interpretacias; mesame, rogorc politikis, aseve socialuri institutebis da organizaciebis cneba; da genderis
meoTxe cneba subieqturi identobaa. amgvarad, `kaci~ da
`qali~ ganxilulia rogor carieli kategoriebi, romlebic SeiZleba Seivsos socialuri urTierTobebiT.
genderuli warmodgenebi
am naSromSi, intersubieqturi saerTo kulturuli Sexedulebebi genderul rwmenad aris moxseniebuli. genderuli
warmodgenebi xalxs saSualebas aZlevs Seajamos istoriuli mdgomareoba da patriarqaluri politikuri interesebi, romlebic genderuli uTanasworobis warmoqmnas
uwyobs xels (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004; Munck et al., 2002). genderuli warmodgenebi moicavs wesebs da normebs, romlebic xels uwyobs socialur struqturaSi gansxvavebebisa
da uTanasworobis warmoSobas. genderuli warmodgenebi
saSualebas aZlevs adamianebs axsnas, Tu rogor da ratom
iyeneben isini am rwmenebs, aseve gamoxaton TavianTi genderuli midgoma da damokidebuleba. socialuri urTierTo_ 178 _

bis konteqsti, sadac arniSnuli genderuli warmodgenebia
gamefebuli, gansazRvravs individebis genderul rols.
ufro metic, es konteqsti gansazRvravs maT mier mocemul situaciaSi qmedebis Sefasebas. rijeveis da korelis
(2004) mixedviT, socialuri urTierTobis konteqsti is
asparezia `sadac, genderuli sistemis ZiriTadi wesebi batonobs.~
literaturis mixedviT, Tanamedrove saqarTveloSi farTodaa gavrcelebuli genderuli warmodgenebi (kaWkaWiSvili 2014; sumbaZe 2012). Tanamedrove rwmenebis mixedviT,
qalebi, ZiriTadad, sayofacxovrebo saqmeebze arian pasuxismgebelni. aseve, bavSvebis movla `qalTa saqmea~, mamakacebi ganixilebian rogorc gadawyvetilebebis mimRebni, xolo
qalebs ki, morCileba moeTxoveba (kaWkaWiSvili 2014). es
hegemonuri genderuli warmodgenebi, romlebic farTodaa gavrcelebuli mediiT da ojaxis normatiuli suraTebiT, gavlenas axdens kacebsa da qalebze, maT molodinze,
rogor unda gaiziaron sxvebma es normebi (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004). radganac adamianTa mier imisi aRqma, Tu ras moelian maTgan sxvebi, gavlenas axdens maT moqmedebebsa da
genderul midgomaze. genderuli warmodgenebi genderuli sistemis mniSvnelovani nawilia (Ridgeway & Correll, 2004).
Cveni hipoTeza moicavs Semdegs: saqarTveloSi axalgazrda
kacebi da qalebi sakuTar pozicias erTi da igive patriarqaluri paradigmidan xedaven, maT ar SeaqvT eWvi kulturul modelebSi, romlebic ganamtkiceben genderul
warmodgenebs.
genderuli Tanasworoba Tanamedrove/globalur da
tradiciul/lokalur dapirispirebis konteqstSi
genderuli Tanasworobis fundamenturi ganmarteba
SeiZleba gamoTqmul iqnes qalTa mimarT yvela formis
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diskriminaciis aRmofxvris Sesaxeb konvenciis (CEDAW
1979) gaTvaliswinebiT. genderuli Tanasworobis koncefcia moicavs srul Tanasworobas qalebsa da kacebs Soris, `Tanabari SesaZleblobebis~ da `uflebebis~ qonas
sxvadasxva sferoSi, ganaTlebis, dasaqmebis da politikis
CaTvliT. saerTaSoriso Sromis organizaciis (2000) Tanaxmad, genderuli Tanasworoba aris Tanasworoba kacebsa da
qalebs Soris, romelic `gulisxmobs koncefcias, romlis
mixedviTac yvela adamiani, mamakacebic da qalebic, Tavisufalni arian hqondeT arCevani, stereotipebis, xisti
genderuli rolebis da crurwmenebis xelis SeSlis gareSe. genderuli Tanasworoba niSnavs, rom qalebis da mamakacebis gansxvavebuli moTxovnebi, saqcieli, miswrafebebi ganixileba da miiReba Tanabrad. es ar niSnavs, rom
mamakacebi da qalebi unda gaxdnen erTnairni, magram maTi
uflebebi, SesaZleblobebi da movaleobebi ar unda iyos
damokidebuli imaze, romeli sqesis arian iseni~ (ILO, 2000).
genderuli Tanasworobis mniSvnelobas naTlad asaxavs
misi CarTva ganviTarebis aTaswleulis rva mizanSi. damatebiT, msoflios qalTa meoTxe konferenciam (pekini, 1995)
SemogvTavaza genderuli meinstrimingi, rogorc mTavari
strategia genderuli uTanasworobis Sesamcireblad
(Gender Equality and Equity, 2000). genderuli Tanasworobis
miRwevis progresis monitoringisTvis kabirma (2010) ganacalkeva sami indikatori: (a) ganaTlebis yvela doneze
genderuli sxvaobis aRkveTa; (b) arasasoflo–sameurneo
seqtorSi qalTa dasaqmebis wilis gazrda; (g) erovnul parlamentebSi qalTa adgilebis proporciis gazrda. kabiris
(2010) mier SemoTavazebuli indikatorebidan xazs vusvamT genderuli Tanasworobis sam indikators: ganaTleba,
dasaqmeba da politikaSi CarTuloba. kabiris (2010) azriT,
ganaTlebaze wvdomas SeuZlia Secvalos qalTa cxovreba.
es indikatorebi gavlenas axdenen Zalauflebis gadanawilebaze rogorc ojaxSi, aseve mis gareT. magaliTad, ga_ 180 _

naTlebuli qali ufro met diskusiebSi iRebs monawileobas, vidre gaunaTlebeli. ufro metic, kabiri (2010) ambobs, rom ganaTlebuli qalebi ufro kargad umklavdebian
moZalade qmrebs da, amrigad, naklebad dganan saojaxo Zaladobis saSiSroebis winaSe. rodesac saqme exeba dasaqmebas, am aspeqtis codna varaudobs, rom anazRaurebad samuSaos SeuZlia gazardos qalis roli, magram arsebobs kontrargumentebic. avtori asaxavs dominikis respublikis,
kolumbiis, meqsikis da keniis magaliTebs, sadac qalebis
monawileoba anazRaurebad saqmianobaSi maT saojaxo saqmeebSi damoukideblobis gazrdaSi exmarebaT. da bolos,
mesame indikatori aqcents akeTebs politikaze da gamoTqvams azrs, rom qalebs, rogorc mosaxleobis naxevars, unda
hqondeT parlamentSi adgilebis naxevari mainc.
ingleharti, norisi da velceli (2004) sakuTar kvlevebSi, genderul Tanasworobasa da demokratizaciis process Soris kavSiris demonstrirebas axdenen. radgan qalebi warmoadgenen mosaxleobis naxevars umravlesoba
sazogadoebaSi, `Tu umravlesobas ar aqvs sruli politikuri uflebebi, sazogadoeba arademokratiulia (Inglehart, Norris, Welzel, 2004).~ msoflios 65 qveynis monacemTa
analizis mixedviT, maT gamoTqves azri, rom genderuli
Tanasworobis mzardi mxardaWera demokratizaciis mniSvnelovani faqtoria, magram genderuli Tanasworoba ar
aris `demokratizaciis Sedegi~, is farTo kulturuli
cvlilebis nawilia, romelic gardaqmnis industriuli
sazogadoebis mraval aspeqts, rac, Tavis mxriv, iwvevs
demokratiis gavrcelebas. ufro metic maT hipoteTurad ganixiles tradiciuli sazogadoebebi da daaskvnes,
rom qalebi Tavs arideben ofisebSi muSaobas da ar aqvT
sakmarisi mxardaWera. mkvlevrebma Camoayalibes Teoria,
romlis mixedviTac modernizaciis procesi xels uwyobs
demokratizacias da qalTa monawileobas sazogadoebriv
cxovrebaSi. ingleharti da norisi (2003) amtkiceben, rom,
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pirvel rigSi, mdidar postindustriul sazogadoebebSi
ufro Tanaswori damokidebulebaa, vidre Rarib, agrarul
da industriul sazogadoebebSi; meore, postindustriul sazogadoebebSi TaobaTaSorisi gansxvavebebi ufro
gamoxatulia, vidre agrarul sazogadoebebSi. miuxedavad
kavSirisa genderul Tanasworobasa da demokratias Soris,
ar mtkicdeba, rom romelime cvladi aris meores gamomwvevi mizezi; amis nacvlad orive asaxavs kulturul cvlilebasa da ekonomikur ganviTarebas (Inglehart, Norris, Welzel,
2004).
mesame, msoflios mravali qveyana zewolis qveSaa, rom
Secvalon arsebuli genderuli sistema globalur ekonomikasa da politikaSi CasarTvelad (Connell et al., 2005).
cvlilebis es procesi, romelic qalTa ganaTlebas,
dasaqmebasa da politikaSi CarTulobas gulisxmobs, adgilobrivi mamakacebis winaaRmdegobasa da ukmayofilebis
gamomwvevia. mamakacebis winaaRmdegoba qalTa emansipaciis
winaaRmdeg ori gziT aris axsnili: pirveli, tradiciul
sazogadoebaSi, sadac mamakacebi ganixilebian ojaxSi mTavar Semomtanebad, socialur-ekonomikuri gaWirveba xels
uSlis mamakacebs gaamarTlon sazogadoebriv molodini, rac maTi kacobisaTvis gamowvevaa. meore mizezi exeba
rogorc kacebs, aseve qalebs, xelisufleba cdilobs gamoCndes Tanamedroved da politikurad koreqtulad genderuli Tanasworobis ganxriT, ar iTvaliswinebs erovnul
sentimentebs, rac iwvevs tradiciebisadmi Tayvaniscemas
da, aqedan gamomdinare, genderuli Tanasworobis da seqsualobis Sesaxeb ucxo, sagareo ideebis uaryofas (LaFont,
2010). msgavsi tradiciul/adgilobrivi da Tanamedrove/
globaluri diqotomiaa warmodgenili parTa Caterjes
(1989) naSromSi, romelSic is ambobs rom, erTi mxriv,
konservatiuli pozicia efuZneba tradiciebs, romlebic niRbavs patriarqats, `garyvnili dasavluri kulturis~ gavlenisgan qalebis dacvis safarveliT. Tumca,
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Tanamedrove jgufebma SeiZeba uaryon konservatiuli
tradiciuli kultura, magram iTanamSromlon patriarqatTan tradiciebis xelaxali SeqmniT, romelic genderuli
Cagvris axal formebs ayalibebs.
genderis da seqsualurobis Tanamedrove ganviTareba ganixileba, rogorc arapirdapiri xelSewyoba dasavluri RirebulebebisTvis, romlebic ewinaaRmdegebian rogorc adgilobriv kulturas, aseve marTmadideblur qristianul
eTikur principebs (Narayan 1997). kulturis, normebisa da
praqtikis es umniSvnelovanesi Rirebulebebi, romlebic
Seexeba qalebs, xSirad warmodgenilia rogorc gadamwyveti mniSvnelobis amocanebi `vesternizaciisTvis winaaRmdegobis gasawevad~ da `sakuTari kulturis SesanarCuneblad~ (Narayan 1997). Caterjesa (1989) da naraianis (1997)
aRniSnul argumentebze dayrdnobiT, Cven vivaraudeT qarTvel axalgazrdebSi Tanamedrove kulturisa da adgilobriv genderuli warmodgenebis pirdapiri dapirispireba.
sazogadoebaSi farTo cvlilebebis gaTvaliswinebiT, zogierTma mecnierma Seiswavla axalgazrdebis azri kacebis
da qalebis rolis Sesaxeb sazogadoebaSi. Tu ra gavlena
aqvs amas maT saqmianobis Sesaxeb molodinebTan da ojaxSi
rolis Sesaxeb (Tinklin et al., 2005). tinklinis da sxv. (2005)
statiaSi asaxulia, rom zogadad axalgazrdebSi mZlavrobs Tanamedrove Sexedulebebi qalis da mamakacis rolis
Sesaxeb saqmianobasa da ojaxSi. Tumca, namibiis axalgazrdebis kvleva gvaCvenebs, rom, miuxedavad didi raodenobis reformebisa, axalgazrdebi genderuli Tanasworobisgan Sors dganan da aRniSnaven moralurobis da tradiciis
mniSvnelobas (LaFont, 2010). Tumca, genderuli Tanasworobisa da seqsualurobis mimarT damokidebuleba da rwmenebi gansxvavdeba sqesis, eTnikurobis, ganaTlebisa da adgilmdebareobis mixedviT (LaFont, 2010).
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seqsualuroba
erT-erTi mniSvnelovani Tema, romelzec Cveni kvleva yuradrebas amaxvilebs, aris axalgazrdebis midgoma seqsualobis mimarT. kvlevis mizania daadginos kavSiri respodentTa genderul warmodgenebsa da maT damokidebulebas
Soris seqsualobis sakiTxisadmi. genderisa da seqsualobis gadakveTa, kerZod, rogor kontroldeba qalebis seqsualoba patriarqaluri da heteronormatiuli normebiT,
ramodenime kvlevis yuradRebis qveS aRmoCnda (Boyd, 2010;
Crowley & Kitchin, 2008; Gaetano, 2008). miRweuli genderuli
Tanasworoba ukavSirdeba met SemTxveviT seqss, bevr seqsualur partniors da qorwinebamde seqsis met mxardaWeras (Baumeister, R. F. & Mendoza, J.P., 2011). ufro metic, ingelharti da uelceli (2005) amtkiceben, rom adamianebis
ZiriTadi Rirebulebebisa da rwmenis Secvla maT seqsualur qcevazec axdens gavlenas.
axalgazrdebis seqsualobisadmi damokidebulebis gasarkvevad `Tanamedrove tradiciulis winaaRmdeg~ diqotomiis konteqstSi, Cven viyenebT zigmunt baumanis (1998)
seqsis gamoyenebis Tanamedrove da postTanamedrove
ganmartebas. is ganixilavs seqss, erotikas, siyvaruls
da avlebs maT Soris sazRvrebs. erotika avsebs sqesobriv aqts Warbi mniSvnelobiT. is iwyeba reproduqciiT,
magram Warbi seqsualobis Tavisuflad manipulaciisTvis, erotika unda aRematebodes reproduqcias. baumani
(1998) amtkicebda, rom Tanamedrove epoqaSi dominirebda
ori strategia. pirveli strategia aZlierebda seqsis reproducqiuli funqciis mier erotiul warmodgenaze dakisrebil SezRudvebs. am strategias avrcelebda da xels
uwyobda saxelmwifo da eklesia. meore strategia wyvets
kavSirs seqssa da erotiulobas Soris da am ukanasknels
siyvaruls ukavSirebs. orive strategiis Tanaxmad, moWarbebuli seqsualuri energia saWiroa funqciuri dasab_ 184 _

uTebisTvis. baumanis (1998) Tanaxmad, aRniSnuli strategiebi safuZvels iRebs im daSvebidan, rom adamianis erotiuloba SeiZleba gamoifitos da, Sesabamisad, mas sWirdeba
gareSe Zlieri Zala misi sazRvrebis limitirebisa da misi
`destruqciuli potencialis~ SekavebisTvis. am strategiebis sapirispirod, bolo periodiSi fexadgmuli modernuli da postmodernuli erotiuloba uaryofs rogorc
seqsualur reproduqcias, aseve siyvaruls da abrunebs
survils, romelsac surs survili (Bauman, 1998).
ojaxi rogorc analitikuri kategoria
genderuli damokidebulebebisa da genderuli rolebis
gaazrebisTvis kidev erTi sasargeblo analitikuri kategoriaa ojaxi. sainteresoa aRiniSnos, rom me-19 saukuneSi socialuri mecnierebi ikvlevdnen ojaxsa da sxvadasxva sakiTxs, Tu `rogor daiwyo yvelaferi~; maT Soris, spenseris revoluciuri mosazrebasa da mogvianebT,
ojaxis engelsiseul interpretacias, rogorc gadasvla
`primitiuli aRvirasxnilobisa da incestidan monogamiaze~. ase rom, revoluciuri moazrovneebisTvis ojaxi warmoadgenda moralur winapirobas kapitalisturi sazogadoebis warmatebisTvis, miuxedavad imisa, rom is ar iyo
universaluri. aqedan gamomdinare, Tanamedrove ojaxi
aris kacebis mier Seqmnili erTgvari wesrigi, romlebic
ebrZodnen SedarebiT ambivalentur qalze orientirebul `bunebriv~ socialur kavSirebs, amyarebdnen sakuTar
`wesrigs~ da Tavadve iqcnen am socialuri kavSirebis agentebad. arsebobs ojaxis viqtorianuli interpretacia,
rogorc `moraluri da ideologiuri erTeuli, romelic
Cndeba konkretuli socialuri mowyobis pirobebSi~. amave
dros, viqtorianuli epoqis moazrovneebi xazs usvamdnen
ojaxsa da Tanamedrove saxelmwifos Soris kavSirs. Tumca,
malinovski uaryofda am midgomebs da miaCnda, rom ojaxi
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adamianis universaluri instituticia iyo. malinovski
gamohyofda ojaxis sam Tvisebas: (a) erTmaneTTan dakavSirebuli adamianebis wyeba bavSvebis aRsazrdelad; (b)
adgili, sadac SesaZlebelia bavSvebis aRzrda, da (g) emociebisa da siyvarulis gansakuTrebuli wyeba (Collier, Rosaldo, Yanagisako, 1995).
kolierma da sxv. (1995) eWvqveS daayenes ojaxis cneba, rogorc erTi konkretuli institutisa, romelic universalur saWiroebebs asrulebs, da daaskvnes, rom is aris
ideologiuri konstruqti, romelic ukavSirdeba Tanamedrove saxelmwifos. magaliTad, siyvaruli, romelic
ojaxis erT-erT funqciad aris aRqmuli yovelTvis araa
motivirebuli uangaro altruizmiT, aramed ufro angarebiT; es mosazreba ki, Tavis mxriv, gvTavazobs, rom arsebobs
ufro didi konstruqtebi, romlis nawilic SeiZleba iyos
ojaxi (Collier, Rosaldo, Yanagisako, 1995).
Sromis genderuli ganawileba SinameurneobaSi
Sromas SinameurneobaSi ZiriTadad ayalibebs is, Tu ras
fiqrobs xalxi Sesabamisi genderuli rolebis Taobaze. bianki da sxv. (2000) gamoyofen sam Teoriul midgmas saxlSi
Sromis genderul ganawilebasTan dakavSirebiT: (1) drois
arsebobis midgomas; (2) SedarebiTi resursebis midgomas;
(3) genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebulebebis midgomas.
drois arsebobis midgoma cdilobs ipovos kavSiri im dros
Soris, rasac qali samsaxursa da saxlis samuSaos andomebs
da/an Seadaros is kacis dros, romelsac is saxlis samuSaos axmars (Ross, 1987; Shelton, 1990; Lee, 2004). SedarebiTi
resursebis midgoma koncentrirdeba gacvlaze-damokidebul mosazrebaze da varaudobs, rom meuRle, romelsac
ufro didi ekonomikuri Semosavali aqvs Seecdeba naklebad iyos CarTuli saxlis samuSaoSi. garda amisa, es
perspeqtiva amtkicebs, rom col-qmris Semosavals Soris
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SedarebiTi gansxvavebebis ararseboba xels uwyobs saxlis
samuSaos Tanabar ganawilebas (Ross, 1987; Brayfield, 1992). da
mesame, zogierTi mecnieri SinameurneobaSi Sromis genderul ganawilebas xsnis genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebulebiT. es perspeqtiva gvTavazobs, rom ufro egalitarianuli genderuli damokidebulebebis mqone adamianebi SinameurneobaSi Sromis genderul Tanabar ganawilebas ufro metad miemxrobian, vidre ufro konservatuli
Sexedulebebis mqoneni (Presser, 1994). feministi mecnierebi
akritikebdnen SedarebiTi resursebisa da drois arsebobis midgomebs da amtkicebdnen, rom Sromis genderuli ganawileba ara mxolod racionaluri mowyobis Sedegia, aramed patriarqalur socializaciaSi fesgvgadgmuli iracionaluri mowyobisa.
arsebuli kvlevebi axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebis
Sesaxeb genderuli Tanasworobisadmi
am nawilSi mimovixilavT arsebul literaturas axalgazrdebis genderuli damokidebulebebis Sesaxeb rogorc
ganviTarebul, aseve ganviTarebad qveynebSi. faqtorebi,
romlebic empiriuli kvlevis safuZvelze gamovlinda,
dagvexmara gagveanalizebina da gagvemyarebina Cveni kvlevis mignebebi. genderuli Tanasworobisa da genderuli
rolebisadmi axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebisa da aRqmebis Sesaxeb uamravi kvleva arsebobs msoflioSi. maTi
gayofa or ZiriTad kategoriad SeiZleba: (1) kvlevebi,
romlebic ZiriTadad koncentrirdeba genderul Tanasworobaze ganaTlebaSi, dasaqmebaSi, politikasa da ojaxSi,
da (2) kvlevebi, romlebic asaxavs damokidebulebebs genderuli rolebisa da seqsualobisadmi. arsebul kvlevebSi
gamoyenebulia rogorc Tvisebrivi, aseve raodenobrivi
meTodologia: (a) genderuli indikatorebi moicavs raodenobriv indikatorebs, romlebic efuZneba statistikur
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da Tvlad monacemebs, rogorebicaa parlamentSi qalebisa
da kacebis procentuloba, xelfasebi, skolaSi/universitetSi Caricxva, rac, Tavis mxriv, gvaZlevs suraTs genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb politikaSi, ganaTlebasa da
dasaqmebaSi; (b) genderuli indikatorebi, romlebic SeiZleba moicavdes `Tvisebriv meTodebs~ da uyurebdes axalgazrdebis gamocdilebebs, aRqmebs, damokidebulebebsa
an konkretuli politikis gavlenas.
braziliaSi Catarebuli eTnografiuli kvleva (Asencio,
1999) swavlobda genderze dafuZnebul socialur konstruqtebs _ `maCo~ da `meZavi~, romlebic xels uwyoben
genderuli rolebis konformulobis SenarCunebas. Sedegebma aCvena, rom maskulinobis mniSvneloba, romelic
Tavis TavSi moicavs iseT cnebebs, rogorebicaa dominanturoba, simtkice an mamakacuri Rirseba, myarad aris dakavSirebuli qalebis mimarT ZaladobasTan (Asencio, 1999).
garda amisa, kacebi im SemTxvevaSi Tu qalebis saqcieli
maTi genderuli rolidan mkveTr deviacias warmoadgenda mzad iyvnen daesajaT es `deviantebi~. sainteresoa am
kvlevaSi gamovlenili maskulinuri dualizmi, romelic
aerTianebs mtacebels da damcvels, romlis mixedviTac xdeboda qalis klasifikacia an rogorc `kargis~ –
`RvTismSobeli~, romelic dacvas imsaxurebs, an `cudis~
– `meZavi~, romelic unda Seni survilisamebr gamoiyeno.
aqedan gamomdinare, mamakacma unda akontrolos da daicvas `Tavisi~ qali (coli, Svili, Seyvarebuli) sxva mtacebeli kacebisgan. maSin, roca is Tavad cdilobs sxva qalebis Secdenas. aRsaniSnavia, rom RvTismSobeli/meZavis
diqotomia efuZneba rogorc qalis seqsualobis, aseve
genderulad motivirebuli qcevis tradiciul cnebebs.
axalgazrdebze Catarebuli sakmaod bevri kvleva
miuTiTebs genderul gansxvavebebze axalgazrdebis
damokidebulebebs Soris seqsualur rolebTan dakavSirebiT. quarmis (1983) kvlevis Tanaxmad, kacebi ufro
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tradiciulebi arian, vidre qalebi. luisi da klifti
(2001) ikvlevdnen axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebs genderuli sakiTxebisa da seqsualuri urTierTobebisadmi
estoneTSi. kvlevebma aCvena, rom, monawileebis azriT,
kacebs emociurobis, gamomxatvelobisa da mzrunvelobis dabali xarisxi axasiaTebT, aseve maTi interesi seqsisadmi ufro Zlieria, maTTvis damaxasiaTebelia ufro
upasuxismgeblo xasiaTi da saWiroeba, Tavad Soulobdes
fuls. qalebi miCneulni iyvnen, rogorc ufro sustebi,
emociurebi, komunikabelurebi, mzrunvelebi, urTierTobebiT/romantikiT dainteresebulebi, nazebi, mowyvladebi da damokidebulebi (Lewis et al., 2001).
egviptel mozardebSi (16-19 asakobrivi jgufi) Catarebuli kvleva, romelic swavlobs genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebulebebs ojaxis TvalsazrisiT, moicavs
damokidebulebebs ojaxSi gadawyvetilebis miRebis, saSinao saqmeebis Sesrulebis, meuRlis sasurveli Tvisebebis Sesaxeb (Mensch, Ibrahim, Lee, 2003). kvlevis mizani
iyo Seeswavla, rogor icaven Tanamedrove egvipteli axalgazrdebi genderuli rolebis tradiciul ganawilebas. pirvel rigSi, respondentebs sTxoves CamoeTvalaT
is Tvisebebi, romlebic maTTvis yvelaze mniSvnelovani
iqneboda meuRlis arCevisas. kvlevis Sedegebma aCvena,
rom statistikurad, mniSvnelovani genderuli gansxvavebebi dakavSirebulia `warmatebul/aRiarebul~ maxasiaTeblebTan. gogonebs urCevniaT qmari, romelsac aqvs Zlieri xasiaTi, aris kargi bunebis, maT kargad moeqcevaT,
aris mdidari an aqvs kargi samsaxuri. amis sapirispirod,
biWebs undaT `saTno~, religiuri, kargad aRzrdili coli
kargi ojaxidan. am gansxvavebebis msgavsad, mozardebs
aqvT sxvadasxva molodini qorwinebaSi gadawyvetilebebis
mimRebi rolebisa da pasuxismgeblobebis mimarT, kerZod
ki: kaci aris mimcemi, qali aris mimRebi. kvlevam aCvena,
rom arc biWebi da arc gogonebi ar avlendnen egali_ 189 _

tarianul damokidebulebebs genderuli rolebisadmi,
Tumca gogonebSi ufro naklebad SeimCneoda tradiciuli damokidebulebebi (Mensch, Ibrahim, Lee, 2003).
faqtorebi, romlebic gavlenas axdens axalgazrdebis genderulad sensitiur damokidebulebebze
arerTi saerTaSoriso kvleva eTmoba axalgazrdebis
damokidebulebebsa da aRqmebs genderuli rolebisa da
gederuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb. am kvlevebSi gaazrebulia iseTi faqtorebis mniSvneloba, rogorebicaa genderi, asaki, ganaTleba, dasaxlebis tipi da religia, rac
mniSvnelovan gavlenas axdens genderulad sensitiuri an
arasensitiuri damokidebulebis Camoyalibebaze.
asaki da dasaxlebis tipi
genderul damokidebulebebze socialur-demografiuli
faqtorebis gavlenas, rogorebicaa asaki da dasaxlebis
tipi, swavlobda namibiaSi Catarebuli kvleva (LaFont
2010), romelic Catarda 15-20 wlis asakobriv jgufSi.
kvlevis Sedegad gamovlinda, rom yvelaze axalgazrda
respondentebi (16 weli) ufro metad irCevdnen genderuli Tanasworobisa da seqsualuri uflebebis mxardamWer pasuxebs, vidre ufrosi respondentebi (20 weli)
(LaFont 2010). am kvlevam aseve gvaCvena, rom urbanuli/
soflis tipis dasaxleba, aseve mniSvnelovani cvladia
genderuli damokidebulebebis analizisTvis. magaliTad, privilegirebul urbanul garemoSi cxovreba (wvdoma ukeTes teqnologiebze an kosmopolitur ideebze,
damokidebulebebze da Sexedulebebze) erT-erTi yvelaze
mniSvnelovani faqtoria, romelic gavlenas axdens genderuli Tanasworobisa da seqsualuri uflebebis mimarT
Sexedulebebis formirebaze namibiaSi (LaFont2010).
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genderuli rolebi ojaxSi da mamis gavlena axalgazrdebis
damokidebulebaze genderuli Tanasworobis mimarT
genderuli damokidebulebebi SesaZloa, konstruirdes
ojaxur konteqstSi bavSvobis an mozardobis periodSi.
liaom da iangma (1995) Camoayaliba ori mTavari Teoriuli perspeqtiva genderulad specifikuri damokidebulebebis ganviTarebis asaxsnelad. socialuri swavlebis
Teoriis Tanaxmad, adamianebi iyalibeben genderulad
specifikur damokidebulebebs sxvebis mibaZvisa da modelirebis gziT, gansakuTrebiT ki misive sqesis mSoblis
mibaZviT. magaliTad, qaliSvilebi, romelTa dedebic
muSaobdnen ufro metad damoukideblebi iyvnen da zrdasrulobisas saxlis gareT muSaobdnen, vidre isini,
visi dedebic umuSevrebi iyvnen. situaciuri analizis
Tanaxmad, qalebis genderuli rolebis orientacia piradi gamocdilebis Sedegia. moeni da sxv. (1997) miiCneven,
rom orive, socialuri swavlebisa da situaciuri Teoria
relevanturia.
sajaro sferos genderuli ganzomileba: ganaTleba da
dasaqmeba
ganaTleba mniSvnelovan faqtors SeiZleba warmoadgendes, romelic gavlenas axdens axalgazrdebis genderul
damokidebulebebze; taliSem da uilisma (1986) gamoikvlies 294 axalgazrda qali genderuli rolebisadmi
maTi damokidebulebis liberaluri cvlilebebis TvalsazrisiT. sainteresoa, rom zrdasrulobisas qalebis
damokidebulebebi asocirdeboda maTi mSoblebis ganaTlebis donesTan. Tavdapirvelad, maTi gamokiTxva ganxorcielda 1970 wels, skolis asakSi, xolo mogvianebiT
_ 10 wlis Semdeg; kvlevis monawile axalgazrda qalebis
damokidebulebebi ufro Tanamedrove gaxda, rac warmoadgens erTgvar trends, rasac avtorebi umaRles ga_ 191 _

naTlebas ukavSirebdnen. maTi azriT, qalebi, romlebmac
umaRlesi ganaTleba miiRes, ufro naklebad gamoxatavdnen tradiciul damokidebulebebs genderuli rolebis
mimarT, vidre isini, vinc umaRlesi ganaTleba ar miuRiaT. genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebulebebis cvlileba pozitiurad ukavSirdeboda qalebis ganaTlebis
dones, dasaqmebasa da Semosavals (Tallichet and Willits 1986).
religia da genderuli damokidebulebebi
kvlevebis kidev erTi nawili swavlobs religiur faqtors, vinaidan miCneulia, rom es aris erT-erTi yvelaze
mniSvnelovani faqtori, romelic ayalibebs genderul
damokidebulebebs (Brinkerhoff, 1984). saqme isaa, rom kavSiri religiasa da genders Soris mniSvnelovani Temaa da
bevri kvleva amtkicebs, rom arsebobs korelacia religiurobasa da admianis genderul damokidebulebebsa da seqsualur qcevas Soris (Odimegwu, 2005; Thornton &Camburn,
1989; Brinkerhoff and MacKie ). unda aRiniSnos, rom arsebobs
religiurobis gansazRvris bevri saSualeba, kerZod ki,
religiuri afiliacia, daswreba religiur ceremoniebze,
religiis Rirebuleba da religiuri praqtika (Odimegwu,
2005). arsebobs sxvadasxva winaaRmdegobrivi Sexeduleba
religiuri ganzomilebebis Sesaxeb, romlebic yvelaze metad genderze axdens gavlenas. erTi mxriv, zogierTi avtori miiCnevs, rom religiuri kuTvnileba yvelaze mniSvnelovani prediqtoria genderuli konservatizmisTvis,
maSin roca sxvebis azriT, religiuri praqtika yvelaze
metadaa korelaciaSi genderul konservatizmTan; sxva
mkvlevrebis azriT, religiur ceremoniebze xSiri daswreba ukavSirdeba ufro metad konservatiul Sexedulebebs (Odimegwu, 2005). ase rom, ufro konkretulad
rom vTqvaT, religiuri organizaciebisadmi erTgulebis
xarisxi SesaZloa ufro metad mniSvnelovani determinan_ 192 _

ti iyos axalgazrdebis genderuli damokidebulebebisa
da qcevebis asaxsnelad, vidre religiuri afiliacia. religiuri Rirebulebebi moraluri SezRudvebis wyaroa
bevri adamianisTvis da, Sesabamisad, eklesiis swavlebac
mniSvnelovan rols TamaSobs pirovnebis damokidebulebebis, Rirebulebebisa da qcevebis formirebaSi. magaliTad, kangara (2004) ikvlevs im saSualebebs, romliTac
eklesia socialuri kontrolis dawesebas cdilobs Tavis mrevlze, romelsac zrdasrulTa seqsualobaze SezRudvebis dawesebamde mivyavarT. arakonformist mrevls
aekrZala saeklesio msaxurebaSi monawileobis miReba da,
Sesabamisad, eklesiidan ganidevna. Tumca, is, Tu ra doziT
axdens gavlenas religia individebis damokidebulebaze
genderuli emansipaciisa da seqsualuri qcevis mimarT,
damokidebulia eklesiis specifikur doqtrinebze da individis pirad CarTulobasa da mijaWvulobaze religiuri institutebis mimarT. am gziT, zogierTi kvlevis
Tanaxmad, arsebobs korelacia genderul damokidebulebebs/seqsualur qcevasa da religiur movaleobebs Soris;
magram ar dasturdeba, rom religia erTaderTi faqtoria, romelic gavlenas axdens axalgazrdebis genderul
damokidebulebebze (Odimegwu, 2005).
sxvadasxva socialur-demografiuli faqtoris gavlena
genderul damokidebulebebze gamovlinda samxreT-aRmosavleT aziaSi Catarebul erT-erT kvlevaSi (Yoshida,
2011). kvlevis hipoTeza iyo, rom sxvadasxva socialurekonomikuri demografiuli cvladi gavlenas moaxdenda
damokidebulebebze; magaliTad, qalebi nakleb dauWrdnen mxars genderul uTanasworobas, vidre kacebi; ganaTleba gonebas gaunaTebda xalxs da mxars dauWerda
Tanasworobas. magram, meore mxriv, SesaZlebelia, rom ganaTleba gazrdis uTanasworobas individis niWierebaze
an socialur miRwevebze xazis gasmiT (Kane1995). uamrav
xalxTan Sexvedris SesaZleblobis gamo, urbanul gare_ 193 _

moSi mcxovrebi respondentebi ufro metad dauWerdnen
mxars genderul Tanasworobas, xanSiSesuli mosaxleoba
ufro konservatuli iqneboda, ojaxur mdgomareobasa
da religias, aseve eqneboda gavlena im daSvebiT, rom
muslimebi ufro patriarqalurebi arian. kvlevis Sedegebma aCvena, rom sxvadasxva gamocdilebis mqone muslimebs gansxvavebuli damokidebulebebi aqvT genderuli
Tanasworobis mimarT, iseve rogorc ara-muslimebs. genderul aRqmebze gavlenis mqone faqtorebi gansxvavdeba
ara mxolod qveynebis, aramed regionebis mixedviTac ki.
ramdenad negatiuria Tu pozitiuri religiis gavlena,
damokidebulia socialur-demografiuli gamocdilebis
sxvaobaze (Yoshida, 2011).
genderuli Tanasworoba saqarTveloSi
es nawili miznad isaxavs genderuli Tanasworobis mdgomareobis Seswavlas saqarTveloSi. vinaidan qarTveli axalgazrdebis gamocdileba metwilad formirebulia adgilobrivi specifikuri faqtorebis mier, gadavwyviteT
winamdebare kvlevaSi konteqstzec gvesaubra. 1991 wels
sabWoTa kavSirisgan damoukideblobis miRebis Semdeg,
saqarTvelom swrafi ekonomikuri, politikuri da socialuri cvlilebebi ganicada da bolo ori aTwleulis
manZilze politikuri da ekonomikuri ganviTarebis gziT
nabijebi gadadga demokratiulobisken. Tumca, qveyana
kvlavac miekuTvneba tradiciul/Caketil sazogadoebas
tradiciuli kulturiT, sadac patriarqaluri normebia
gabatonebuli da miiCneva, rom qalebi, maTi genderuli
rolebis gamo, saojaxo saqmeebSi da bavSvebis aRzrdaSi
unda iyvnen CarTulni; maT ar moeTxovebaT politikur
da socialur cxovrebaSi aqtiuroba (Japaridze 2012).
sabWoTa kavSiris periodSic ki qalebis `gaTavisuflebisa~ da mxardaWeris deklaracia maTTvis Tanabari ufle_ 194 _

bebis miniWebis gziT (rogoricaa magaliTad, muSaobis
ufleba) sinamdvileSi ormag samuSao datvirTvas udrida _ muSaoba emateboda qalis tradiciul movaleobebs
SinameurneobaSi. Sedegad, sabWoTa kavSiris ngrevis Semdeg, es formaluri Tanasworoba gaqra, xolo qalebis
mowyvladoba ufro TvalsaCino gaxda. samoqalaqo omis,
ekonomikuri kolafsis, inflaciis, umuSevrobis, korufciis, SeiaraRebuli konfliqtisa da qveynis erTi mexuTedis de faqto dakargvis Sedegad, saqarTvelom aseve dakarga mamakacis, rogorc ojaxis marCenalis cneba; bevri
qali ojaxis erTaderT marCenalad iqca. TviTdasaqmebuli qalebi ZiriTadad araformalur ekonomikur aqtivobebSi CaerTvnen da veranairi sargebeli veRar naxes
sakuTari ganaTlebisa da kvalifikaciisgan (CitaSvili da
sxv., 2010)
diskusiebi genderuli Tanasworobisa da qalebis gaZlierebis Sesaxeb saqarTveloSi 1994 wels daiwyo, rodesac saqarTvelom moaxdina (CEDAW) ratifikacia (gafrindaSvili da sxv, 2014). amis Semdeg 1995 wlis pekinis
konferenciaze saqarTvelo SeuerTda qveynebs, romlebic muSaobdnen samoqmedo gegmaze qalTa mdgomareobis
gaumjobesebisTvis, xolo 2002 wels saqarTvelo CEDAW-s
damatebiT punqts SeuerTda (jafariZe da sxv., 2006). garda amisa, saqarTvelom moaxdina dokumentis `mileniumis
ganviTarebis programa saqarTveloSi~ (2007) ratifikacia, romelis Tanaxmadac, saqarTvelos mTavrobam aiRo
pasuxismgebloba dasaqmebaSi genderuli gansxvavebis aRmosafxvrelad da qalebis politikaSi CarTulobisTvis
Tanaswori SesaZleblobebis uzrunvelsayofad. orive
mizani 2015 wlisTvis unda Sesruldes.
2006 wels saxelmwifom miiRo kanoni ojaxSi Zaladobis
winaaRmdeg (sabedaSvili 2007), xolo 2010 wels miiRo
kanoni genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb (Duban, 2010),
romelic iTvaliswinebs qalebis usafrTxoebis, Sromis
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bazarze Tanasworobis da qalebis politikaSi CarTulobis uzrunvelyofas. zemoT aRniSnuli kanonebis miRebis
procesma Zalian grZeli mosamzadebeli gza gaiara, romelic iTvaliswinebda adgilobrivi arasamTavrobo da
saerTaSoriso donori organizaciebis CarTulobas. aRsaniSnavia, rom miuxedavad ojaxSi Zaladobis winaaRmdeg
da genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb kanonebis oficialurad miRebisa, parlamentis wevrebisa da saxelisufleblo organoebis warmomadgenlebis nawili Seuferebel
xumrobebs gamoTqvamda am kanonebis mniSvnelobis Sesaxeb,
radgan ar esmodaT maTi udidesi mniSvneloba (CitaSvili
da sxv., 2010).
ojaxSi Zaladobis kriminalizebisTvis, konkretuli cvlilebebi saqarTvelos kriminaluri kodeqsSic Sevida 2012
wels. es cvlilebebi moicavda sadamsjelo RonisZiebebs
ojaxSi Zaladobis SemTxvevaSi da gulisxmobda sazogadoebrivi samsaxuris dakisrebas moZaladisTvis asi an
orasi saaTis odenobiT, Tavisuflebis SezRudvas erTi
wliT, an Tavisuflebis aRkveTas erT wlamde.
garda bolo aTwleulis manZilze gatarebuli mTeli
rigi sakanonmdeblo cvlilebebisa, saqarTveloSi qalTa sakiTxebze momuSave arasamTavrobo organizaciebis
(saqarTveloSi arsebuli arasamTavrobo organizaciebis
daaxloebiT 12%) ZiriTadi koncentracia iyo genderuli
cnobierebis amaRleba qarTvel qalebSi saganmanaTleblo aqtivobebiT (rusecki 2007). `saqarTveloSi arsebuli arasamTavrobo qalTa organizaciebis muSaobisa da
samuSao struqturis Sefasebis~ angariSis (JRenti 2013)
mixedviT, bolo xuTi wlis ganmavlobaSi, yvelaze aqtualuri Temebia ojaxSi Zaladoba, qalis samarTlebrivi
da socialuri uflebebi, qalis monawileoba socialur,
politikur da samoqalaqo cxovrebaSi, qalTa dasaqmeba
da profesiuli ganviTareba da genderuli stereotipebi.
Tumca, saqarTvelo kvlavac bolo adgilebzea genderu_ 196 _

li Tanasworobis TvalsazrisiT (bendeliani 2012). qalTa
mimarT ojaxSi Zaladobis sakiTxebi erovnuli kvleva
saqarTveloSi (CitaSvili da sxv. 2010) ganixilavs ojaxuri Zaladobis mizezebsa da Sedegebs, aseve qarTvel qalTa aRqmebs da damokidebulebebs ojaxur ZaladobasTan
dakavSirebiT. am kvlevis farglebSi Catarebuli gamokiTxvis Sedegad gamovlinda, rom yoveli meTerTmete
gaTxovili qali fizikuri Zaladobis msxverpli yofila,
xolo 34.7%-s ramdenjerme miuRia sxeulis dazianeba
(umetesoba 45-49 asakobrivi jgufis warmomadgenelia).
gamokiTxvam aseve cxadyo, rom, qalebis 50.7%-is azriT,
kargi coli unda emorCilebodes qmars maSinac ki, Tu
ar eTanxmeba mis gadawyvetilebebs, xolo 45%-is azriT,
kacma cxadad unda daanaxos cols/partniors, rom isaa
ojaxis Tavi.
2009 wlis genderisa da Taobebi talRa 2 angariSi (baduraSvili da sxv., 2009) naTel suraTs gvaZlevs ojaxSi
genderuli rolebis ganawilebis Sesaxeb saqarTveloSi.
kvlevam aCvena, rom kacebis 25% srulad aris pasuxismgebeli finansuri resursebis alokaciaze, xolo qalebi mamakaci partniorebisgan iReben finansur Semweobas. 2006
wels Catarebuli imave kvlevis SedegebTan SedarebiT,
2009 wlis monacemebma aCvena, rom kacis dominanturi
roli Sinameurneobis finansuri biujetierebis sakiTxSi
4.1 punqtiT Semcirda, magram mainc ar Camovida 20%-s
qvemoT. Tumca, ojaxebis 59%-s Tanaxmad, Sinameurneobis
biujetze orive partniori Tanabrad iyo pasuxismgebeli. garda tradiciuli damokidebulebebisa, angariSis
avtorebi Tanasworobas ganixilavdnen mwiri finansuri
resursebis WrilSic, romelic umetesoba qarTuli ojaxisTvis warmoadgens realobas. Sinameurneobis SezRuduli biujeti, umeteswilad, ZiriTadi saWiroebebis dasakmayofileblad gamoiyeneba, rac ar iTvaliswinebs arc
kacis da arc qalis individualur moTxovnilebebs. gen_ 197 _

deruli asimetriis indeqsis Sedegebis Tanaxmad, qarTul
ojaxSi uTanasworobis yvelaze maRali maCvenebeli maSin
fiqsirdeba, rodesac TiToeuli partniori anazRaurebad
samsaxurSi muSaobs. garda amisa, qalebi ufro metad iTvaliswinebdnen TavianTi mamakaci partnioris azrs drosTan dakavSirebiT, rasac isini anazRaurebad samsaxurSi
atarebdnen. genderuli asimetriis indeqsi cxadyofs,
rom ZiriTadi faqtorebi, rac gavlenas axdens qalis avtonomiurobasa maT mier samsaxurSi gatarebul drosTan
mimarTebaSi, aris dasaxlebis tipi, bavSvebis raodenoba,
da ganaTlebis done. soflis tipis dasaxlebebSi, albaToba, rom kaci monawileobas miiRebs Tavisi partnioris
dasaqmebasTan dakavSirebuli gadawyvetilebis miRebaSi,
ufro metia, vidre urbanul dasaxlebebSi. bevri Svilis
yola aseve zrdis imis SesaZleblobas, rom qmari Caereva im sakiTxSi, romelic misi colis dasaqmebasTanaa
dakavSirebuli. garda amisa, rac ufro metadaa qali ganaTlebuli, miT ufro naklebad SeuZlia mis partniors
mis dasaqmebasTan dakavSirebul saqmeSi Caerios. kidev
erTi mniSvnelovani sakiTxi, romelsac aRniSnul kvlevaSi gaesva xazi, aris genderuli sxvaoba saSinao saqmeebTan dakavSirebiT. kvlevis Sedegebis Tanaxmad, saSinao saqmeebis ZiriTadi nawili qalze modis. maSin, roca
kacebis CarTuloba 24%-iT Semoifargleba (tradiciuli
mamakacuri saqmis CaTvliT, rogoricaa saxlis remonti).
kacebi, ZiriTadad, pasuxismgebelni iyvnen gadasaxadebis
gadaxdaze (54.7%) da ufro metad aqtiurobdnen sakvebis
yidvisa (30.9%) da erToblivi socialuri aqtivobebis
dagegmvis (22.4%) sakiTxebSi. maTi monawileoba saWmlis
momzadebaSi, dasufTavebasa da recxvaSi Zlivs aRwevda
1.5%-s. mniSvnelovani gansxvaveba Taobebs Soris genderuli damokidebulebebis TvalsazrisiT ar dafiqsirebula. `Taobebisa da Rirebulebebis~ kvlevis (sumbaZe 2011)
Tanaxmad, axalgazrdebis 62% 18-24 asakobriv jgufSi
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eTanxmeba mosazrebas, rom gadawyvetileba ojaxSi mamakacma unda miiRos Tavisi survilebis Sesabamisad; meore asakobriv jgufSi (40-50 weli) am mosazrebas 66.7%
eTanxmeba, xolo mesame asakobriv jgufSi (60-70 weli) es
maCvenebeli 77.5% procentamde izrdeba.
saqarTveloSi qalebi pasiurad monawileoben politikaSi, rac mtkicdeba im faqtiT, rom sakanonmdeblo da
aRmasrulebeli organoebi ZiriTadad kacebiT aris dakompleqtebuli (bagratia 2012). qalebi dabali warmomadgenloba gadawyvetilebis mimReb poziciebze pirdapir
ukavSirdeba genderuli uTanasworobis simwvaves, rac
ase cxadia qveyanaSi. 1 oqtombris saparlamento arCevnebis Semdeg, qalebma 18 mandati miiRes, rac saerTo saparlamento mandatebis 12%-s Seadgens. es Sedegi precedentulia saqarTvelos saparlamento istoriaSi (bagratia 2012). miuxedavad im faqtisa, rom xelisufleba da
qalTa organizaciebi ar xarjaven saxsrebs saqarTveloSi
genderuli uTanasworobis mxardaWeraze, qveynis arasasurveli pozicia saerTaSoriso indeqsebSi da genderuli
Tanasworobis susti warmomadgenloba erovnul gamokiTxvebSi gvaiZulebs vikvlioT qarTvel axalgazrdebis
damokidebulebebi da aRqmebi genderul TanasworobasTan dakavSirebiT.
saqarTveloSi genderuli Tanasworobis gamowvevebi
literaturaze muSaobis dros wavawydiT problemas,
romelic dakavSirebuli iyo saqarTveloSi genderul
Tanasworobaze, genderul politikasa da axalgazrdebis
genderuli cnobierebis Sesaxeb arsebuli kvlevebis naklebobasTan. am sakiTxma ganapiroba adgilobriv konteqstze ufro meti informaciis mopovebis aucilebloba,
raTa mxolod dasavlur literaturaze dayrdnobiT ar
gangvexorcielebina kvleva. am mizniT gadawyda informa_ 199 _

ciis miReba siRrmiseuli interviuebis saSualebiT genderuli Tanasworobis sferos eqspertebTan _ genderis
kvlevis profesorebi, aqtivistebi da damoukidebeli
mecnierebi, romlebic muSaoben gendersa da genderul
Tanasworobaze saqarTveloSi.
SevarCieT rva eqsperti maTi gamocdilebis mixedviT.
eqspertebTan Catarebuli interviuebi miznad isaxavda
amoecno eqspertebis aRqmebi da warmodgenebi genderul
sakiTxebTan dakavSirebiT saqarTveloSi. TiToeuli interviu ganxorcielda winaswar SemuSavebuli sadiskusio
gzamkvleviT.
saqarTveloSi qalTa uflebebze momuSave aqtivistebsa
da genderis eqspertebTan Catarebulma interviuebma
gvaCvena, rogor afaseben genderul sakiTxebsa da lgbt
uflebebze momuSave pirebi saqarTveloSi arsebul situacias da raSi xedaven gamosavals genderuli politikis
socialur transformaciasa da danergvasTan dakavSirebuli problemebis gadasaWrelad.
eqspertebis interviuebis analizma gamoavlina, rom genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb cnobiereba da warmodgena
uzomod aradamakmayofilebelia, magram feminizmi ufro
metad miuRebeli da ucxoa sazogadoebisTvis, vidre genderuli Tanasworoba. feminizmsa da genderul Tanasworobaze araswori warmodgenis arsebobas ramdenime axsna aqvs. erT-erTi yvelaze metad gavrcelebuli mcdari
warmodgena feminizms dasavleTis mier Tavs moxveul
fenomenad warmoaCens, romelic emuqreba adgilobriv
tradiciebsa da qarTvelobas erovnuli da tradiciuli
identobebisagan sazogadoebis gaZarcvis gziT. am farTod gavrcelebuli azris dasamarcxeblad eqspertebma
Seqmnes sakuTari kontrargumentebi, raTa daemtkicebinaT feminizmis `qarTveloba~. maTi azriT, rTulia erTmaneTs daupirispiro axalgazrdebisa da xanSiSesuli
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mosaxleobis damokidebuleba genderul TanasworobasTan dakavSirebiT. eqspertebi ar miiCneven axalgazrdebs
erTgvarovan jgufad da gamoyofen or dominant diskurs
genderTan dakavSirebiT, romelic exeba axalgazrdebis
msoflmxedvelobas, rogorc konservatiuls da liberalurs.
garda amisa, eqspertebi xedaven genderuli uTanasworobis sxvadasxva formasa da sivrces. pirvel rigSi,
eqspertebis azriT, xelisufleba unda iyos pasuxismgebeli, rom uTanasworobis winaaRmdeg swrafi da gaazrebuli qmedebebi ganaxorcielos. miuxedavad xelisuflebis progresuli nabijebisa, maTi mcdelobebi amaoa,
Tu maT praqtikaSi ar ganaxorcieleb. meore, genderuli
uTanasworoba vlindeba qalTa mimarT ZaladobaSi, kerZod ki, ojaxuri ZaladobaSi. eqspertebi xazs usvamen im
problemebsa da winaRobebs, romelTa gamoc ver xerxdeba ojaxuri Zaladobis prevencia an masze reagireba.
es winaRobebi moicavs adgilobrivi policielebis arasensitiurobasa da patriarqalur azrovnebas, socialur-ekonomikur problemebsa da praqtikuli meqanizmebis
ararsebobas kanonmdeblobaSi. eqspertebis Tanaxmad,
genderuli uTanasworobis kidev erTi gamovlinebaa genderuli rolebis ganawileba, rac iwvevs qali politikuri liderebis naklebobas. eqspertebis azriT, problemis gadaWra SesaZlebelia sazogadoebis cnobierebis
amaRlebis gziT, romlis miRwevac SesaZlebelia mediis,
saganmanaTleblo dawesebulebebis, arasamTavrobo organizaciebisa da xelisuflebis saSualebiT.
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Tavi 2
axalgazrdebis genderuli damokidebulebebi
da aRqmebi saqarTveloSi - raodenobriv
monacemTa analizi
Sesavali
bevri saerTaSoriso kvleva (LaFont 2010; Lewis and Clift 2001)
cxadyofs, rom axalgazrdebi sazogadoebis progresuli Zalaa socialuri cvlilebis epoqasa da socialuri
da kulturuli mniSvnelobebis transformaciis pirobebSi, rasac genderuli rolebisadmi ufro liberalur
damokidebulebamde mivyavarT. miCneulia, rom mTeli
rigi sxvadasxva faqtori, maT Soris, genderi, ganaTleba,
dasaxlebis tipi, dasaqmeba da religia gavlenas axdens
genderuli Tanasworobis, ojaxsa Tu sazogadoebaSi genderuli rolebis gaazrebaze. Sesabamisad, winamdebare
Tavi miznad isaxavs: a) gansazRvros aqvT Tu ara qarTvel
axalgazrdebs ufro liberaluri damokidebuleba mTeli
rigi genderuli sakiTxebisadmi da b) gamoikvlios arsebuli genderuli damokidebulebebis determinantebi.
situaciuri analizi Catarda, raTa dagvedgina aqvT Tu
ara dResdReobiT axalgazrdebs liberaluri damokidebuleba mTeli rigi genderuli sakiTxebis mimarT. es
wina TavSi aRiniSna, rom garkveuli dro gavida mas Semdeg, rac dainerga saerTaSoriso da adgilobrivi programebi genderul sakiTxebze saqarTveloSi; bunebrivia,
amis Sedegad axalgazrda Taoba axal ideebsa da cnebebs
gaecno ojaxsa da sazogadoebaSi genderul rolebTan dakavSirebiT. Sesabamisad, Cven vivaraudeT, rom dRes saqarTveloSi axalgazrda qalebsa da kacebs ufro liberaluri damokidebulebi unda hqonodaT, vidre Zvel Taobas
da 1990-iani wlebis axalgazrdobas hqonda. aRniSnuli
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varaudis Sesamowmeblad Cven SedarebiTi (in-time perspective analysis) analizic ganvaxorcieleT, ramac SedarebiTi
aRweriTi statistika gviCvena genderul damokidebulebebsa da Sexedulebebze 1996 wlidan moyolebuli 2010
wlis CaTvliT. aRniSnuili wlebis Sedarebam saSualeba
mogvca, dagvenaxa Seicvala Tu ara sxvadasxva Taobis axalgazrdebis damokidebulebebi da Sexedulebebi genderul sakiTxebTan mimarTebaSi.
SedarebiTi analizis Sedegad gamovlenili tendenciebis
asaxsnelad ganvaxorcieleT literaturis mimoxilvis
Sedegad identificirebuli socio-demografiuli faqtorebis analizi arsebul tendenciebTan mimarTebaSi.
kerZod, gamoviyeneT 2010 wlis monacemebi gamovlenili
genderuli Sexedulebebis ganmsazRvreli faqtorebis
gamosakvlevad. 2010 wlis kavkasiis barometris monacemTa
baza SeirCa im mizeziT, rom es iyo erTaderTi arsebuli
baza, romelic saSualebas gvaZlevda gamogvekvlia kritikuli sakiTxebis mTeli rigi, romlebsac ar moicavda sxva
monacemTa bazebi. garda amisa, 2010 weli aris kargi periodi imisTvis, rom davinaxoT, ramdenad Seicvala axalgazrda Taobis aRqma genderul sakiTxebTan dakavSirebiT
genderuli Tanasworobis politikisa da programebis danergva-SemuSavebis safuZvelze. socio-demografiuli faqtorebis analizis Sedegad, romelic Catarda daskvniTi
statistikuri analizis meSveobiT, gamovlinda cvladebis
mTeli rigi, romlebic gavlenas axdenen genderuli Sexedulebebis Camoyalibebaze. kvlevis Sedegebma mogvca myari
safuZveli Semdgomi Tvisebrivi kvlevis Casatareblad,
rac momdevno TavebSia warmodgenili.
ZiriTadi mignebebi da daskvnebi
kvlevis Sedegebma cxadyo, rom miuxedavad saqarTveloSi
bolo oci wlis manZilze momxdari politikuri, social_ 203 _

uri da ekonomikuri cvlilebebisa, tradiciuli Sexedulebebi da stereotipebi genderul preferenciebsa da
rolebTan dakavSirebiT kvlavac myarad arsebobs dRevandel axalgazrdobaSi. iseT sakiTxebs, rogorebicaa
qaliSvilis Tu vaJiSvilis yola, ganaTlebasa da dasaqmebaSi genderuli ganawileba, genderuli rolebi ojaxSi,
qalebis piradi cxovreba maTi seqsualuri Tavisuflebis
CaTvliT, axalgazrdebi kvlavac mkacr tradiciul CarCoebSi ganixilavdnen. es Sedegi gvexmareba avxsnaT, ratom arian qalebi saqarTveloSi umuSevari mosaxleobis
umravlesoba da ratom aris am qalebis umetesoba diasaxlisi (kavkasiis barometri 2010, 2011). saqarTveloSi,
sadac genderuli Tanasworoba kvlavac Soreuli mizania, gasakviri ar aris, rom genderuli stereotipebi gamjdaria rogorc axalgazrda qalebSi, aseve kacebSi. genderuli socializacia adreul asakSive xdeba rogorc
ojaxSi, aseve sxva socialur institutebSi. es fenomeni
miuTiTebs genderul sakiTxebze codnisa da cnobierebis
naklebobas saqarTveloSi rogorc ojaxSi, aseve saskolo
ganaTlebaSi (xomeriki 2012). miuxedavad im faqtisa, rom
mocemuli kvlevis monawile, rogorc mdedrobiTi, aseve
mamrobiTi sqesis axalgzardebi Riad ar avlendnen genderul damokidebulebebs, ufro detaluri analizi cxadyofs, rom genders gavlena hqonda tradiciuli da ufro
liberaluri Sexedulebebis gadanawilebaze. bevri kvleva
(mag. Asencio 1999) miuTiTebs, rom rogorc wesi, qalebTan SedarebiT, kacebi tradiciuli genderuli rolebis
ufro didi agitatorebi arian da ufro metad aqvT negatiuri damokidebuleba, rodesac individebi miRebuli
normebidan uxveven. genderis garda, aRmoCnda, rom genderuli Sexedulebebis formirebisTvis damatebiT determinantebs zogierT SemTxvevaSi dasaxlebis tipi, ganaTleba, dasaqmeba da religia warmoadgens.
zogadad, ganaTlebaSi arsebobs Tanabari gadanawileba
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genderuli TvalsazrisiT. umaRles ganaTlebaSic ki axalgazrda qalebi da kacebi Tanabrad arian warmodgenilni. aman savaraudod gavlena moaxdina genderul Sexedulebebze im sakiTxTan dakavSirebiT, aqvT Tu ara biWebs
ufro meti ufleba miiRon umaRlesi ganaTleba. umravlesoba ar daeTanxma zemoT aRniSnul mosazrebas, rac
niSnavs, rom axalgazrdebis didi nawilisaTvis ganaTleba
Tanabrad mniSvnelovania orive sqesisTvis. Tumca, ufro
detaluri analizi aCvenebs, rom es tendencia ufro metad qalebis Sexedulebebis xarjze Camoyalibda. maSin,
roca qalebis umravlesoba ar eTanxmeba ganaTlebaze
araTanabar uflebebs, axalgazrda kacebis mniSvnelovani
nawili miiCnevs, rom biWebs ufro meti ufleba unda
hqondeT miiRon umaRlesi ganaTleba. am SemTxvevaSi,
maTi sakuTari genderi iqca tradiciuli azrovnebis ganmapirobebel faqtorad. garda amisa, dasaqmebis statusi
(rogorc damoukidebeli cvladi), aseve gansazRvravs am
sakiTxisadmi damokidebulebas. kerZod, miuxedavad imisa,
rom dasaqmebuli axalgazrdebis umravlesoba emxroba
zemoT aRniSnul mosazrebas, dausaqmebeli axalgazrdoba Tanasworobis momxrea. es aRmoCena ewinaaRmdegeba
mosazrebas, rom dasaqmeba kargi prediqtoria liberaluri genderuli SexedulebebisTvis (Plutzer 1988; Wilson and
Smith 1995; Dugger 1991; Mason et al. 1976; Herring and Rose 1993;
Mason and Lu 1988; Tallichet and Willits 1986; Thornton et al. 1983;
Wilson and Smith 1995). Tumca unda aRniniSnos, rom samecniero naSromebs Soris es Seusabamoba SesaZloa aixsnas
umuSevrobis konteqstiTa da mZime ekonomikuri mdgomareobiT, rodesac ojaxis nebismieri wevris nebismieri
tipis samuSao gadamwyveti mniSvnelobisaa.
rac Seexeba dasaqmebas rogorc damokidebul cvlads,
aq saqme sxvagvaradaa. miuxedavad imisa, rom umuSevari
axalgazrdobis ricxvi sakmaod maRalia, mainc SesamCnevia mniSvnelovani genderuli gansxvavebebi. rodesac
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ganvixilevT qalebis umuSevrobis tipebis ganmsazRvreli faqtorebi, gairkva, rom religia erT-erTi mTavari
faqtoria. religiasTan dakavSirebul cvladebs Soris,
religiur ceremoniebze daswreba mniSvnelovani cvladi
iyo 2010 wels. 2011 wels ki dafiqsirda, rom qalebis
mTavari aqtivobis tipi (studenti, diasaxlisi, umuSevari, TviTdasqmebuli, dasaqmebuli) aixsneboda dasaxlebis
tipiT, ganaTlebiTa da religiiT _ religiis mniSvnelobiT yoveldRiur cxovrebaSi. kerZod, aRmoCnda, rom
dedaqalaqSi cxovreba xSirad gansazRvravda axalgazrda
qalebis arCevans ganaTlebasTan dakavSirebiT; umuSevari qalebis umetesoba SeiniSneba urbanul dasaxlebaSi,
xolo diasaxlisis pozicia ufro xSiria soflis tipis
dasaxlebebSi. agreTve, saintereso aRmoCenaa, rom im qalebis umetesoba, romelsac ar aqvs ganaTleba an aqvs
dawyebiTi da saSualo ganaTleba, diasaxlisia. es Sedegebi asaxavs CEDAW-s (qalebis mimarT diskriminaciis aRmofxvris komiteti) komitetisTvis 2006 wels wardgenili Crdilovani angariSis mignebebs. angariSis Tanaxmad,
gogonebi, romlebic adreul asakSi qorwindebian, ver
asruleben ganaTlebas. angariSSi aseve aRniSnuli iyo,
rom soflis tipis dasaxlebebSi aRiniSneboda iZulebiTi
qorwinebis SemTxvevebic. es aseve xsnis soflad diasaxlisebis did raodenobas, miuxedavad imisa, rom aRniSnuli Sedegebi 2006 wlis monacemebs eyrdnoba, xolo Cveni
kvlevis Sedegebi 2010 wels aris miRebuli, mainc mniSvnelovania zemoT aRniSnul kvlevaSi gamovlenili tendenciebis mizezebis Zieba. es gansakuTrebiT azrs iZens
imis gaTvaliswinebiT, rom 1996 wlis Semdeg arsebuli
trendi genderul damokidebulebebTan dakavSirebiT ar
Secvlilia. piriqiT, ganaTlebis mesame safexuris mqone
qalebis umetesoba umuSevaria. Tu gaviTvaliswinebT
saqarTveloSi umuSevrobis dones da samizne jgufis
asaks, es yvelaferi logikurad aixseneba.
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gamovlinda diasaxlisebze religiis gavlenis saintereso
tendencia. isini, vinc religias ar miiCnevs mniSvnelovan
an Zalian mniSvnelovan faqtorad TavianT cxovrebaSi,
ZiriTadad, diasaxlisebi arian. amis sapirispirod, miCneulia, rom dausaqmebeli qalis yoveldRiur cxovrebaSi
religias mniSvnelovani roli aqvs. literaturis mimoxilva gvTavazobs, rom, zogadad, religia dakavSirebulia
genderul Sexedulebebsa da damokidebulebebTan. Tumca, samecniero naSromebis didi nawili koncentrirebulia religiurobas, adamianis genderul damokidebulebebsa da seqsualur qcevas Soris korelaciis dadgenaze
(Odimegwu 2005; Thornton and Camburn 1989; Brinkerhoff and
MacKie 1985). Sesabamisad, vinaidan, dasaqmebis sakiTxebTan
dakavSirebuli Sexedulebebi ar warmoadgens genderuli
stereotipebis radikalur gamovlinebas, gansakuTrebiT
umuSevrobis maRali donisa da samizne jgufis asakis
gaTvaliswinebiT, gasakviri araa, rom religiasa da mocemul damokidebul cvlads Soris ar aris igive korelacia, rogorsac amas literatura gvTavazobs.
kvlevis Sedegebi, aseve emTxveva genderuli Sexedulebebs am sakiTxis garSemo. kerZod, axalgazrdobis umetesobas miaCnia, rom rodesac samuSao adgilebi mwiria,
kacebs dasaqmebis ufro meti SesaZleblobebi unda hqondeT. genderi mTavari ganmapirobebeli faqtoria am tendenciis asaxsnelad. maSin roca, kacebis umetesoba srulad iziarebs azrs, rom maT ufro meti ufleba aqvT
imuSaon, qalebis umravlesoba ar eTanxmeba am mosazrebas
da miaCnia, rom orive sqesis warmomadgenlebs Tanabari
uflebebi unda hqondeT am sakiTxSi. monacemTa analizma
aCvena, rom rodesac vikvlevT genderul Sexedulebebs
ganaTlebisa da dasaqmebis Sesaxeb, sxvadasxva gavlenis
mqone faqtorebs Soris, genderi kvlavac Zlieri ganmsazRvreli faqtoria. principSi, am sakiTxTan mimarTebaSi
qalebs ufro liberaluri Sexedulebebi aqvT, vidre
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kacebs. amis msgavsad, analizma aseve aCvena, rom qalebi
kacebze odnav ufro liberalurebi arian iseTi sakiTxis
ganxilvisas, rogoricaa bavSvis sasurveli sqesi. maSin,
rodesac kacebis didi nawili biWis yolas amjobinebs, qalebis umravlesobisTvis momavali Svilis sqess ar aqvs
mniSvneloba. da bolos, isini, vinc gansakuTrebiT amjobineben qaliSvilis yolas, umciresobaSi arian orive
genderul jgufSi. rogorc vxedavT, am SemTxvevaSic am
situaciis yvelaze gonivruli axsna kvlavac respondentebis genderia.
ojaxSi genderuli rolebis analizisas, kvlevis Sedegebi
aCvenebs, rom rogorc kacebis, aseve qalebis umravlesoba eTanxmeba im mosazrebas, rom kacs gaaCnia yvelaze
mniSvnelovani roli ojaxSi. genderuli asimetriis indeqsis Tanaxmad, xdeba kacebis (e.i. `qmrebis~) azris gaTvaliswineba qalis SromasTan mimarTebaSi (baduraSvili
da sxvebi, 2009), rac gulisxmobs, rom gadawyvetilebis
miReba eqskluziurad kacis rolia. genderuli jgufebis
Sedarebisas vlindeba, rom qalebi ufro metad aniWeben
upiratesobas Tanasworobas gadawyvetilebis miRebisas,
vidre kacebi, Tumca arc erTi jgufis wevrebi ar aniWeben
upiratesobas qalebs gadawyvetilebis miRebis procesSi.
aseve, mniSvnelovania aRiniSnos, rom miuxedavad orive
genderul jgufSi arsebuli erTsulovani genderuli
damokidebulebebisa, qalebis jgufSi ufro naklebad
SeiniSneboda genderulad motivirebuli Sexedulebebi,
vidre mamakacebis SemTxvevaSi. es Sedegebi srulad asaxavs realobas. 2009 wlis genderisa da Taobis talRa 2
angariSi (baduraSvili da sxvebi, 2009) gvTavazobs naTel
suraTs, Tu rogoraa gadanawilebuli ojaxSi genderuli
rolebi saqarTveloSi. am kvlevam aCvena, rom kacebis 25%
srulad aris pasuxismgebeli finansuri resursebis ganawilebaze, xolo qalebi mamakaci partniorebisgan iReben finansur Semweobas. es Sedegebi, aseve emTxveva saqa_ 208 _

rTveloSi qalTa mimarT ojaxSi Zaladobis sakiTxebis
erovnuli kvlevis mignebebs (CitaSvili da sxv. 2010). es
wina TavebSi aRiniSna, am gamokiTxvis Sedegad gamovlinda, rom, qalebis umetesobis azriT, kargi coli unda
emorCilebodes qmars, maSinac ki, Tu mis gadawyvetilebebs ar eTanxmeba; xolo 45% miaCnda, rom kacma aSkarad
unda daanaxos cols/partniors, rom is aris ojaxis Tavi.
kidev erTi mniSvnelovani ganmsazRvreli faqtoria
dasaxlebis tipi. soflad mcxovrebi axalgazrdebi ufro
metad avlendnen genderul Sexedulebebs ojaxSi genderuli rolebis Sesaxeb. es migneba eTanxmeba sxvadasxva
kvlevis Sedegebs (LaFont 2010), romelis Tanaxmadac, iseT
garemoSi, romelic Tanamedrove teqnologiebs, informacias da saerTaSoriso ideebs gvTavazobs, axalgazrdebi
ufro metad afaseben genderul Tanasworobas, vidre,
isini, romlebic ufro izolirebul adgilebSi cxovroben. es ukanaskneli ki, rogorc wesi, exeba soflis tipis da, zog SemTxvevaSi, urbanul dasaxlebebsac, gansakuTrebiT ki ganviTarebad qveynebSi.
igive SeiZleva iTqvas genderul rolebze socialur da
politikur cxovrebaSi. rogor monacemTa analizi cxadyofs, wina wlebSi iseTi menejeruli poziciebi, rogorebicaa politikuri lideri an aRmasrulebeli lideri,
eqskluziurad mamakacisTvis Sesaferis poziciad iyo
aRqmuli. igive tendencia ikveTeba wlebis ganmavlobaSi. 2011 welsac ki, rodesac axalgazrdebs ekiTxebodnen
xmis micemis dros genderuli preferenciebis Sesaxeb,
umravlesoba mamakacs irCevda. es gasakviri araa, radgan
praqtikaSic igive mtkicdeba. qalebis pasiuroba politikur cxovrebaSi, cxadia, saqarTvelos aRmasrulebel
da sakanonmdeblo organoebis magaliTze, romlebic
umeteswilad kacebisgan aris dakompleqtebuli (bagratia 2012).
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kvlevis Sedegebma qalebis piradi cxovrebisa da seqsualuri Tavisuflebis Sesaxeb cxadyo ganaTlebis mniSvneloba qalebis seqsualuri cxovrebis Sesaxeb liberaluri Sexedulebebis formirebis sakiTxSi. rac ufro
metad iyo ganaTlebuli respondenti, miT ufro nakleb
hqonda mas genderulad motivirebuli mosazreba. kidev
erTi mniSvnelovani determinantia dasaxlebis tipi.
dedaqalaqsa da urbanul dasaxlebebSi mcxovrebi axalgazrdebi ufro naklebad avlendnen genderulad motivirebul Sexedulebebs ojaxSi genderuli rolebisa da
qalebis piradi cxovrebis Sesaxeb. soflebSi naklebad
uWerdnen mxars tradiciuli imijisa da stereotipebisgan gansxvavebul Sexedulebebs qalTa piradi cxovrebis
Sesaxeb. es aRmoCena Seesabameba am sakiTxze Catarebul
adreul kvlevebs, romlebSic ganaTleba da dasaxlebis
tipi (dedaqalaqi da urbanuli teritoriebi) gavlenas
axdenda axalgazrdebis gansxvavebul ideebsa da codnaze (Odimegwu 2005). es ayalibebs konkretul sakiTxebze
konkretuli mimarTulebebis Sexedulebebs. magaliTad,
namibiaSi Catarebuli axalgazrdebis Sesaxeb erT-erTi
kvlevis Tanaxmad, privilegirebul urbanul garemoSi
cxovreba gavlenas axdens genderuli Tanasworobisa da
seqsualuri uflebebis Sesaxeb Sexedulebebis formirebaze namibiaSi (LaFont 2010).
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Tavi 3
ojaxSi genderuli rolebis gadanawileba
Sesavali
aRniSnuli Tavi ojaxSi genderuli rolebisa da movaleobebis
gadanawilebas exeba. saqarTvelos sam qalaqSi (Tbilisi, Telavi, zugdidi) Catarebuli fokus-jgufebis monawile axalgazrdebma sakuTari mosazrebebi, Sexedulebebi da damokidebulebebi gadmogvces ojaxSi mamakacebisa da qalebis rolebis,
movaleobebisa da sasurveli valdebulebebis Sesaxeb. diskusia rogorc saqarTveloSi arsebuli ojaxebis modelisa da
damkvidrebuli praqtikis, ise monawileebisTvis sasurveli
ojaxuri modelis garSemo mimdinareobda.
sxvadasxva kvleva aCvenebs, rom ojaxis SigniT wevrebis
statusi im aqtivobebisa da valdebulebebis ganmsazRvrelia, romlebsac ojaxis wevrebi iTavseben da erTmaneTSi inawileben. umetes SemTxvevaSi, ojaxSi mamakacebi
gadawyvetilebis mimRebad da ojaxis ZiriTad Semomtanad
miiCnevian. maSin, rodesac qalebis mTavar valdebulebad
ojaxis movla, saxlis saqmeebi da bavSvebis aRzrda miiCneva. maSinac ki, rodesac qalebi anazRaurebad samsaxurSi
erTvebian, maTi saojaxo movaleobebi da datvirTva ki ar
mcirdeba, aramed qalebi iZulebulni xdebian samsaxurTan erTad saojaxo da reproduqciuli rolic SeiTavson
rasac qalebi `ormag datvirTvamde~ (double burden) miyavs.
Tumca Tanamedrove kvlevebi ojaxSi rolebis gadanawilebis mxriv situaciis gaumjobesebis tendenciasac
aCvenebs. rogorc aRmoCnda ase Tu ise izrdeba im mamakacTa ricxvi, romlebic sruliad iziareben saojaxo
da bavSvis movlasTan dakavSirebul movaleobebs.23 mag23 “Evolving Men? Men, Families, Gender Equality and Care~, http://www.un.org/
esa/socdev/family/docs/Barker.pdf (07.10.2014)
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aliTad, zogierT ganviTarebad qveyanaSi (Cile, meqsika,
brazilia, ruanda, indoeTi da a.S) umaRlesi ganaTlebis
mqone mamakacebi ufro aqtiurad erTvebian saSinao saqmeebSi, vidre isini, visac saSualo an dawyebiTi skolis
ganaTleba aqvs; axalgazrda mamakacebi asakovan mamakacebTan SedarebiT, metad inawileben ojaxis saqmeebs;
agreTve, is mamakacebi, romelTa ojaxebSic mamebi dedebs
exmarebodnen, miiCneven, rom mamakaci Tanabrad unda erTvebodes ojaxis saqmeebis SesrulebaSi.24 ra mdgomareobaa
am mxriv saqarTveloSi kargad Cans bolo 2 wlis manZilze
Catarebuli sazogadoebrivi gamokiTxvebis Sedegad.
magaliTad 2013 wels UNDP-is mier gaeros erToblivi
programis `genderuli Tanasworobis xelSewyobisTvis
saqarTveloSi~ farglebSi momzadebuli angariSi cxadyofs, rom saqarTveloSi saxlSi arsebuli saqme, romelic
ojaxis wevrebis movlas (saWmlis momzadeba, ojaxis avadmyofi wevris movla, bavSvis movla da a.S.) da saxlis
mowesrigebas ukavSirdeba (saxlis dalageba, sarecxis
garecxva/gafena da a.S.). ufro metic, qarTuli sazogadoebisTvis qalisa da mamakacis movaleobebi erTmaneTisgan mkveTrad gamijnulia da saojaxo saqmeebi or gansxvavebul kategoriad aRiqmeba _ `kacuri~ da `qaluri~
saqmeebis kategoriad (kaWkaWiSvili, 2014).
ZiriTadi mignebebi da daskvnebi
winamdebare TavSi dadasturda Cveni hipoTeza, rom
rogorc axalgazrda kacebi, aseve qalebi sakuTar mdgomareobas patriarqalur WrilSi ganixilaven. ufro
metic, Zalian cota maTgani Tu ayenebs kiTxvis niSnis
qveS im kulturul modelebs, romlebic maT genderul
warmodgenebs ganapirobebs. es mignebebi adasturebs
24 “Evolving Men? Men, Families, Gender Equality and Care~, http://www.un.org/
esa/socdev/family/docs/Barker.pdf (07.10.2014)
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ojaxis SigniT Sromis mkacr ganawilebas, rodesac kaci
gadawyvetilebis mimRebi da ojaxis marCenalia, xolo
qali ZiriTadi movaleoba ojaxis wevrebze zrunva da
ojaxuri saqmeebis gaZRolaa.
fokusjgufis monawileebma ganacalkeves tradiciuli
da Tanamedrove ojaxebi. maT mier aRwerili tradiciuli ojaxi, principSi, patriarqaluri ojaxia, sadac
ojaxis Tavi aris kaci, romelsac ufro meti uflebebi
da Zalaufleba aqvs, vidre sxva wevrebs da sadac arsebobs ojaxSi Sromis genderuli gadanawileba. mxolod
ramdenime qalma respondentma aRniSna, rom aseTi ojaxi
patriarqaluria da kritikuli komentaric gaakeTa patriarqaluri socialuri mowyobis Sesaxeb. meore mxriv,
Cveni respondentebis mier aRweril Tanamedrove ojaxSi arsebobs genderuli Tanasworoba da, Sesabamisad,
ojaxis wevrebze Tanabrad aris gadanawilebuli rolebi
da movaleobebi. bevri respondenti tradiciul ojaxSi
moiazrebda `qarTul ojaxs~, xolo Tanamedrove ojaxSi
_ `araqarTul ojaxs~. aqedan gamomdinare, patriarqaluri ojaxi aRiqmeba WeSmarit qarTul ojaxad, romelic
unda davicvaT Tanamedrove Rirebulebebis gavlenisgan.
am midgomis axsna SesaZlebelia Caterjes (1989) TeoriiT,
romlis Tanaxmadac, konservatiuli poziciebi tradicias eyrdnoba, romelic unda daicva Tanamedrove, globaluri kulturis degeneraciisgan.
respondentebis damokidebulebebi ojaxSi qalebisa da
kacebis movaleobis Sesaxeb metwilad yalibdeba maTi
SexedulebebiT genderul rolebTan dakavSirebiT.
fokusjgufis monawileebis warmodgena ojaxSi samuSaos
genderuli niSniT ganawilebis Sesaxeb, aixsneba genderuli rolebisadmi damokidebulebebis midgomiT. aRniSnuli midgoma adamianebis genderul damokidebulebebs
ojaxSi Sromis ganawilebasTan akavSirebs da amtkicebs,
rom ufro egalitarianuli Rirebulebebis mqone adami_ 213 _

anebi metad iqnebian ojaxSi Sromis Tanabari ganawilebis
momxreni (Presser, 1994). kvlevis Sedegebis Tanaxmad, saxlSi Sromis genderuli ganawileba damokidebulia respondentebis mier maskulinobisa da feminurobis aRqmaze.
magaliTad, fokus-jgufis monawileTa mixedviT, kacis
movaleobaa ojaxis rCena, da naklebi CarTuloba saojaxo
saqmeebSi. Sesabamisad, is kacebi, romlebic ver akmayofileben kacis rolis moTxovnebs gabatonebul mniSvnelobiT, da asruleben `qalur saqmes~, safrTxes uqmnian maT maskulinobas da mamakacobas. vinaidan ojaxis
rCeba kacis movaleobaa, dasaqmeba mamakacurobis mTavari determinanti xdeba. maSin, roca qalisTvis dasaqmeba arCevania. Tu qmari umuSevaria da, Sesabamisad, ver
asrulebs im moTxovnas, rac misi genderuli roliTaa
ganpirobebuli _ es ojaxSi Zlieri daZabulobis mizezi
xdeba. kvlevaSi Cans, imis da miuxedavad, rom zogierTi
monawile dominanturi genderuli rolebis negatiur
aspeqtebs amCnevs, romlebic kacebsa da qalebs konkretul molodinsa da movaleobebs akisrebs, umetesoba Tavs
ikavebs kiTxvis niSnis qveS daayenon es diskriminaciuli
genderuli praqtika; nacvlad amisa, isini wuwuneben sxvadasxva garemoebaze, rogoricaa umuSevroba, rac xels
uSlis gamyarebuli genderuli rolebis Seuferxeblad
Sesrulebas. qali aRiqmeba saojaxo saqmeebis upirveles
Semsruleblad. es genderuli warmodgenebi, romlebic
qalebsa da kacebs gansxvavebul movaleobebs da rolebs
akisrebs, gamoiyeneba ierarqiuli genderuli wyobis gasamyareblad da gasamarTleblad ojaxSi da mis miRma.
kvlevis Sedegebma cxadyo, rom kacebis damokidebuleba
ojaxSi genderuli rolebisa da movaleobebis mimarT
gansxvavdeboda imis mixedviT, Tu ra iyo ganxilvis sagani
_ maTi ojaxi Tu sxvisi. rodesac saqme `sxvis ojaxs~ exeboda, mamakaci respondentebi ufro met moqnilobasa da
Ria damokidebulebas amJRavnebdnen qalebisa da kacebis
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movaleobebisa Tu rolebis mimarT, magram roca saqme
maT sakuTar ojaxs exeboda, maTi Sexedulebebi Zlier
genderul warmodgenebs emyareboda.
Caterjes (1989) Teoriuli CarCis mixedviT, nacionalizmi ar moicavs mxolod da mxolod politikur brZolas
ZalauflebisTvis, aramed _ dominantobas adamianis materialuri da sulieri cxovrebis virtualurad yvela
aspeqtze. Caterje (1989) ganixilavs saxls (Sinameurneoba, ojaxi) rogorc socialuri mowyobis Sida nawils, romelic ganasaxierebs sulier kulturas, romelic Tavis
mxriv feminuri bunebiT xasiaTdeba. Sesabamisad, saxlis
feminizacia mTavari instrumentia genderuli wyobisa
da mamakacuri dominantobis SesanarCuneblad. qalebi
mTavari aqtorebi arian, romlebic inarCuneben da xelaxla qmnian `kacis samyaros~ saxelad eri. am mizeziT
qalebis emansipacia da damyarebuli ierarqiuli genderuli rolebis gamowveva safrTxes uqmnis eris genderul
mowyobas, romelic mSvenivradaa morgebuli mamakacis interesebze.
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Tavi 4
qalebis dasaqmeba, profesiuli ganviTareba
da politikuri monawileoba
Sesavali
araerTi kvleva adastures imas, rom dasaqmebis bazris
genderuli aspeqtebi metad aqtualuri da problemuri
sakiTxia. qalTa gaZliereba da SromiT bazarze maTi CarTulobis gazrda mniSvnelovania ganviTarebuli ekonomikis formirebisTvis, qveynebis mdgradi ganviTarebisa da,
aseve qalebis, kacebis, ojaxebisa Tu Temebis cxovrebis
xarisxis gaumjobesebisTvis.25 aTaswleulis ganviTarebis
programa qalebisa da gogonebis ekonomikur gaZlierebas,
siRaribesTan brZolis realur saSualebad da msoflio
keTildReobis `gasaRebad~ xedavs. 26
Sesabamisad, aRniSnuli Tavi kvlevis monawileTa mosazrebebsa da damokidebulebebs moicavs saqarTveloSi qalebis ekonomikuri da politikuri CarTulobis Sesaxeb.
ZiriTadi mignebebi da daskvnebi
aRniSnul TavSi fokusjgufis respondentebma or mniSvnelovan sakiTxze imsjeles. pirveli exeboda qalebis
dasaqmebas da masTan dakavSirebul iseT Temebs, rogorebicaa profesiuli arCevanis Tavisufleba da profesiuli
dawinaurebis/ganviTarebis SesaZleblobebi. meore mxriv,
kvlevis respondentebma qalTa politikuri monawileobis da warmomadgenlobis sakiTxi ganixiles. diskusiis
orive nawilSi monawileebi, metwilad, koncentrirebuli
25 http://www.unwomen.org/en/partnerships/businesses-and-foundations/
womens-empowerment-principles
26 http://www.worldbank.org/mdgs/gender.html#
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iyvnen qarTul socialur da kulturul konteqstze.
unda iTqvas, rom zeviT xsenebul or TemasTan mimarTebaSi, respondentebis mosazrebebs Soris mniSvnelovani
gansxvaveba ar aRniSnula, arc fokus-jgufis Catarebis
adgilisa (Tbilisi, zugdidi, Telavi) da arc monawileTa
asakobrivi kategoriis mixedviT (16-19, 20-25). rac Seexeba
genderis niSniT gansxvavebul poziciebs, SeiZleba iTqvas, rom kvlevis monawile axalgazrda qalebis garkveuli raodenoba, kacebTan SedarebiT, ufro Tavisufalia
genderuli stereotipebisgan qalebis dasaqmebasa da
politikaSi CarTulobasTan dakavSirebiT. aseve, is ukeT
axdens qalebis mimarT diskriminaciuli praqtikis identificirebas.
kvlevis Sedegebma cxadyo, rom sajaro sfero kvalavac
kacebiTaa dominirebuli. magaliTad, respondentebs miaCndaT, rom samsaxuri qalisTvis mxolod arCevans warmoadgenda maSin, roca kacisTvis, es movaleobaa. qalis
maRalma CarTulobam sazogadoebriv cxovrebaSi SesaZloa, biZgi misces maT emansipacias da gaaTavisuflos
isini ojaxuri kontrolis marwuxebisgan. saxli aris
sfero, sadac kacebs SeuZliaT sakuTari patriarqaluri Zalaufleba xelSeuxeblad SeinarCunon. maSin, roca
sajaro sfero sajaro kanoniT regulirdeba, romelic
Tavisi arsiT progenderulad egalitarianuli unda
iyos (Chatterjee, 1989). respondentebi avlendnen mTel
rig genderul warmodgenebs mamakacuri dominantobisa
da sazogadoebriv sferoSi qalTa naklebi CarTulobis asaxsnelad. Tu umuSevroba safrTxes uqmnis kacis
maskulinobas misi mamakacuri movaleobis SeferxebiT,
qalebis SemTxvevaSi, piriqiTaa, maTi genderuli rolis
SesrulebisTvis safrTxis Semcveli muSaobaa, romelic
maT ojaxuri saqmeebidan wyvets.
im mizezTa Soris, romlebic biZgs aZleven qalis profesiul ganviTarebas, zogierTi respondenti asaxelebs
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qalis genderul movaleobas, rogoricaa ojaxis wevrebze zrunva, bavSvebis aRzrda, saojaxo saqmeebis gaZRola, rac qalis pirvelad movaleobadaa aRqmuli. aqedan
gamomdinare, qaloba uTanabrdeba kerZo sferos, radgan
Cveni respondentebis Tanaxmad, qali imis mixedviT fasdeba, rogori ojaxi hyavs da ara misi karieris mixedviT. imis mizezad, rom qalebisTvis damqancvelia politikaSi CarTuloba, respondentebi asaxeleben genderul
warmodgenebs, romlebic zRudaven qals mxolod kerZo
sferoTi da mis upirveles movaleobad bavSvebis aRzrdas moiazreben.
qalebis emansipaciisTan dakavSirebuli WoWmani da Sesabamisi genderuli warmodgenebi konelis (2005) mosazrebiT SeiZleba aixsnas, romlis Tanaxmadac tradiciul
sazogadoebaSi, sadac mamakacs moeTxoveba iyos ojaxis
mTavari marCenali, socialur-ekonomikuri uTanasworoba
aferxebs kacebis SesaZleblobebs ar uRalaton sazogadoebis molodinebs. es Seusabamoba realobasa da molodinebs Soris eWv qveS ayenebs maT maskulinobas. qarTuli
patriarqaluri sistema aerTianebs iZulebiT Zalauflebasa da saRi azris Zalas. dominanturi genderuli wyobis
ganmtkiceba gavrcelebuli genderuli warmodgenebiT
xdeba, rac, Tavis mxriv, amarTlebs mCagvrel genderul
rolebs, romlebic qalebs mxolod viwro, kerZo sferoSi
aqceven.
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Tavi 5
axalgazrdebis damokidebuleba
seqsualobis mimarT
Sesavali
winamdebare Tavi mimoixilavs fokusjgufis monawileebis damokidebulebebs qalis seqsualobis mimarT da maT
genderul warmodgenebs, romlebic Tavad respodentebis
mier iqna gaJRerebuli SemzRudavi genderuli normebis
gasamarTleblad qalis arCevanTan dakavSirebiT. socialur mecnierebebSi arsebobs ori mTavari prizma, romliTac
SeiZleba seqsualobis Seswavla: seqsualobis sociologia
da genderis kvlevebi (zedania 2012). Cven orive maTgans
viyenebT seqsualobis mimarT qarTveli axalgazrdebis
damokidebulebebis sxvadasxva ganzomilebis Sesaswavlad.
winamdebare Tavi moicavs damokidebulebebs qalebis seqsualobis, qorwinebamde seqsis, seqsualuri urTierTobebisa da dedobis mimarT. da bolos, Cven vikvlevT gzebs,
romlebiTac artikulireben da asabuTeben axalgzardebi
damokidebulebebs qalis seqsualobis mimarT.
mTavari mignebebi da daskvna
kacebi sxvadasxva saSualebiT cdiloben patriarqaluri
socialuri wesrigisa da genderuli wyobis SenarCunebas. aRniSnuli Tavi xazs usvams im saSualebebs, sadac
qalebis avtonomia mniSvnelovnad aris SezRuduli maTi
genderisa da seqsualobisTvis Tavsmoxveuli winaRobebis
gamo. kvlevis Sedegebi asaxavs qalobis konstruirebas da
qalis seqsualobis regulirebisa da marTvis mcdelobebs
maTi `araswori gzisgan~ dacvis mizniT. fokus-jgufis
monawileebis azriT, qalebis mokrZalebulobis dakargva da maTi seqsualur TavisuflebaSi CarTva safrTxes
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uqmnis qarTul tradiciebsa da kulturas. genderuli
warmodgenebi, romlebsac Cveni kvlevis monawileebi iyeneben, xels uSlis qalebis seqsualur avtonomias da
amyarebs seqsualur SezRudvebs. am TavSi Cven vakvirdebiT Tanamedrove/globaluri da tradiciul/adgilobrivi
genderuli rwmenebs _ diqotomias. qalebis seqsualobaze dakvirvebis diskriminaciuli praqtika xels uwyobs
qalebis Seviwroebas. qalebis seqsualobis kontrolis
racionalizacia da gamarTleba xSirad genderuli warmodgenebis saSualebiT xdeba, rac, Tavis mxriv, warmoadgens tradiciuli Tu adgilobrivi kulturis safrTxesTan gamklavebis saSualebas (ix. `genderis mowyoba~) (Narayan, 1997).
qalebis seqsualobis mimarT respondentebis damokidebuleba SeiZleba seqsis Tanamedrove gamoyenebis baumaniseuli 1998 aRweriT aixsnas. fokusjgufis respondentebs aqvT midrekileba erotiuloba reproduqciul
funqciebs an siyvaruls daukavSiron da sruliad gamoricxaven qalis survils. Sesabamisad, respondentebi askvnian, rom qalisTvis miuRebelia hqondes urTierToba
survilis gamo. siamovnebis cneba da seqsis postmodernuli gamoyeneba ar figurirebs qarTveli respondentebis qalebis seqsualobasTan dakavSirebul diskursSi.
maSin, roca kacebs aqvT ufleba hqondes seqsualuri aqti
mxolod da mxolod siamovnebisTvis. fokusjgufebis
monawileebi dedobas qalobasTan aigiveben da, Sesabamisad, qalis arss dedobaSi xedaven. es midgoma ar iTvaliswinebs uSvilo qalebs, romlebic dedobis cnebis miRma
dganan da, Sesabamisad, iwvevs maT marginalizacias.
daskvna
genderuli Tanasworobis Sesaxeb qarTveli axalgazrdebis codnis, aRqmisa da damokidebulebis kvleva
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miznad isaxavda qarTveli axalgazrdebis genderuli
damokidebulebebisa da rwmenebis identificirebas (a)
ojaxSi genderuli rolebis, (b) qalebis karieris, da (g)
seqsualobis Sesaxeb. amisTvis, upirveles yovlisa, Cven
gamoviyeneT relevanturi Teoriuli cnebebi genderis,
genderuli Tanasworobis, genderuli warmodgenebis, seqsualobisa da ojaxis Sesaxeb.
kvlevis hipoTezis dasamtkiceblad, rom Tanamedrove
saqarTveloSi axalgazrda qalebsa da kacebs ufro liberaluri damokidebulebebi eqneboda, vidre Zvel Taobas, Cven CavatareT raodenobrivi monacemebis analizi.
situaciuri analizi SedarebiT aRweriT statistikas
gvTavazobs genderuli Sexedulebebisa da damokidebulebebis Sesaxeb 1996 wlidan. Sedarebam aCvena, rom 1996
wlidan 2010 wlis CaTvliT genderuli Sexedulebebi ar
Secvlila. araegalitarianuli genderuli damokidebulebebis mizezebis gasarkvevad, Cven gavaanalizeT maTi
ganmsazRvreli faqtorebi, romlebic ikvlevda genderulad motivirebul Sexedulebebze gavlenis mqone mTel
rig cvladebs. raodenobrivma analizma cxadyo, rom
miuxedavad politikuri, socialuri da ekonomikuri
cvlilebebisa, rac saqarTvelom bolo oci wlis ganmavlobaSi ganicada, tradiciuli Sexedulebebi da genderuli warmodgenebi kvlavac arsebobs qarTvel axalgazrdebSi. axalgazrdebi mkacr tradiciul CarCoebSi
ganixilaven iseT sakiTxebs, rogorebicaa vaJiSvilis Tu
qaliSvilis yola, genderuli ganawileba ganaTlebisa da
dasaqmebis sakiTxebSi, genderuli rolebi ojaxSi da qalebis piradi cxovreba maTi seqsualuri Tavisuflebis
CaTvliT.
garda amisa, Tvisebrivma kvlevam mimoixila respondentebis damokidebulebebi qalisa da kacis movaleobebis
mimarT ojaxSi. Caterjes (1989) Teoriuli CarCos mixedviT, romelic gamoyenebul iqna Cveni respondentebis
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damokidebulebebis asaxsnelad ojaxSi Sromis genderuli ganawilebisa da genderuli warmodgenebis asaxsnelad, saxli aris socialuri wyobis Sida nawili, romelic
sulieri kulturis simboloa. genderuli socialuri
wyobisa da mamakacuri dominantobis SesanarCuneblad
aucilebelia saxlis cnebis feminizaciis kontroli. qalebi warmoadgenen `mamakacis samyaros~ mTavar SemanarCunebel da Semqmnel Zalas, romelsac eri ewodeba; Sesabamisad, gamowveva arsebuli ierarqiuli genderuli
rolebisadmi safrTxes uqmnis eris genderul socialur mowyobas. kvlevis Sedegebi cxadyofs ojaxSi Sromis
mkacr ganawilebas, sadac kacebi gadawyvetilebis mimRebni da ojaxis marCenalebi arian, xolo qalis mTavari
movaleoba ojaxis wevrebze zrunva da saojaxo saqmeebia.
kvlevam gviCvena, rom tradiciuli ojaxis respodentebiseuli aRwera swored rom patriarqalur ojaxs moicavs,
rodesac ojaxis meTauri aris kaci, romelic ufro met
Zalauflebasa da uflebebs flobs, vidre sxva wevrebi
da sadac myarad arsebobs SinameurneobaSi Sromis genderuli ganawileba. mxolod ramdenime respondentma
aRniSna, rom aseTi ojaxi patriarqaluria da kritikuli SeniSvnebic gaakeTa ierarqiuli socialuri mowyobis
mimarT. meore mxriv, Cveni respondentebis mier aRwerili
Tanamedrove ojaxi iseT ojaxs gulisxmobda, sadac miRebulia genderuli Tanasworoba da, Sesabamisad, rolebi
da movaleobebi Tanabrad aris ganawilebuli ojaxis
wevrebs Soris. respondentebis umravlesoba tradiciul
ojaxSi gulisxmobda `qarTul ojaxs~, xolo Tanamedrove
ojaxSi _ `araqarTul ojaxs~. Sesabamisad, patriarqaluri ojaxi aRqmulia WeSmarit qarTul ojaxad, romelic
unda daicva Tanamedrove Rirebulebebis gavlenisgan. am
midgomis axsna SesaZlebelia Caterjes (1989) TeoriiT,
romelic ambobs, rom konservatuli pozicia tradiciazea damyarebuli, romelic unda daicva Tanamedrove,
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globaluri kulturis degeneraciisgan.
kvlevis Sedegad gamovlinda tendencia, rom `kargi~ qarTveli qali aris ojaxisTvis Tavdadebuli, morCili,
mosiyvarule, moyvaruli, mzrunveli coli da deda. garda amisa, respondentebis umetesoba dedobas qalobasTan
aigivebs. respondentebis argumentebSi dominirebs genderuli warmodgenebi, TiTqos qalebi unda iqceodnen `dedobrivi instinqtebis~ Sesabamisad. es niSnavs, rom xdeba
qalis arsis aRqma mxolod rogorc dedis, imis gauTvaliswineblad, rom Svilebis yolis survili Tandayolili
da damaxasiaTebeli ar aris qalebisTvis, Svilebze zrunva
ki _ iseTi ramaa, rac qals avtomaturad eZleva. dedobis
kulti uSvilo (Svilebis ar mosurne) qalebis marginalizebas axdens, radgan isini miiCnevian arc ise qalurebad.
aseve marginalizebulia iseTi qalic, romelic bavSvs aSvilebs, radgan maT brali edebaT dedobrivi deprivaciis
gamowvevaSi. zogierTi feministis Tanaxmad, genderuli
uTanasworobis gadasaWrelad `unda aikrZalos qalis
sxeulis gamoyeneba saxeobis reproduqciisTvis (Schott,
1986; Firestone, 1970). Sesabamisad, zogisTvis reproduqcia
sakvanZo mniSvnelobisaa patriarqatisTvis. maSin, roca
sxvebis azriT, dedobaSi patriarqaluri maxasiaTeblebi
unda dabrundes (Firestone, 1970; Rich, 1977).
`dasaqmebis, profesiuli ganviTarebisa da politikuri monawiloebis~ Sesaxeb Tavi cxadyofs, rom sajaro
sfero kvlavac mamakacebis mieraa dominirebuli. respondentebs aJRerebdnen mTel rig genderul warmodgenebs kacebis dominantobis argumentirebisa da sajaro
sivrceSi qalebis naklebi CarTulobis xelSesawyobad.
genderuli warmodgenebi moicaven im mosazrebasac, rom
umuSevroba safrTxes uqmnis mamakacis maskulinobas maTi
mTavari ojaxuri movaleobis ugulvebelyofiT; xolo qalis genderul rols safrTxes uqmnis dasaqmeba, radgan
xels uSlis qals saojaxo saqmeebSi. qaloba uTanabrdeba
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kerZo sferos, vinaidan, Cveni respondentebis aziT, qali
fasdeba imiT, rogori ojaxi hyavs da ara misi karieriT.
Sedegad, respondentebi aJRerebdnen genderul warmodgenebs, romlebic qals kerZo sferoTi zRudavs. daSveba,
rom qalis upirvelesi pasuxismgebloba bavSvze zrunvaa,
aferxebs qalebis politikaSi CarTulobas. qalebis emansipaciisa da sajaro sferoSi Tanaswori monawiloebisadmi eWvi aixsneba konelis (2005) mosazrebiT, romlis Tanaxmadac, tradiciul sazogadoebaSi, sadac kacebi ojaxis
mTavari marCenalebi arian, ekonomikuri siduxWire xels
uSlis kacebs daakmayofilon/gaamarTlon sazogadoebis
molodini. Sesabamisad, maT maskulinobas angrevs realobasa da molodins Soris arsebuli gansvla.
Tavi `axalgazrdobis damokidebuleba seqsualobis mimarT~
cxadyofs, rom qalebis avtonomia mniSvnelovnadaa SezRuduli, maT seqsualobaze dakisrebuli winaRobebis
gamo. kvlevis Sedegebma gamoamJRavna qalobis konstuirebisa da qalebis seqsualobis regulaciasa da marTvis fenomenis arseboba, romelic daicavs maT `araswori
gziT~ siarulisgan. fokusjgufi monawileTa azriT, qalis mokrZalebulobis dakargva da maTi CarTva seqsualur
TavisuflebaSi safrTxes uqmnis qarTul tradiciebsa da
kulturas. genderuli warmodgenebi, romlebsac fokusjgufis monawileebi avlendnen, xels uwyobs qalis seqsualuri avtonomiis ararsebobas da aZlierebs seqsualur
SezRudvebs. siamovnebisa da seqsis postmodernuli gamoyeneba ar figurirebs qarTveli respondentebis diskursSi,
romelic qalis seqsualobas exeb., maSin, roca kacebs aqvT
ufleba monawileoba miiRos seqsualur aqtSi mxolod da
mxolod siamovnebis miRebisTvis. dominanturi genderuli
roli farTod gavrcelebuli genderuli warmodgenebiT
myardeba, rac, Tavis mxriv, amarTles genderuli rolebis
SezRudvas, romelic qalis Tavisuflebis ares kerZo
sferoTi zRudavs.
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Appendix 1
Qualitative Interview Guide for Experts
Working on Gender and Women’s Issues

Respondent’s personal details –name/surrname, occupation,
organization/group, experience in working on the issue:

Discussion topic – Gender policy in Georgia
[The discussion of this topic will cover the following issues:
Georgian legislation with regard to gender issues, State Policy, effectiveness and shortcomings of the current gender policy, ways of
improving the situation.]
•

First of all, please, briefly describe the situation in Georgia in
terms of gender equality. Please provide reasons.

•

Please state your views on the measures taken by the State
for promoting the development of gender policy in Georgia.
Please explain why.

•

What measures should be undetaken by society and the State
to improve the policy on gender equality?

Discussion topic – Society’s attitude towards gender equality
[The discussion of this topic will cover the following issues: Society’s
attitudes and changes, cultural values, stereotypes and traditions entrenched in society.]
•

In your opinion, does society have a correct understanding
of a) the meaning and basic principles of gender equality, b)
feminism and its basic principles? Please explain why.
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• Please list the stereotypes that are most common in Georgian
youth/older generations with respect to the roles of men and
women. Please provide reasons why they are so widespread.
•

Which generation is more sensitive to the idea of equality –
younger or older? How would you explain this fact?

Discussion topic – Social institutions contributing to the development of gender sensitive/insensitive attitudes/views in society
[The discussion of this topic will cover the following issues: Effect and
role of social institutions (family, school, church, media, peers) on the
attitudes and views of Georgian youth.]
• In your view, is there a significant [correlative] link between a
person’s education level and his/her gender sensitivity level?
[Note: probe the respondent about what type of knowledge
he/she means when talking about education; e.g. reading
and writing skils, secondary/higher education, civic education, special gender education, personal intelligence level,
frequency of reading literary and scientific books, etc.];
•

Do you have any information about the teaching of a gender
component in Georgian schools as an independent or incorporated subject or in any other form [e.g. in a civic education
textbook]? Do you think that incorporating a gender component in school curriculums will significantly enhance gender
sensitivity in future generations? Why?

•

In your opinion, is there a significant [correlative] link between a person’s religiosity and his/her gender sensitivity
level?

•

In your view, is it possible to enhance the level of gender
sesitivity in Georgian youth (even if a gender component is
introduced in school curricula), while a significant portion of
those youth regularly go to church?
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• In your opinion, is there a significant [correlative] link between
a person’s place of residence (capital, town, village) and his/
her gender sensitivity level?
•

Do you think that views on gender issues of youth living in
cities and of youth living in villages differ significantly? Please
briefly explain/substantiate your answer.

•

Do your think that Georgian youth today have different stereotyped views on gender according to their sex? [Girls tend
to have more stereotyped views on gender than boys and
vice versa]; Please briefly explain/substantiate your answer.

•

In your view, what topics should be particularly focused on
when studying the gender views and sensitivity of Georgian
youth? Please list these topics and explain why.
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Appendix 2
Focus Group Guide for Young Participants
Welcoming remarks: First of all, I would like to thank you for your
participation in the focus group discussion.
My name is ___________________ and during the next hour and a
half I will be moderating this focus group.
I would like to briefly introduce the purpose of this study for which
you were invited here today. We are interested in your attitudes and
views on the roles, functions and duties of men and women in Georgia and the expectations society has placed on them.
During the focus group I will present several situations about which
I would like to hear your opinions and attitudes. The focus group will
continue for about an hour and a half and I would like to ask you to
actively participate in the discussion.
Please remember that there is no correct or incorrect idea/answer,
your opinion is extremely valuable to us. Please turn off your phones
and please accept again my deep thanks for your participation.
The first situations that I will present to you, one after another and
which will be the topic of our discussion, will concern the family.
Section A) Family [Distribution of gender roles, sharing of tasks,
upbringing of children, traditional/non-traditional.]
Situation No. 1.
Please imagine the following situation: mother, father and children
(school age sister and brother). Both parents work and both come
home in the evening.
In your opinion, what happens during one regular evening in this fam_ 234 _

ily: Who does what? [Why?]
 Note for the moderator: Probe participants as much as possible and ask them to explain their answers. Ask them frequently why they hold a certain view, on what basis, etc.
Situation No. 2.
Please imagine the following situation: only a woman works in
a family, supporting her spouse and infant child. The husband is
temporarily unemployed. What do you think is happening while the
woman is at work: Who cares for the child? Who cooks dinner and
does household chores [laundry, cleaning, etc.]? [Why?] What is
your attitude towards this situation in a family? [Why?]
 Note for the moderator: Ask the above questions one by one
and try to elicit detailed explanations from the participants
about their views and attitudes.
Situation No. 2.Traditional and modern families
Now, I will read an exerpt “traditional and modern family” from a fifth
grade textbook and I would like to ask you to discuss this subject.
Traditional family – “A man was the head in all families; he had more
rights than female and younger male members of the family”.
Question No. 1: How common is this type of family in Georgia?
What do you like/dislike about such family? [Why?] What would you
change/ not change in such a family? [Why?]  
Question No. 2: Now let’s talk about a modern family; what do you
think a modern family means/is like [in general, theoretically]?
 Note for the moderator: Please first make the participants
talk about the concept of a modern family in general (from a
global perspective). What a modern family means, how the
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roles and functions are distributed in a modern family. Probe
the participants as much as possible to obtain from them detailed explanations of their views and attitudes. After they
have discussed this subject, ask them to talk more specifically
based on the situation in Georgia and ask the following:
Questions: What does a modern family look like in Georgia [specifically?] How common is this type of modern family in Georgia? How
acceptable is this type of family in Georgia? What do you like/dislike
in such a family [Why?] What would you change/ not change in such
a family [Why?].
Situation No. 3.
Please imagine the following situation: a family has a son and a
daughter who live in their parents’ apartment. The apartment is registered in the father’s name who decided to re-register his property
(the apartment) to his son’s name. Why do you think the father did
not take into consideration his daughter?
 Note for the moderator: Only after the participants answer
the first question and express their own view on this situation
should you probe them and ask the following question - Are
the daughter’s rights violated when the property is not left
to her?
Section B) Women outside the home [career, professional development, women in politics.]
Situation No. 1.
Please imagine the following situation: a woman has a political career. She is offered a ministerial position in one of the ministries. She
has a husband and child (children). In your opinion, how would the
situation develop? Should the woman accept the post? [Why?]
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 Note for the moderator: This question concerns a woman’s
political career. Try as much as possible to encourage the
participant to discuss women’s involvement in politics, their
attitudes towards women politicians; how necessary it is to
have women in politics, etc. Also encourage them to discuss
women in the role of leaders; what it means to be a woman
leader; what their attitude is to this issue and why.
Situation No. 2.
Please imagine the following situation: A husband works in a family,
whose salary is sufficient to support his wife and children of school
age. Unexpectedly, his wife gets a job offer for the first time in her life.
The husband does not like this offer. In your view, how will the situation develop? Why do you think the husband is unhappy? Should
the woman take the offer? [Why?]
Situation No. 3
Please imagine the following situation: a new financial department
was created in private company X. The head of the department is to
be appointed from an employee who received higher education in finance abroad, has been working for company X for at least five years
and has been named Employee of the Year at least once. It turned
out that only two employees meet those criteria: Natalia K. and Irakli
B. [both of whom are equally competent]. The head of the department will be appointed by secret ballot conducted by the Board of
Directors and all the employees will participate in the voting. In your
view, how will the situation develop? Who will be elected/ not be
elected? [Why?]
 Note for the moderator: This question concerns the positions of equally competent men and women. Manage the
discussion of the participants in such a way as to obtain infor_ 237 _

mation on how equal the rights of men and women are in
Georgia in the sphere of employment and if they enjoy the
same rights, what are the reasons for that.
Situaion No. 4.
Please imagine the following situation: Your son wants to become a
hairdresser.Would you welcome his choice, and why? What would be
your advice to him?
In your opinion, is there a profession which does not suit men? Or
women? Please name these professions.
Note for the moderator: Encourage the participants to list the professions that are not suitable for men or women. Ask them to specify in
their answers whether they consider those professions to be unsuitable for men and women only in Georgia or in general. Why may a
particular profession not be suitable for women/men?
Section C) Sexualiy [women’s sexual freedom, to have children out of
wedlock, other rights].
Situation No. 1
Please imagine the following situation: a sister and a brother who
are both adults. The sister lives separately with her boyfriend and
the brother lives with his girlfriend [both of them live in relationships
without marriage/engagement]. The parents constantly criticize the
daughter for living with her boyfriend without being married and demand that she formalize her relationship; however they do not have
such demands with respect to their son. In your view, why do the
parents criticize only their daughter? And what should the daughter
do? [Why?]
 Note for the moderator: Probe the participants about how
topical the problem presented is in the above situation in
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Georgia, and where (in the capital, regions?). Why is the subject so topical? Ask them to express their attitudes on cohabitation and what they consider to be correct – marriage or
cohabitation? Probe the participants about why women are
required to formalize their relationships.
Situation No. 2
Imagine the following situation: A young woman had more than one
sexual partner and none of the relationships was serious or longterm. Then the woman met a young man, they liked each other and
started dating. During one of their conversations they touched upon
the issue of sexual partners. The woman said that she had had several
sexual partners. In your opinion, how would the man react to that?
[Why?]
 Note for the moderator: Probe the participants about how
they would react themselves in this situation. Or if the
woman was their daughter or sister, to what extent they
would interfere in her private life and why. Would they approve or disapprove of such a life-style. Also ask them: Is
a woman’s sexual freedom acceptable for you or for people around you? If yes, then why? If not, then why not?

Situation No. 3
Please imagine the following situation: A woman and a man got
married. The woman does not want to have a child yet. The people
around her, including her husband, criticize her and insist she become
pregnant. What do you think about the woman’s decision? [Why?]
What do you think about the behavior of the people around her?
[Why?] Does a woman have the right to choose when to become a
mother and/or whether or not to become a mother at all?
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Situation No. 4
Please imagine the following situation: A husband has frequent sexual contact with his wife despite the fact that the wife does not want
to have sexual contact [for different reasons]. In your opinion, does
this situation constitute violence against a woman? [Yes/no- Why?]
Do you think a woman havs the right to refuse to have a sexual relationship with her husband?
 Note for the moderator: Obtain as much information as
possible and encourage the participants to talk about a
woman’s right to refuse to have a sexual relationship, spousal obligations, and then ask: When there is forced sexual
intercourse, can it be considered as rape?
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